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Twins in a crystalline material are inclusions that possess special characteristics
with respect to the matrix that hosts them in that their lattice orientations are mir-
rored across the matrix-twin interfaces. These interfaces are referred to as twin
boundaries (TBs) and they play an important role in the plastic deformation of
twinned metals. Recent advances in materials synthesis geared toward developing
super-strong and ductile metals have introduced one such class of microstructures
- Nanotwinned (nt) Metals. In nt-metals the TBs are closely spaced at distances
ranging between few nm to hundreds of nm and this endows such microstructures
with impressive strength and ductility. Several recent real and virtual (i.e. atom-
istic simulations) experiments on nt face-centered-cubic (FCC) metals indicate that
their macroscopic responses emerge from complex microscopic mechanisms that
are dominated by dislocation-TB interactions. While TBs impede dislocation mo-
tion across them, shouldering the responsibility as strengthening agents, they may
also act as channels for slip along preferred directions. The latter is concomitant
with TB migration and has important implications on the material strength. In-
deed, it may lead to a reduction in the yield strength thereby competing against
the strengthening mechanism and the severity of this reduction depends on the
thickness of twins.
This thesis presents the continuum micromechanics of nt FCC metals. Nan-
otwinned copper is used as a model material system due to a large body of lit-
erature available on this microstructure. We focus on formulating and modeling
vii
the mechanics to describe the following characteristics reported in this model mi-
crostructure: (i) enhancement of yield strength with reduction in twin thickness λ,
(ii) reduction in yield strength with decreasing twin thickness below a critical twin
thickness λcr, and (iii) migration of TBs under applied loads. The theoretical setting
is developed using single crystal plasticity (CP) as a basis wherein the plastic slip on
each slip system in an FCC crystal structure is modeled as a visco-plastic constitu-
tive law arising from glide of dislocation ensembles. Owing to their governing role,
twins are modeled as discrete lamellas with full crystallographic anisotropy. Using
a mechanism-based approach the crystallographic slip-rate laws on each slip sys-
tem are enriched with length-scale effects to capture TB-induced strengthening. To
model TB migration and yield softening, a TB-affected-zone is introduced that is en-
dowed with an additional visco-plastic slip-law that is based on the nucleation and
motion of special type of dislocations called twin partial dislocations that mediate
the twinning mechanism in these microstructures. This constitutive development is
implemented within a finite element framework through a User Material (UMAT)
facility within ABAQUS/ STANDARD R©. Detailed micromechanics simulations and
discussion of the strengthening, softening and TB migration in single-grained and
polycrystalline topologies are presented.
viii
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Microstructural engineering has been the hallmark for strengthening of crystalline
metals used in load-bearing applications. Myriad strategies have been devised to
achieve higher yield strengths, but a common goal of most approaches is to in-
troduce barriers to motion of dislocations as they are ubiquitous agents of plastic-
ity. Under applied external stimulus dislocations glide on characteristic planes (slip
planes) that results in macroscopic plasticity. Naturally, hindering their motion is ex-
pected to delay plastic yielding of materials. Dislocation barriers may be in the form
of other dislocations that act as forests (work-hardening), interfaces such as grain
boundaries and twin boundaries (boundary-strengthening), second-phase particles
(particle-strengthening) and several more. With recent advancements in materials
synthesis, nanostructured materials1 have gained tremendous prominence whereby
the characteristic spacing between such barriers can be controlled well below mi-
crometer regime resulting in substantially enhanced yield strength, sometimes by
1For the purpose of this work, we define this as a material with a characteristic microstructural
feature below 1 µm
1
an order of magnitude over their conventional coarse-grained counterparts.
Despite being able to achieve such significant strengthening, the Achilles heel of
most nanostructured metallic architectures has been the concomitant dramatic loss
of ductility that severely limits their engineering utility. The loss of ductility may re-
sult from a variety of intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms and various strategies have
been proposed to mitigate this problem (e.g. Ma (2006)). An attractive recourse
is to engineer hierarchical microstructures that assist in strengthening by providing
barriers to dislocation motion while concurrently retaining or enhancing the agents
of ductility such as rate-sensitivity and strain-hardening. Figure 1.1 shows exam-
ples of hierarchical metallic microstructures that have been experimentally realized
in recent years. In the process of devising new micro-architectures, novel deforma-
tions mechanisms have been unraveled that influence the mechanical performance
in more than one way (Chen et al. (2008); Dao et al. (2007); Chen et al. (2003);
Gianola et al. (2006); Jia et al. (2003); Meyers et al. (2006); Shan et al. (2008b)).
It is important to fundamentally understand the mechanics of such microstructures
to be able to design applications that perform optimally.
This thesis is concerned with the continuum micromechanics of nanotwinned
(nt) face-centered-cubic (FCC) metals that have shown promising trends in the si-
multaneous enhancement of strength and ductility. A typical crystal within an nt
polycrystalline aggregate comprises multiple twin boundaries (TBs) that are stacked
in parallel with the average spacing between them in the range of few nm to few
hundred nm. Figure 1.2 shows real microstructures of different nt-metals that have









Figure 1.1 High-resolution images showing hierarchical microstructures (a) “tri-modal”
aluminum alloy composite comprising nanocrystalline (nc) matrix with embedded ceramic
particles together with coarse-grained aluminum alloy (Ye et al. (2005)), (b) Bi-modal
copper comprising nc and micron sized grains (Wang et al. (2002)), and (c) Nanotwinned
copper polycrystal (Lu et al. (2004)).
The strong interest in nt materials has been triggered by the exciting results
reported by Lu et al. (2004) who showed that by introducing nano-spaced twin









Figure 1.2 Nanotwi ned m crostructures in within polycrystalline aggregate of (a) copper
(Dao et al. (2006)), (b) palladium (Idrissi et al. (2011)), and (c) silver (Bufford et al.
(2011)).
strength can be increased substantially with decreasing TB spacing λ. This novel hi-
erarchical microstructure combines impressive strengthening, hardening, and duc-
tility (Lu et al. (2004); Dao et al. (2006)) that is seldom observed simultaneously in
nano-crystalline (nc) materials (fig. 1.3a). Moreover, this nt-Cu exhibits impressive
electrical properties that are not realizable in nano-grained Cu (fig. 1.3b) that are






Figure 1.3 (a) Tensile response of as-deposited nt-Cu. Note the significant strengthening
in nt-Cu compared to coarse-grained Cu as well as nc-Cu with same grain size. Nt-Cu also
exhibit impressive ductility not observed in nc-Cu (Lu et al. (2004)), (b) Nt-Cu shows
impressive electrical resistance comparable to coarse-graind Cu. On the other hand, nc-Cu
shows high resistance that may not be desirable in microelectronic applications (Lu et al.
(2004)).
More recently, Lu et al. (2009b) performed uniaxial tension experiments on elec-
trodeposited nt-Cu with average grain size d ∼ 500 nm similar to Lu et al. (2004),
but over a larger range of TB thickness (λ ∼ 4 − 100 nm). As in the previous
works, it shows a Hall-Petch type strengthening for 15 ≤ λ ≤ 100 nm. However,
for λ < 15 nm the yield strength decreases with decreasing λ to the extent that for
λ ∼ 4 nm it is nearly the same as that of its corresponding twin-free ufg counterpart
with d ∼ 500 nm (fig. 1.4). What is also interesting is the dramatically enhanced
ductility in nt-Cu, especially compared to the twin-free ufg-Cu attributed to novel
mechanisms arising from TB-dislocation interactions (Zhu and Li (2010)).
On the backdrop of these fundamentally exciting reports, several real and virtual
(molecular dynamics) experimental investigations have been performed to under-
stand the deformation mechanisms in twinnable materials, mainly Cu (Anderoglu






Figure 1.4 (a) Hall-Petch like strengthening in nt-Cu (circles) with decreasing twin
thickness λ that transitions into softening below λ ∼ 15 nm. (b) Elongation-to-failure as a
function of λ in nt-Cu. Note the inverse trend in nc-Cu where ductility severely decreases
with reduction in grain size (square symbol). Results from Lu et al. (2009a) and Lu et al.
(2009b).
Wang et al. (2007); Kulkarni and Asaro (2009); Wang et al. (2010b); Wu et al.
(2009); Zhou et al. (2010); Shan et al. (2008a); Li et al. (2011); Shabib and
Miller (2009); Li and Ghoniem (2009); Jang et al. (2012)), but also in palladium
(Stukowski et al. (2010); Idrissi et al. (2011)), silver (Bufford et al. (2011)) and
aluminum (Zhu et al. (2004)). These works have reported detailed accounts of the
dislocation-TB interaction, twin evolution and the stability of the deformation pro-
cess in nt-metals. In-situ TEM experiments of Wang et al. (2007) on nt-Cu revealed
that twin partials (TP) emitted from a dislocation source move the pre-existing
TBs. Similar experiments by Shan et al. (2008a) aimed at investigating the defor-
mation and fracture mechanism in nt-Cu indicated TB migration that may some-
times lead to annihilation of twin lamellas (i.e. de-twinning) below twin thickness
∼ 30 nm. Very recently, Jang et al. (2012) reported profuse de-twinning in nt-Cu
specimens with TBs oriented at an angle to the loading axis, together with a lower
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yield strength compared to microstructures with TBs orthogonal to the loading axis.
While we will invoke specific aspects of twinning related effects in nt-FCC metals
from these and similar works in the subsequent Chapters of the thesis, some of the
broad characteristics may be summarized here that are important from the view-
point of continuum modeling
1. Size-dependent enhancement of the yield strength σy with decreasing twin
thickness λ that follows a Hall-Petch behavior (i.e. σy ∼ 1/
√
λ)
2. Size-dependent reduction in σy below a critical λ (yield softening)
3. Enhanced strain hardening
4. Enhanced rate-sensitivity
5. Improved ductility
6. Microstructural evolution via TB migration
1.2 Continuum Micromechanics Modeling and Simu-
lation
Figure 1.5 shows a schematic of the wide range of length-scales over which metal
plasticity persists. Naturally, the modeling approach of choice depends on the scale
at which this phenomenon needs to be considered. In typical macro-scale structural
plasticity, it is judicious to use classical or enriched versions of fully homogenized
plasticity theories such as the J2− flow theory. On the other hand, to probe fun-
damental mechanisms that trigger plasticity at the atomistic scales, it is imperative
to adopt classical molecular dynamics (MD). Modeling length-scales between MD
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and fully-homogenized continuum plasticity are essentially continuum theories, but
they have varying elements of discreteness. For example, in discrete dislocation dy-
namics (DDD) the individual atoms are ignored, but the discreteness of dislocations
and the slip plane on which they glide is retained. At a length-scale coarser to DDD,
one uses a continuum crystal plasticity modeling approach where the discreteness
of dislocations is smeared out. Instead, plastic flow on individual slip system is rep-
resented by continuum constitutive laws for slip rates representing the motion and
interaction of dislocation densities on each slip system. Such a slip law for crystal
plasticity may be developed from the sub-scale DDD simulations.







Polycrystal	 J2- plasticity 
Crystal plasticity  
Discrete dislocations 
Atomistics 
Figure 1.5 Schematic showing the types of modeling approaches for metal plasticity
adopted over a wide range of length-scale.
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A sizable body of the literature on the simulation of the mechanical behavior of
nt-metals is primarily devoted to MD modeling and these provide valuable insight
into the mechanisms that may be responsible for the observed behaviors. In com-
parison, far fewer models have been proposed that account for twinning within
the framework of continuum plasticity (e.g. Dao et al. (2006); Je´rusalem et al.
(2008); Zhu et al. (2011)). These models resort to the crystal plasticity approach
but they ignore the discreteness of twins within a crystal. The effect of the presence
of twins are homogenized by adopting a rule-of-mixtures law for stress and strain
partitioning. Further, the effect of TBs on strength enhancement is modeled by writ-
ing plastically anisotropic slip laws for slip systems parallel and non-coplanar to the
TBs.
Compared to the homogenized twin crystal plasticity modeling just mentioned, the
present thesis is based on the viewpoint that it is important to retain the discreteness
of the twinned structure within individual crystals. We refer to the latter as Discrete
Twin Crystal Plasticity (DTCP). Retaining the actual twinned microstructure allows
modeling and investigating some of the important micromechanical effects that are
not realizable if the twins are homogenized. We provide one example where this
distinction may be important. Recently, Li et al. (2010) performed large-scale 3d-
MD simulations on polycrystalline nt-Cu for a range of TB spacings. Consistent with
the experiments of Lu et al. (2009b), they observed yield strengthening up to a crit-
ical twin thickness λcr that then transitioned to yield softening below it. Based on
the atomistic observations, they proposed a novel mechanism to explain this transi-
tion. It appeals to the preferential nucleation of dislocations (Tschopp et al. (2008);
Zhu et al. (2008)) along TBs that becomes profuse below λcr due to higher density
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of TB-GB triple junctions (TJs) that act as dislocation sources. A collateral effect
of this mechanism is that it causes TBs to migrate that critically depends on the
underlying microstructural details. Such a microstructural evolution is important
in the stability of the material and intimately couples into the macroscopic behav-
iors. While the mechanics of strengthening-softening transition can be modeled in
a homogenized twin plasticity model, it cannot model the microstructural evolution
and the resulting effects. In comparison, a DTCP approach would be able to model
such effects. Note that the microstructural length-scales in the homogenized and
discrete twin crystal plasticity models are in the same range so that the discreteness
of dislocations is ignored.
1.3 Focus and Contributions of Thesis
Based on the discussion in the preceding sections, this thesis presents micromechan-
ical modeling of twinned FCC microstructures with an application to nt-metals. The
focus is on modeling:
• Size-effect in the strengthening and softening of nt-metals
• Microstructural evolution via TB migration
To that end, the modeling approaches developed here are based on single crystal
plasticity that is enriched with physically-based mechanics pertaining to nt-metals.
The salient features of these approaches are as follows:
1. A DTCP approach to model the strengthening and softening of nt-metals with
application to nt-Cu. This includes:
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a. Computational implementation of a basic User Material (UMAT) code for
rate-dependent FCC single crystal plasticity based on the works of Asaro
(1983) and Peirce et al. (1983) and integrating it into ABAQUS/STANDARD R©
finite element software.
b. Development of a crystallographic theory for length-scale dependent strength-
ening and softening on individual slip systems based on the work of Li
et al. (2010) and its implementation within UMAT.
c. Micromechanics investigation of twinned single crystals as a function of
crystal orientation and twin thickness.
d. Micromechanics investigation of twinned polycrystal aggregates as a func-
tion of twin thickness.
2. A crystal plasticity model for TB migration and its computational implemen-
tation within UMAT developed in #1. This approach includes:
a. Developing a mechanism-based constitutive law describing slip-rate on a
twin partial (TP) slip system parallel to TB in addition to the constitutive
law for the twelve conventional slip systems in FCC materials. This is
then adopted to introduce a twinning condition at a material point.
b. Computational implementation of TP slip-rate and twinning condition
within crystal plasticity UMAT. The highlight of this implementation is
that it naturally predicts the direction and velocity of TB migration as a
function of underlying dislocation mechanism.
c. Micromechanics investigation of TB migration for single and multiple
TBs within a crystal.
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d. Micromechanics investigation of TB migration in a polycrystal.
1.4 Organization of Thesis
In Chapter 2 we provide a short primer on twinning in FCC crystals. It focuses on
providing elementary information regarding the common terminologies associated
with the description of twinning. Some of the seminal works pertaining to twinning
in FCC metals are reviewed.
In Chapter 3 we first consolidate key observations reported in literature pertain-
ing to twinning effects in nt-metals. Based on these observations, we then develop
the DTCP model that incorporates the length-scale dependent strengthening and
softening mechanisms in the constitutive description of slip activities in twinned
microstructures. The strengthening contribution is modeled as an additional in-
ternal stress arising from non-homogeneous distribution of slip on the slip systems
that are non-coplanar to the TB. The softening contribution is through a special
mechanism-based plastic slip that exists in the vicinity of TB due to special disloca-
tion sources created by the junction of GBs and TBs. The computational implemen-
tation of this model as UMAT in ABAQUS/STANDARD R© is discussed in some de-
tail. Using this computational implementation, we then present results for several
model twinned microstructures including single crystal and polycrystalline cases.
The Chapter closes with a detailed summary of the micromechanical computations
and analysis.
Chapter 4 takes a step further in that it models TB migration within the DTCP
approach. To motivate a modeling approach for TB migration within DTCP, the
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Chapter provides substantial background of the relevant literature based on ex-
periments, MD and continuum approaches pertaining to kinematics, kinetics and
energetics of TB migration process in crystalline structures. Consolidating key ob-
servations from these works, we then present a novel coarse-grained approach for
modeling TB migration within the DTCP framework. The approach broadly follows
along the lines of the constitutive model for softening presented in Chapter 3, but
with important modifications that are necessary to accurately handle TB migration
characteristics. A salient outcome of this development is that the directionality and
the velocity of TB migration is naturally predicted based on the underlying mi-
croscopic mechanism of twin partial nucleation and glide. Toward the end of the
Chapter, we present some preliminary ideas for further coarse-graining the TB mi-
gration characteristics in the form of evolution of twin volume fraction a la´ Kalidindi
(1998).
Chapter 5 focuses on the computational implementation of the model developed
in Chapter 4. It presents micromechanical simulations of TB migration in a va-
riety of model twinned microstructures. In particular, we discuss the role played
by the dislocation source density on the macroscopic and microscopic behaviors.
The computational results are supported with analytical calculations where possi-
ble to validate the robustness of the developed TB migration approach. The Chapter
closes with a simulation of a model comprising only three grains with one of the
grains hosting a single TB. Although highly idealized, this polycrystalline model pro-
vides useful insight into the role of inter-granular interaction on the TB migration
characteristics.
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Chapter 6 summarizes the findings of the thesis. The main contributions come




A Brief Primer on Twinning in
Face-Centered-Cubic Metals
2.1 Twinning Induced Plasticity
Plasticity in crystalline metals may occur through a variety of mechanisms including
dislocation slip, twinning, grain-boundary sliding, diffusion, grain rotation. While
dislocation slip mostly dominates the plasticity landscape, the rest of the mecha-
nisms may play an important role, especially in cases where dislocation activity is
suppressed due to microstructural considerations. Among these mechanisms, crys-
tallographic twinning is an important mode of plasticity that is rather ubiquitously
observed in a variety of materials comprising face-centered-cubic (FCC), body-
centered-cubic (BCC) or hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) crystallographic structures.
In this Chapter, we provide a very brief primer on twinning in FCC metals from
the contextual viewpoint of the present work. We discuss some of the elementary
crystallographic, kinematic and kinetic aspects related to FCC twinning by referring
to key literature on this topic, but is by no means complete in itself. For detailed
accounts of twinning in a variety of crystal structures the reader is referred to the
15
seminal review by Christian and Mahajan (1995). More recently, Zhu et al. (2012)
and Niewczas (2007) have compiled excellent reviews on twinning in nanocrys-
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Figure 2.1 Schematic showing the difference between atomistic configurations arising
from plastic deformation due to slip and twinning. (a) Two illustrative material points in a
continuum P1 and P2, where (b’) P1 has undergone dislocation slip, which leaves the
underlying atomic lattice structure unaltered, while (c) P2 has experienced twinning that
results in a characteristic lattice orientation change. (b) Represents an intermediate stage
of plastic slip while the dislocation passes through the crystal before it reaches the other
end, causing configuration (b’). The vector diagram shown in (c) indicates geometric
representation of the twinning shear denoted by the angle 2αts between the original and
the reoriented lattice.
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Figure 2.1 schematically shows the fundamental difference between the dislo-
cation slip and twinning as mechanisms of plasticity in an FCC crystal. In slip-
induced plasticity, the glide of dislocations on specific slip planes leaves the under-
lying atomic lattice orientation unaltered. In other words, for a plastically unde-
formed FCC lattice represented in fig.2.1b by ABCABC.... stacking, the stacking
sequence remains exactly the same during and after the passage of one or more
dislocations (fig.2.1b and b’). In comparison, twinning results in a fundamental
change in the atomic stacking as shown in fig. 2.1c that manifests as a local shear
strain of a fixed magnitude (commonly referred to as the twinning shear strain)
combined with sudden lattice reorientation by a specific amount. As a result of the
lattice reorientation an interface is created, commonly referred to as the twin plane
or twin boundary (TB), that separates the twinned region from the untwinned re-
gion (the horizontally black line in fig. 2.1c). It is worthwhile mentioning that, as
a plasticity mechanism although twinning in FCC metals is indeed distinguishable
from dislocation slip, the underlying atomistic process of twinning is actually driven
by dislocation glide. However, the crystallographic character of these twinning dis-
locations is distinct from those involved in slip-induced plasticity (The details of
twinning shear and directions that are shown in this fig. are explained in the sub-
sequent sections). It is natural that the kinematic, kinetic and energetic aspects of
twinning are significantly different from those of dislocation slip. In the subsequent
sections, we discuss some of the basic features pertaining to the description of this
twinning process.
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2.2 Origins of Twins in FCC metals
Twinning may be divided in three different categories:
(a) Deformation Twins: as a result of stress on a twin-friendly crystal (fig. 2.2a).
This type of twins may nucleate and grow depending on the microstructural
configuration and loading. They may nucleate in different directions (paral-
lel to one of (111) planes) depending upon which one is energetically more
favorable. Therefore, one may observe no special pattern in nucleation of de-
formation twins. Although discussed later, nucleation of a deformation twin
is a result of the competition between the energetics involved in different op-
erative plastic slip mechanisms. That is why some metals like copper rather
easily twin as compared to aluminum. Additionally, it is shown (e.g. Chen
et al. (2003)) that formation of deformation twins may be influenced by the
length-scales associated with the microstructures (average grain size for ex-
ample). Since nucleation of deformation twins are rather stochastic in nature,
one may not be able to engineer the microstructure based on them to achieve
enhanced material properties.
(b) Growth Twins: This type is the result of interruption or change in the lattice
during formation or growth due to a possible deformation from a larger substi-
tuting ion (fig. 2.2b). Mostly, they are synthesized in a very controlled manner
using highly accurate techniques such as pulsed electrodeposition. Due to the
synthesis techniques, their purities are generally high. However, their syn-
thesis speed has not been high enough to make their application attractive
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to the relevant industries. Despite deformation twins, thank to their synthe-
sis techniques, the directionality (fig. 2.2b) and TB spacing of the growth
twins may be well controlled (between 100 nm to 4 nm (Lu et al. (2009b))).
Therefore, their microstructures may be engineered well to achieve enhanced
material properties. Since growth twins are pre-existing, the major operative
plastic deformation may be due to migration of these TBs, especially in higher
densities (i.e. less TB spacing).
(c) Annealing Twins: as a result of a change in crystallographic orientations
during cooling process (fig. 2.2c). In low stacking fault energy materials,
annealing twins develop that complicate the recrystallization process (Field
et al. (2007)). In this case, the twinned structure generally alters the en-
ergy and mobility of a mobile interface, thereby either enhancing or retarding
the growth of a given orientation (Field et al. (2007)). Therefore, in terms
of synthesis techniques, they are less stochastic as compared to deformation
twins, but yet much less controllable as compared to growth counterparts. In
effect, they may be used to engineer the microstructures, but to a less extent
as compared to growth twins.
2.3 Crystallography of Twinning
The following discussion largely follows from the classic review paper by Christian
and Mahajan (1995). Figure 2.3a shows the four {111} planes in an FCC crystal
that are the slip planes with each plane comprising three 〈1¯10〉 slip directions. As











Figure 2.2 (a) Transmission electron micrograph of the intersecting twins in
nanocrystalline Ta. The twinning directions are marked with two white arrows (Wang
et al. (2005)). (b) Cross-sectional o tic l m crograp of Cu with a high density of growth
twins (Wang et al. (2007)). (c) High magnification images showing the twins in
directionally-annealed sections of rolled copper crystals at 420 ◦C with shown at a
temperature gradient 70◦ cm−1 (Baker and Li (2002)).
also twin planes. It is customary to represent the atomistic picture of twinning in
fig. 2.1c in terms of a set of planes and directions, shown in 2.3b.
In the classical definition of twinning the twin and parent/matrix lattices are re-
lated by a reflection in some plane or by a 180◦ rotation about some axis, which are
equivalent in high symmetry crystals. Transformation twinning is also found which
is known as another type of twining and is found in the products structures of many
martensitic transformations and is a highly organized structure. In contrast, ordi-














Figure 2.3 Schematic representation of: (a) Crystallographic orientations of twin planes in
FCC metals, which are also the slip planes. (b) Geometric representation used in
describing twinning crystallography (adapted from Christian and Mahajan (1995)).
a parent/matrix region. Deformation twins mainly happen by applying a simple
shear to the parent lattice which implies highly individual atomic displacements,
in contrast to generation and growth of slip bands during glide deformation; how-
ever they can thicken which is addressed to imperfect structure of formation twins,
containing stacking faults.
The main components of a deformation twin are the invariant plane of the shear
K1, shear direction η1, the second undistorted (or conjugate) plane K2, plane of shear,
containing η1 and normal vectors to K1 and K2, denoted by P, and conjugate shear
direction η2, the intersection of K2 and P (see fig. 2.3). As an example, in fig.
2.3b, K1 ≡ n = (111), η1 = [112¯]. A twinning mode is defined when K1 and η2
(or equivalently K2 and η1) are specified, and the shear magnitude associated to
them is denoted by γts(= tanαts). The right-handed set of a twin mode is defined
when the angle between η1 and η2 is obtuse, the angle between η1 and normal to
K2 and the angle between η2 and normal to K1 is acute. The conjugate mode has
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the same plane P and γts, but K1, K2, η1, and η2 are interchanged. Twins are
classified as type I, II, and compound; Type I means K1 and η2 are rational plane1
and direction, respectively; type II means K2 and η1 are rational, and compound is
when both sets are present and rational. For lattices structures, the twins of type
I and II are often described as reflection in K1 and rotation about η1, respectively.
But the most important feature of a mode of deformation twin is the reoriented
region as the result of applying simple shear to the parent/matrix region, leading to
a more general twinning definition, no matter whether it is rational/classical or not.
Following this approach, a homogeneous simple shear for a twin can be defined as
v/a = S/au/a (2.3.1)
where u/a and v/a are a lattice vectors2 of the parent and twinned region expressed
based on the unit vectors of coordinate system a, and in general, using indicial
notation we have
Sij/a = δij + γtsli/anj/a (2.3.2)
where li/a are contra-variant component of a unit vector l parallel to η1 and ni/a are
the covariant components of a unit normal to K1. By defining a new coordinate
system, /b Eq. (2.3.2) can be written as
1A rational vector is one that passes through sets of points of the Bravais lattice (Kelly et al.
(2000); Balluffi and Sutton (2006)).
2Throughout the thesis, uppercase bold alphabet indicates a tensor of order > 1, while lower
case bold alphabet indicates a vector.
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v/b = LS/au/a = R
tw
/au (2.3.3)
where Rtw/a ≡ Rtw is referred to as the correspondence matrix, and determinant of L,
S, and Rtw are ±1 (depending upon rotation or reflection type). Since the parent
and twinned region are always in contact, during formation of a twin, the interface
plane must be invariant, which means K1 remains unaltered, leading to the four
orientation relations of the classical theory,
(I) Reflection in K1.
(II) 180◦ rotation about η1.
(III) Reflection in the plane normal to η1.
(IV) 180◦ rotation about the direction normal to K1.
It can be easily shown that twin orientations I and IV, type I twinning, (and II
and III, type II twinning) are identical and twin orientations I and II (and III and IV)
are related by a reflection in the plane of shear, P 3. In summary, one may simply
obtain the crystallographic orientation of the twinned region via correspondence
matrix of twinning, Rtw 4
Rtw = 2n⊗ n− I (2.3.4)
3Interested readers are advised to find out more on twinning in (Christian and Mahajan (1995)).
4The cross-product of two vectors is a × b = εijkaibjek and the tensor product of two vectors is
a⊗ b = aibjei ⊗ ej.
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where I is identity matrix and ⊗ represents tensorial product. It is worthwhile
briefly discussing about the crystal reorientation due to twinning in general. For an
FCC crystal we may derive all four twinning-transformation matrices as represented
in Table 2.1
Table 2.1 All twinning-transformation matrices of an FCC crystal.







































This transformation affects the stiffness tensor and slip systems. The trans-
formed stiffness tensor is











where C lpqrs and C
l-tw
ijkl are the local stiffness tensors before and after transforma-
tion. Note that these transformations are performed in the local crystallographic
coordinate systems, denoted by “l” and “l-tw” subscripts. However, in terms of nu-
merical implementation, these matrices must further be transformed into the global

























where Rg is a transformation matrix, whose components are direction cosine be-
tween local and global coordinate systems, i.e. Rgij = e
l
i·egj (see (fig. 2.4)). Similarly,





















Figure 2.4 Schematic representation of crystallographic transformations from local to
global coordinate systems. The local stiffness matrix Cl is transformed to the
local-twinned Cl-tw and global Cgl coordinate systems through Rtw and Rg, respectively.
Finally, it is worthwhile mentioning that these transformations rotate the slip
systems as well. The total deformation gradient F is decomposed into the elastic
and plastic parts using multiplicative decomposition (Lee (1969)) (figs. 2.5a-b)








Figure 2.5 Schematic representation of a way of decomposing deformation gradient in CP
framework. First through plastic slip Fp then elastic distortion F∗ (Nemat-Nasser (2009)).
where F∗ and FP are the elastic and plastic parts of F, respectively. Then, the local
slip systems are updated as follows
sα = F∗sα0
nα = (F∗)−T nα0
(2.3.9)
where sα and nα are respectively the slip direction and slip-plane normal in the
deformed configuration (figs. 2.5), while sα0 and n
α
0 are their undeformed counter-
parts. Note that F∗ may further be decomposed into a rotation (R∗) and elastic
stretch (V∗) matrices, F∗ = V∗R∗, as illustrated via an intermediate stage of defor-
mation in fig. 2.5.
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Sometimes it is useful to describe the deformation in terms of rates. To that end,
the spatial velocity gradient L is introduced as
L = L∗ + F∗Lp(F∗)−1 (2.3.10)
where F˙ is the time-derivative of F and F−1 is its inverse, L∗ is the elastic part
of L while Lp is the plastic part of L. This decomposition of L into elastic and
plastic parts provides a way to connect the kinematics to the underlying kinetics
of plastic deformation through appropriate constitutive laws, as discussed briefly
conventional crystal plasticity in Appendix A.
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Chapter 3
Crystal Plasticity of Nano-twinned
Microstructures: A Discrete Twin
Approach for Copper
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a length-scale mediated CP approach to capture the ori-
entation dependent mechanics of nt microstructures. Given the strong interest in
nt-Cu, the formal development uses explicit information from the experimental and
computational observations on nt-Cu. Unlike some of the previous CP models in-
corporating twinning in a phenomenological manner (Dao et al. (2006)), here we
retain the discreteness of the twinned regions within a grain. Thus, an individ-
ual grain comprises discrete twin lamellas of equal thickness whose constitutive
description includes enriched crystallographic slip laws to account for the strength-
ening and softening mechanisms observed in nt-Cu. This approach is referred to
here as the discrete twin crystal plasticity (DTCP). The strengthening of an indi-
vidual grain is attributed to length-scale dependent internal resolved shear stress
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(IRSS) on each slip system due to a non-homogeneous distribution of excess dis-
locations between adjacent TBs, in addition to the RSS due to externally applied
stimulus. The softening mechanism is incorporated as an additional slip activity on
each slip system attributed to dislocations nucleated at the TJs (Li et al. (2010))
and pre-existing defects within TBs (Kulkarni and Asaro (2009); Shabib and Miller
(2009)). To account for the softening contribution, we explicitly model a small,
but finite region designated as twin-boundary-affected-zone (TBAZ), in the vicinity
of each TB within a grain. Thus, a single twin lamella is divided into two TBAZs
that sandwich a parent region. The softening mechanism is a function of the TBAZ
thickness, λz, and is active only in this region, while the strengthening mechanism
is assumed to prevail in an average sense 1 over the entire twin lamella and is a
function of λ. In the next section we briefly review the recent experimental and
computational observations that provide the conceptual setting for this work. In
the subsequent sections, we derive the mechanics of DTCP and use the governing
expressions to solve numerical problems mimicking nt-Cu. First, we focus on the
response of a single grain under 2D plane-strain condition and investigate the yield
strengthening-softening transition as a function of twin thickness and crystal orien-
tation. Later, the approach is extended to polycrystalline simulations and the trends
are compared with the single grain results and experiments on nt-Cu.
3.2 Brief Review of Mechanisms in Nt-Cu
Detailed transmission electron microscopic TEM investigations (Lu et al. (2004);
Dao et al. (2006); Lu et al. (2009b)) provide fundamental insight into some of the
1As we discuss later, this assumption is made only to partially ease the computational effort.
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deformation processes that prevail in nt-Cu. Initially straight TBs with no apparent
dislocation debris in their vicinity show heavy dislocation pile-up, indicating that
they act as strong barriers to dislocation motion. Along with the pile-up some of
the initially straight TBs appear curved after deformation indicating lattice incom-
patibilities. MD simulations (Shabib and Miller (2009); Li et al. (2010)) and ex-
periments (Wang et al. (2007)) indicate nucleation of Shockley partials (1/6 〈112¯〉)
at the TJs and across TBs (Kulkarni and Asaro (2009)) that manifest as steps on
the TBs. Pre-existing defects within the TBs that may also contribute to the overall
plasticity with increasing TB density (Kulkarni and Asaro (2009); Li et al. (2010)).
Dao et al. (2006) postulated existence of a TBAZ at the TBs whose thickness λz
is ∼ 10 times the lattice parameter, irrespective of the TB spacing. This zone may
be viewed as a region of profuse dislocation activity including preferred plastic slip
along the twin plane (also a slip plane) and across it. In addition, at later stages
of deformation, significant dislocation activity has been reported in the vicinity of
TBs, which may be a reason for the ductile response in nt-Cu. In pre´cis, the key
points from the experimental and MD observations that form the basis of our DT-CP
approach are:
(1) Incipient dislocation activities in the vicinity of TBs result in preferred slip
modes along TBs and pile-up across them.
(2) The TJs act as special dislocation nucleation sources.
(3) TBs contain preexisting defects that may trigger plasticity across them render-
ing them incoherent and may compromise their effectiveness as impenetrable
barriers.
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(4) The TBAZ thickness on either side of a TB is, by definition, λz = min (λ, lz)
where lz = 5 nm.
In the present DTCP approach, we focus on the kinetics of crystallographic slip
within the TBAZ to introduce the softening mechanism. Note that for fixed λz its
significance increases as λ decreases.
3.3 Mechanics of Length-Scale Dependent Strengthening-
Softening at Yield: Crystal Plasticity Model
Based on the MD and experimental observations summarized in the preceding sec-
tion, we set up the DT-CP approach for nt-Cu. The plastic slip on each slip system
is decomposed into two contributions: (a) slip due to pre-existing dislocations, and
(b) additional slip arising from newly nucleated dislocations due to the presence of
TBs. Based on the observations summarized in the preceding section, we consider
two key length-scale dependent mechanisms arising from the above-mentioned con-
tributions: (a) dislocation pile-up at the TBs causing strengthening, and (b) pre-
ferred glide within TBAZ on slip planes aligned with along the TBs contributing to
the softening behavior.
The presence of dislocation pile-up at interfaces has been discussed within the
context of discrete and continuum approaches (Jonnet et al. (2006); Lubarda and
Kouris (1996); Roy et al. (2008); Schouwenaars et al. (2010)). As dislocations
encounter TBs they accumulate in a manner that can be measured in a contin-
uum setting in terms of the geometrically necessary dislocation density (GNDs), ρg
that result in slip hardening. Similar to the rapid build-up of GNDs in the vicinity
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of GBs at small grain sizes (Cheong et al. (2005)), it may be assumed that in nt
microstructures too the GND density evolves rapidly far exceeding the SSD den-
sity, controlling the flow stress at small strains. Further, within an individual grain
of a heterogeneous microstructure such as in nt-Cu, ρg may vary between material
points setting up a GND density gradient∇ρg that leads to a length-scale dependent
IRSS (Aghababaei et al. (2011); Gurtin et al. (2007); Yefimov et al. (2004)). We
adopt this additional non-local IRSS as the strengthening mechanism for each slip
system and account for it in an average sense over the entire twin lamella thickness
λ (discussed et seq.).
To account for the softening, we model the TBAZ in the vicinity of a TB that
hosts abundant sources of dislocation nucleation for both families of slip systems,
namely along and across the TBs. These sources along the TBs are due to the TJs
(i.e. TB-GB intersections) (Li et al. (2010)) while those across the TBs are due to
pre-existing defects within the TBs (Kulkarni and Asaro (2009); Lu et al. (2009a);
Shabib and Miller (2009)). As mentioned in the Introduction section, in our discrete
twin (DT) approach we explicitly model the TBs and TBAZs. Naturally, the softening
mechanism is present only within the TBAZ and depends on its thickness λz.
3.3.1 Discrete Twin (DT) Approach
Figure 3.1-a shows the schematic of the DT-CP approach defining key kinematic
ingredients. An individual grain of average size d is divided by TBs spaced equally
at a distance λ. In this setting the twinned and parent regions are indistinguishable
and are referred to as the parent region in the discussion to discern them from the
TBAZ. As shown, a TB is endowed with a TBAZ of fixed thickness λz on its either
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side (orange bands). Figure 3.1-b shows an individual twin lamella with a TBAZ
and associated TB-GB triple junction (red lines). In what follows, we derive key














Figure 3.1 (a) Schematic of the DT model. A single cubic grain comprises twin lamellae of
equal thickness. The orange bands adjacent to TBs are TBAZs. (b) Enlarged view of single
lamella. The red and purple lines constitute TB-GB triple junctions.
Note that within a typical twin lamella, the physical length-scales governing the
strengthening and softening mechanisms may be different for different slip systems.
Therefore, we categorize the twelve slip systems into two families, those that are
along the TB (referred to as the α slip systems) and those that are across the TBs
(referred to as the β slip systems). Assuming that the dislocations newly nucleated
from the special sources in the TBAZ are glissile, their contribution to the overall
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plasticity is accounted for as the additional plastic slip due to this mechanism to-
gether with the slip arising from pre-existing dislocations (i.e. conventional slip).
With this background, we write the slip rate on a slip system within a TBAZ (z) as
zγ˙
i = γ˙is + γ˙
i
dz (3.3.1)
where i = α, β indicates the families of slip systems along and across a TB, respec-
tively. The subscript “s” refers to the activities corresponding to the TJs and defects
within TBs, and the subscript “dz” refers to the conventional slip in the TBAZ.
In the parent region (p), the special sources are not relevant as the TBs are suffi-
ciently away from it, and therefore, pγ˙i = γ˙idp.
3.3.2 Nucleation-induced Plastic Slip γ˙is (TBAZ only)






where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, and pα is a fraction constant close
to unity, indicating the effectiveness of the emission sites (Fig. 3.2a). Likewise,
on the β slip systems that may also host nucleation sources in the form of pre-
existing defects within a TB the corresponding number of dislocation sources, Nβs =
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pβd/nab, where nab represents the average spacing between consecutive steps at the
TBs (Fig. 3.2-b). For simplicity, we assume na = 1 giving Nβs = p
βd/b. If a single
dislocation travels distance xαi along a TB over distance d, its contribution to the







Figure 3.2 Plastic slip within TBAZ (a) along α slip system due to TB-GB triple junctions,
and (b) along β slip system due to TB defects.
In this work, we assume that when this special mechanism governs initial plastic-
ity within the TBAZ, the nucleated dislocations responsible for it do not experience
substantial obstacles as they traverse parallel to the TB2 (Wang et al. (2007)). As
such, at least during the incipient plasticity governed by this mechanism, we may
assume xαi = d, resulting in the total displacement in TBAZ along the TB direction,
ZD
α = Nαs b (Fig. 3.2). The corresponding plastic slip γ
α
s on the α family due to this
mechanism is
2As the deformation progresses, slip hardening occurs within the TBAZ due to novel hardening
mechanisms (Zhu et al. (2007)). We account for these in a phenomenological way through the












Note that this plastic slip contribution depends on the TBAZ thickness λz3. Similarly,
for the across slip systems the plastic slip contribution γβs (i.e. due to pre-existing
defects within TBs) is γβs = N
β
s b/t2, where as shown in Fig. 3.2-b, t2 = qλz/ cosφ
i ≈
cqλz, the constant q is a geometrical factor to accounts for the imperfection of the
swept area covered by some plastic slips and φi is the angle between ith slip system





, (i = α, β) (3.3.4)
where c = 1 (φi = 0) for the family of i = α and c ≈ 1.73 (φi = 54.7◦) for i = β;
for λ  d, q ≈ 1. In arriving at Eq. (3.3.4) it is implicitly assumed that all possible
sources of nucleation are activated. Accounting for the activation probability of



















, (i = α, β) (3.3.5)
3If instead, we chose to homogenize the source-induced plasticity over the twin lamella, Eq.
(3.3.3) would be written for the entire lamella in an average sense by substituting λ instead of λz.
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where Pact is the probability function related to the Debye frequency vD, activation
energy for dislocation nucleation ∆Unuc (Tschopp et al. (2008)), effective RSS τ i0,
activation volume V ∗, Boltzmann constant kB, and temperature T and S is a factor
that distributes the local stress amplification over the TBAZ. On an ith slip system




ext − τ ib where τ iext is the RSS
due to externally applied loads and τ ib is the length-scale dependent IRSS generated
due to the non-homogeneous dislocation pile-up along ith slip system within a twin
lamella. For a characteristic slip rate γ˙s = γ˙0 at which external stimulus initiates
plastic slip, we may identify τ iext as the CRSS τ
i
c for the source-governed plastic slip.































From a computational viewpoint it is attractive to use a power-law form of the crys-
tallographic slip (Asaro (1983)). Therefore, within TBAZ the evolution of plastic











where mz is the rate-sensitivity index of the TBAZ.
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Dislocation nucleation at the triple junctions may cause migration of TBs under
applied shear stress (Wang et al. (2007); Shan et al. (2008b); Wang et al. (2010b)).
Such processes cause growth of some twin lamellas at the expense of others within
a given crystal and lead to waning of the strengthening mechanism.
3.3.3 TB-induced Strengthening (Parent and TBAZ)
As mentioned earlier, we attribute the TB-induced strengthening to the IRSSes τ ib
(Eq. (3.3.6)) that develop due to non-homogeneous pile-up of the GND density at
interfaces. This strengthening captures the Hall-Petch type behavior (Aghababaei
et al. (2011)) in microstructures with plastically hard interfaces and is given as
(Gurtin et al. (2007))
τ ib = Dl
2
b∇ρig = Dl2b∇2γi, (i = α, β) (3.3.8)
where ∇ indicates the gradient along the slip direction and D is the effective elastic
stiffness related to the shear modulus and Poissons ratio (Aghababaei et al. (2011)).
A notable feature of Eq. (3.3.8) is that the IRSS induced strengthening may be dif-
ferent on different slip systems. This is indeed the case in the nt-Cu (Lu et al.
(2009b)) where the grain boundaries are spaced much further apart compared to
the twin boundaries; consequently, the strengthening of the α slip systems is ex-
pected to be much smaller than the β slip systems. The IRSS induced strengthening
may prevail over a significant portion of the twin lamella thickness and not just
TBAZ. This may be reflected by setting the internal length-scale lb that indicates the
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extent over which the effect of IRSS will be felt over a twin lamella to be greater
than the TBAZ thickness.
Although Eq. (3.3.8) has several attractive features as mentioned in the preceding
paragraph, its rigorous implementation within a finite element framework requires
calculation of first gradients of the GND density (i.e. second gradients of plastic
slip) on each slip system, which is computationally expensive. This computational
expense is in addition to the cost incurred by the fact that the present approach
considers discrete twins and their TBAZs. Therefore, to ease some of the effort,
here we adopt an approximation of Eq. (3.3.8), but retain the main idea. To first
order, the GND density gradient ∇ρg in Eq. (3.3.8) may be approximated as an
average quantity ∼ (ρ¯g/λ), where ρ¯g(= 1Vt ∫
Vt
ρgdV ) is the average GND density over
an individual twin lamella volume Vt. Then, Eq. (3.3.8) may be simplified as





Equation (3.3.9) significantly eases the computational expense, because the IRSS
can now be accounted for as an anisotropic material parameter for each slip system.
However, two important differences exist between Eqs. (3.3.8) and (3.3.9). First,
Eq. (3.3.8) indicates that for a fixed λ the IRSS varies along the slip direction with a
high value at the TB that smoothly decays away from it. However, Eq. (3.3.9) essen-
tially results in a constant (homogenized) IRSS on ith slip system in a typical twin
lamella. Secondly, recent calculations show that the IRSS (Eq. (3.3.8)) tends to
saturate below a certain lamella thickness, λcut (Aghababaei et al. (2011)). From a
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mechanistic viewpoint, this happens because it becomes difficult to induce increas-
ingly higher lattice curvatures due to strong resistance from the GND density to the
plastic slip. Mathematically, the governing partial differential equation becomes in-
creasingly stiff. Mechanism-based argument from experiments and MD simulations
(Dao et al. (2006); Zhu et al. (2007)) also indicate that below a certain microstruc-
tural size on the order of 10−15 nm the pile-up does not evolve or becomes difficult.
This second aspect is lost in the homogenization and gives ever-increasing internal
stress with decreasing thickness. To mimic the mechanics of pile-up, we introduce
a cut-off thickness λcut = 15 nm, below which τ¯ ib is assumed to be independent of
the twin thickness. We note here that a constant internal stress below λcut is an ide-
alization. A more realistic scenario would be to assume a decreasing internal stress
below this critical thickness 4. However, we demonstrate later that even with this
conservative assumption the softening mechanism dominates the overall response
resulting in the drop in the yield strength below λcut. Finally, in the approximation
(Eq. (3.3.9)) the latent hardening effect due to the GND density variation on other
slip systems is not explicitly modeled, but may be accounted for through the latent
hardening coefficients (Asaro (1983)).
3.3.4 Final Expressions for Slip Rates
Sections 3.1-3.2 focused on developing constitutive equations for the contribution
from the nucleation-induced slip rate to the total slip rate within the TBAZ. How-
ever, the total slip rate within TBAZ must also include the contribution from pre-
existing dislocation density (Eq. (3.3.1)). We adopt the same power-law form
4Although it is not an abrupt drop, the yield stress of the sample with λ = 4nm, which is even
less than that of ufg counterpart, suggests ineffective (nearly zero) internal stresses.
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 sgn (τ iext) (3.3.10a)
Likewise, the plastic slip rate in the parent region is also assumed to follow










 sgn (τ iext) (3.3.10b)
where, mp is the rate sensitivity index for the parent region, and











(k), (j = z, p)
hii = h0sech
2
∣∣∣∣ h0γ¯τs − τ0
∣∣∣∣ , no sum on i
hik = ηhii
(3.3.11)
Equations (3.3.10a) and (3.3.10b) include the possibility of the rate sensitivity in-
dices being different for the parent region (mp) and TBAZ (mz) (Dao et al. (2006)).
In Eqs. (3.3.11), gi0 is the initial (length-scale independent) slip resistance that is
also augmented by the IRSS contribution, and hik is the matrix of self and latent
hardening coefficients that evolves according to Eq. (3.3.11)c-d with total plastic
slip γ¯, initial hardening modulus h0, saturation stress τs and the latent hardening
coefficient η (Asaro (1983)); t is the current time and n is the total number of slip
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systems. Zhu et al. (2007) demonstrated that loss of TB coherency with deforma-
tion is a special hardening mechanism in the proximity of TBs. Although we assume
that for the TBAZ, τ i0 does not evolve with deformation, its corresponding plastic slip
zγ˙
i
s is accounted for in the evolution of slip systems hardening (Eq. (3.3.11)b). The
enhanced hardening within the TBAZ is phenomenologically accounted for, at least
partially, through (a) the dependence of the self-hardening on the accumulated slip
on a given slip system that includes both the contributions (Eq. (3.3.11)b) and (b)
ascribing a high latent hardening coefficient η = 2.
3.4 Material Parameters
The elastic properties for Cu are C11 = 168400 MPa , C12 = 121400 MPa, and C44 =
75400 MPa (Je´rusalem et al. (2008)). The length-scale independent slip system
properties are assumed to be similar to those of bulk single crystal pure Cu: g0 =
60 MPa, h0 = 541 MPa and τs = 109 MPa (Asaro (1983); Peirce et al. (1982)).
3.4.1 Average IRSS τ¯ ib
In nt microstructures with the grain size much larger than the TB spacing (Lu et al.
(2009a)) the IRSS τ¯α on the α slip systems (i.e. along the TBs) is expected to be
much smaller than those across them. Therefore, as a limiting case, we set τ¯α = 0.
Therefore, it is the internal stress on the β slip systems that is of interest. 3.1 lists
the calculated values for τ¯β (Eq. (3.3.9)) and we briefly discuss the parameters
involved in obtaining the values.
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T [K] V ∗[m3] d [m] rv
1.0 1.3806503 × 10−23 287 7.92 × 10−29 500 × 10−9 3.11 × 1014
To calculate τ¯β, we require estimates of lb and ρ¯g. The interpretation and choice
of lb is an open issue within the enriched continuum mechanics frameworks, but a
general consensus is that it is expected to be problem-dependent and for a given
problem it may evolve with deformation (Mesarovic et al. (2010)). Arguments-
based internal stresses obtained from statistical mechanics (Yefimov et al. (2004))
suggest a length-scale related to the dislocation spacing ∼ 1√
ρ
, whereas those based
on thermodynamic coarsening (Mesarovic et al. (2010)) indicate it to be on the
order of average slip plane spacing (∼ 100b, b = magnitude of Burgers vector). For
most problems in the nc regime, these arguments give an estimate of lb ranging
between tens to hundreds of nm. Another interpretation of lb is to ask what is
the minimum microstructural size above which the dislocation pile-up mechanism
can be effective. For nc materials, this lower-bound estimate is also in the range of
∼ 10 − 15 nm, below which dislocation pile-up is difficult (Dao et al. (2006); Zhu
et al. (2007)). Thus, we have a range that we could choose from and we assume
a constant value of lb = 15 nm for all the cases modeled in this work. Incidentally,
the last of the aforementioned interpretations may also provide a basis for the cut-
off twin thickness below which the internal stress (Eq. (3.3.9)) ceases evolve with
decreasing λ.
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To estimate ρ¯g, we refer to two insightful observations. Lu et al. (2009b) report a
high dislocation density ranging between ∼ 1014m−2 (λ = 96 nm) to ∼ 5× 1016m−2
(λ = 4 nm). Although not all the dislocations will be GNDs, we posit that a sizable
proportion, especially on the β slip systems, appears so, because they are blocked
by the TBs. This provides a rough range for ρ¯g. On the other hand, Zhu et al. (2007)
indicate that the limiting shear stress above which a dislocation may pass through
a TB is in the range of ∼ 300− 400 MPa for λ ∼ 15− 10 nm. In our calculations, this
range may be viewed as the limiting IRSS (on β slip systems) that can be offered by
the TBs for λ = 15 nm. These two observations together with lb = 15 nm, provide
an estimate of ρ¯g ∼ 8 × 1014 m−2, which is kept constant for simplicity. As can be
seen, this estimate of ρ¯g will vary somewhat depending on the choice of lb.
3.4.2 CRSS for the Nucleation-induced slip in TBAZ, τ i0
Comparing Eq. (3.3.6) with the one derived in Li et al. (2010), we obtain the
direction-dependent CRSS τ i0 that determines the contribution of the additional
plasticity due to TB-induced dislocation nucleation for the slip systems within the
TBAZ. In the process, the parameter in Eq. (3.3.6) that is calibrated with the ex-
periments (Lu et al. (2009b)) is the ratio rv = pvD/γ˙0. Based on the macroscopic
yield stresses for λ < 15 nm (transition twin thickness) the rv ’s calculated for each λ
(= 15, 10, 8, and 4nm) and an average value is adopted. 3.2 lists the values Li et al.
(2010) for the parameters in Eq. (3.3.6). Note that assuming the TBAZ thickness
λz = 5nm, the entire twin assumes the role of the TBAZ so that λz = λ below 10 nm.
3.2 gives the numerical values for τ i0 calculated from Eq. (3.3.6).
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Table 3.2 Calculated τ0 (Eq. (3.3.6)) and τ¯b (Eq. (3.3.9)) on both the families of slip
systems.
λ [ nm] 100 40 15 10 8 4
τα0 , τ
β
0 [ MPa] 82, 115 82, 115 82, 115 82, 115 74, 108 51, 85
τ¯αb , τ¯
β
b [ MPa] 0, 55 0, 136 0, 364 0, 364 0, 364 0, 364
3.4.3 Rate sensitivity index
From the viewpoint of activation volume, the profuse dislocation activity within
TBAZ renders it more rate sensitive compared to the parent region Zhu et al. (2007).
Therefore, we choose mz = 0.067 for the TBAZ and mp = 0.01 for the parent region
(Dao et al. (2006)) in Eqs. (3.3.10a) and b. Note that unlike homogenized twin
crystal plasticity approaches (Dao et al. (2006); Je´rusalem et al. (2008)), where
the effective rate-sensitivity is used as volume-averaged function of λ, in the present
work such an averaging is not necessary as the twin lamellas and TBAZs are explic-
itly modeled.
3.5 Computational Models and Numerical Results
The constitutive descriptions elaborated in the preceding sections is implemented
as a crystal plasticity user-material subroutine (CP-UMAT) within ABAQUS/ STAN-
DARD (Asaro (1983)). Appendix A briefly discusses the numerical implementation
of the constitutive laws outlined in the preceding section (Needleman et al. (1985)).
Although polycrystalline models would be the best choice to compare the response
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of nt-Cu simulations with experiments, there are benefits in investigating the sin-
gle grain responses. Foremost, the DT approach is computationally much more
expensive in a polycrystalline setting compared to single grain simulations (section
3.6.3). Secondly, the trends in single grain simulations can be investigated in detail
as a function of crystal orientation and TB spacing. Therefore, in the following sec-
tion we first describe the results for single grain models. Later, we briefly present
the results for polycrystalline nt-Cu (c.f. Appendix A for more information on the
implementation within CP framework).
3.5.1 Single Grain Models
We consider a plane-strain single grain setting subjected to uniaxial loading along
X-direction. This enables investigating the effect of TB spacing λ as a function
of crystal orientation. Fig. 3.3a shows the plane within an FCC structure that is
considered here, which is the plane comprising 〈110〉 (global X) and 〈001〉 (global
Y ) directions. As shown, the (111) twin plane (i.e. TB) intersects the X − Y plane
and makes an angle θ with the loading direction, which may also be referred to
as the crystal orientation. Figure 3.2b shows a typical computational model with
θ = 54.7◦ comprising multiple twin lamellae and their TBAZs. The number of twin
lamellae depend on θ and λ; we consider four orientations θ = 54.7◦, 24.7◦, 9.7◦,
and 0◦, and five TB spacings λ = 100, 40, 15, 10, 8, and 4 nm, respectively, for each
orientation. As indicated in Fig. 3.3b the kinematic boundary conditions (b.c.s)
are applied such that the top and bottom edges are free to move vertically, but
constrained to remain straight. The left edge is also constrained from moving in
the X-direction and a constant velocity b.c. is applied at the right edge such that
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the nominal applied strain rate ˙¯ε = 1× 10−3 s−1. For convenience, we set the d (i.e.
computational cell) equal to 500 nm× 500 nm.
૙૙૚ 	






Figure 3.3 (a) Schematic of an FCC crystal showing the X − Y plane considered in the
plane strain FE model in (b). In (a), the twin plane (triangle) intersects the X − Y plane
that forms angle θ with the loading (X) direction. In (b) a quasi-static velocity V is
applied at the right edge; the top and bottom edges are constrained to move along with
the top and bottom control points, respectively (red circles); The left edge is also
constrained to move only along Y direction.
3.5.2 Overall Behavior
Figure 3.4a and b show the macroscopic tensile response of a single nt grain with
θ = 54.7◦ as a function of λ for the strengthening-softening and strengthening-only
cases, respectively. The former refers to the slip laws that include the softening
term and TBAZ, whereas in the latter the TBAZ is not modeled and therefore, the
softening mechanism is not accounted for. Due to the lack of back stress on the
along slip systems, the overall behavior is expected to be controlled by their Schmid
factor measured with respect to the loading axis. Therefore, single grain model with
θ = 54.7◦ is expected to be the softest orientation amongst all the θ’s considered in
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this work. For consistent comparison across different orientations, we define yield
strength σy as the stress corresponding to 0.5% proof strain. The plots also include
the response of a twin-free single crystal.
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Figure 3.4 True stress-true strain response of single grain nt-Cu with θ = 54.7◦ as a
function of TB spacing from (a) strengthening and softening model, and (b)
strengthening-only model.
As indicated in Fig. 3.4a, the stress-strain response exhibits a strengthening
trend up to λ = 15 nm (λcr), but the yield strength decreases with further decrease
in the TB spacing. Unlike Fig. 3.4a, the strengthening-only response in Fig. 3.4
shows saturation for λ ≤ 15 nm, because of the saturation of the IRSS below λcr.
We discuss these results further within the context of strengthening and softening
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contributions (Eq. (3.3.7)).





















Figure 3.5 Twin thickness (λ) dependent macroscopic yield strength (σy) of single grains
with different orientations (θ).
Figure 3.5 shows the macroscopic yield strength σy (i.e. at ε¯ = 0.5%) as a func-
tion of λ for different θ’s. These strengthening-softening trends are qualitatively
comparable with the experiments Lu et al. (2009b) and MD simulations Shabib and
Miller (2009); Li et al. (2010). Notably, even for θ = 0◦ that has a zero Schmid fac-
tor for the softer α slip systems, a small but finite drop in σy is observed below λcr.
This is because of the activation of the β slip systems, contributing to the overall
softening in the case of θ = 0◦. Accounting for the effect of the softening mech-
anism, in all orientations, not only does the macroscopic flow stress drops below
λcr, but for all λ’ s the yield strengths are also lower compared to their strength-
eningonly counterparts (e.g. Figures 3.4a and b). This indicates that the softening
mechanism is present even when λ > λcr, although it does not dominate the IRSS
induced strengthening. Its effect on the overall response is strongly felt below λcr.
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In Figure 3.4, the stress-strain curves for all the orientation, except for θ = 0◦
share some common characteristics. Firstly, there exists an initial yield where a
stress-strain curve departs from linearity. This departure is attributed to the slip
governed by g0 on the α slip systems in the parent region and TBAZ due to lack of
IRSS on those slip systems. The stress at which it occurs is independent of λ for
λ > 4 nm. This is because for λ > 4 nm the g0 < τ0 for the α slip systems and it
is only for λ = 4 nm that the τ0 < g0 (Table 3.2). We discuss this aspect further
in the next paragraph. Secondly, the initial yield is followed by a region of strong
hardening that evolves at a constant rate until the β slip systems are activated which
is marked by a dramatic change in the slope of the stress-strain responses. This
macroscopic yield signifies profuse overall slip activity. The macroscopic yielding
depends strongly on λ that indicates increasing strength with decreasing λ up to
15nm and a reversal in the trend below λcr.




















Figure 3.6 True stress-true strain response for λ = 4 nm, θ = 24.7◦, for the
strengthening-only case, and in the presence of softening.
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It is of interest to further probe the behavior of a microstructure where the soft-
ening contribution is dominant. Therefore, we choose the case with λ = 4nm and
θ = 24.7◦ as it exhibits several interesting characteristics highlighting the contri-
butions from the softening mechanism (Fig. 3.6). On the basis of the hardening
evolution (see also, sec. 3.5.3), the stress-strain responses in Figure 3.6 may be
divided into three regions:
1. The region A between points I and II, which shows an overall hardening re-
sponse with a constant hardening rate. As mentioned earlier, for this specific
case the initial yield (point I) occurs earlier in the presence of the soften-
ing mechanism compared to its strengthening-only counterpart, because τ0
(=51 MPa)< g0 (=60 MPa). Thus, this regime is governed by the nucleation-
driven slip activity on the α slip systems in the TBAZ. Likewise, the hardening
rate is also smaller in the former compared to the latter. There is an interesting
question the crops up as to why the macroscopic response in this regime ex-
hibits hardening while the underlying plasticity is non-hardening (see section
3.5.3, Eq. (3.3.10a), and its discussion).
2. The region B between points II and III in which other slip systems are acti-
vated and is signified by a reduction in the initial hardening rate. This reduc-
tion is larger in the presence of the softening term because it also weakens of
the β slip systems compared to the strengthening-only case.
3. The regime C, the zone between points III and IV , is where the overall
response for the strengthening-softening model shows a decrease in the stress.
This is likely a result of concentrated preferential slip along TBs (not shown
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for brevity). Whether such a uni-directional slip within a twin manifests itself
as TB migration (Hu et al. (2009)) is beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 3.7 Evolution of total plastic slip along normalized diagonal for the
strengthening-softening single grain model (θ = 54.7◦) with (a) λ = 100 nm, (b)
λ = 15 nm, and (c) λ = 4 nm. (d) shows the plastic slip evolution for the
strengthening-only case with λ = 100 nm.
3.5.3 Micro-mechanical behavior
Distribution of Total Plastic Slip
One of the advantages of the DT-CP model is that it allows resolving the hetero-
geneity of the local slip within individual lamella and associated TBAZ. To illustrate
the similarities and differences in the distribution of the total plastic slip (γ¯) as a
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function of λ, we define diagonal paths between bottom-left and top-right corners
of the single grain models with θ = 54.7◦. Figures 3.7a-c show the evolution of γ¯
along the normalized diagonal distance for different λ’s. For comparison, Fig. 3.7d
shows the distribution of γ¯ for the strengthening-only case (θ = 54.7◦, λ = 100 nm).
For λ = 100 nm (Fig. 3.7a), γ¯ is initially (at ε¯ = 0.5%) nearly homogeneous, but
gets localized within the TBAZs with increasing applied strain. At this stage the
total slip is dominated by the activity on the α slip systems. In comparison, for the
strengthening-only case (Fig. 3.7d) the TBAZ is not modeled and the relative slip
activities in the lamellas are determined mainly by their Schmid factors.
It is interesting to note that the plastic slip distributions for λ ≤ 15 nm (Figs.
3.7b-c) indicates zones of large plasticity closer the bounding edges of the grains.
As shown in Figs. 3.8a-d, this gives rise to a central core within a grain that ex-
periences a relatively lower slip compared to the regions closer to the grain edges.
The spatial distribution of plastic slip within the grain suggests that it experiences
a torque as a result of resistance, offered by the hard b.c.s imposed on the grain
edges (section 3.5.1), to the free lattice rotation caused by preferential shearing
along TBs, roughly mimicking single slip. An enlarged view (Fig. 3.8d) clearly
shows that the TBs experience a curvature (indicated by yellow traces) due to the
induced torque. This observation of curved TBs is consistent with experiments (Dao
et al. (2006)) and MD simulations (Zhou et al. (2010)), suggesting that TB curva-
ture arises from the constraint imposed at the grain boundaries against tensile axis
rotation under single slip-like conditions that are accentuated by high TB density at
very small twin thicknesses.
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Figure 3.8 The contour plot of cumulative plastic slip γ¯ for the single grain with θ = 54.7◦
and λ = 15 nm at (a) ε¯ = 0.01, (b) ε¯ = 0.015, (c) ε¯ = 0.02, and (d) ε¯ = 0.03. As
deformation progresses, shear slip start to localize at the boundary zones with more stress
concentrations. The enlarged view in (d) shows the trace of a curved TB (yellow solid
line) compared to its original undeformed position (yellow dashed line).
The other orientations considered in the work also exhibit a similar behavior
(e.g. Figs. 3.9a-d), but its effect is the most discernable for θ = 54.7◦ given its high
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Schmid factor. As we discuss in section 3.5.3, this phenomenon is also observed
in grains within a polycrystalline setting, albeit to a lesser degree as the constraint
offered by neighboring grains may not be as strong as the one assumed here in the
single grain models.
Figure 3.9 The contour of cumulative plastic slip γ¯ for the single grain with θ = 24.7◦ and
λ = 15 nm at (a) ε = 0.01, (b) ε = 0.015, (c) ε = 0.02, and (d) ε = 0.03. Similar to the case
of the single grain with θ = 54.7◦, as deformation progresses, plastic slip starts to localize
at the boundary zones as a result of resistance to tensile axis rotation.
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Apparent Macroscopic Hardening in Microstructures with Non-Hardening Slip
Systems
In Fig. 3.6, the regimes I and II of the green curve that is dominated by the
nucleation driven slip (first term on the rhs of Eq. (3.3.10a), shows a hardening
behavior at small strains beyond the incipient yield (first blue circle). This seems
surprising at first as the nucleation term does not evolve with a hardening rule.
Consequently, at least up to this stage of deformation the hardening in Fig. 3.6 can-
not be attributed to the hardening in gα. Therefore, we ask: what is the underlying
mechanics behind the macroscopic hardening in the initial stress-strain response of
an nt-structure even when the underlying plasticity law is non-hardening type? The
possible ingredients that determine this behavior are: (i) the Schmid factors of the
twinned orientations, (ii) IRSS on the β slip systems, and (iii) applied displacement
(∆u) constraints on the grain edges. To investigate the roles of these effects on the
apparent macroscopic hardening, we set up the following models:
(a) A bi-lamellar model with twin orientation θ = 24.7◦ (Fig. 3.10).
(b) Two (corresponding to the two twin variants) twin-free single crystal models
for comparison. We call them variants V1 and V2.
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Figure 3.10 A bi-lamellar twinned grain (θ = 24.7◦) with non-hardening slip systems, (b)
the macroscopic stress-strain responses for the bi-lamellar model (solid lines), twin-free
single crystal variants suppressing (dashed and dashed-dotted lines), and allowing (short
dotted line) tensile axis rotation.
In all the cases the slip system strengths is assumed to be of non-hardening
type. To understand the role of IRSS we simulate each model with τ¯βb = 0, 50, and
200 MPa. Finally, to investigate the effects of the b.cs, we consider the twin-free
models with and without b.c.s at the top and bottom edges keeping the b.c.s at the
left and right edges unchanged.
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Figure 3.10b shows a comparison of the hardening responses between the incip-
ient yield and the profuse yielding beyond which the macroscopic response degen-
erates to a perfectly plastic behavior. The most interesting result is that the initial
hardening after the first yield seems to be a ubiquitous phenomenon that is deter-
mined by the level of anisotropy between the CRSS of the α and β slip systems
rather than the Schmid factor (i.e. irrespective of whether it is a single crystal or a
twinned microstructure). This anisotropy is induced by the level of τ¯βb on the β slip
systems and for τ¯βb = 0 the incipient yield is the macroscopic yield as in the case
perfect plasticity that is dominated by single slip. Secondly, a bi-lamellar response
is an average of their single crystal variants for all the values of τ¯βb . This is logical
because the given θ the one of the single crystal variants has a lower Schmid factor
than the other.
Having understood that it is the CRSS anisotropy rather than Schmid factor that
induces hardening, the next question is to ask as to why this is so. The answer to
this lies in the nature of edge constraints. It turns out that the reason the hardening
is observed is because the enforced b.c.s at the top and bottom edges of the models
(Fig. 3.10a) suppress the tensile axis rotation of the grain. Because of the con-
straint, the lattice has to rotate instead and this brings the β slip systems that are
strengthened by internal stress into action. This is most easily demonstrated by the
simulations for the V1 case, but with no constraints on the top and bottom edges
(Fig. 3.10b, case U). Note that irrespective of whether τ¯βb is present or not, the
response is identical, clearly underscoring the significance of the constraints. The
same mechanism is expected to prevail within the grains of an nt-polycrystal even
if all the slip systems were to be of non-hardening type. In real microstructures the
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constraints felt by the grain boundaries from the neighboring is expected to be in
between these two extreme cases and consequently, the level of induced hardening
will be modulated.
3.6 Polycrystal Simulations
We now present the results of polycrystal simulations comprising grains with dis-
crete twins and TBAZs. As in the preceding section the individual grains are 500 ×
500 nm. We choose two sets of polycrystals: (a) a 6 × 6 matrix comprising sin-
gle grains with the same four grain orientations investigated in the preceding sec-
tion (section 3.5), but arranged randomly within the polycrystal (Fig. 3.10a),
and (b) a 6 × 6 polycrystal with random grain orientations (Fig. 3.10b). Case a,
wherein the volume fraction fo of each grain orientation is 25%, is chosen to com-
pare the polycrystal characteristics with their single grain counterparts. For both
the cases, symmetric b.c.s are applied at the left and bottom edge of polycrystals
and a uniform velocity v = 3 nm/s is applied at the right edge to give a nominal
strain rate of ˙¯ε = 1 × 10−3 s−1. For each case, the simulations are performed for
λ = 100, 40, 15, 10, 8 and 4 nm.
3.6.1 Macroscopic behavior
Figure 3.11 summarizes the variation of σy as a function of λ for both the cases
together with the experimental results of Lu et al Lu et al. (2009b). As we do not
account for grain size effect in our work5, the experimental values are plotted after
5We deduct the effect of grain-size refinement on the yield stress, we use the fitted Hall-Petch
equation σy = σ0 + kd−0.5, where σ0 = 127.8 MPa, k = 3266 MPa
√
nm, and d = 500 nm is average
grain size of considered ufg (Li et al. (2010)).
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(b)	
Figure 3.11 Schematic representation of randomly generated 6× 6 polycrystalline model
in which (a) each grain with a given orientation appears nine times; (b) each grain has a
random orientation. The TBs and TBAZs within individual grains are not shown for clarity
and the numbers within each grain indicate their orientation.
deducting its contribution (corresponding to the ufg-Cu (Lu et al. (2009b); Chen
et al. (2011))) from the overall strength. For comparison, the figure includes sim-
ple homogenized estimates based on the single grain results (section 3.5) using the
Taylor (rule-of-mixture ROM) and Sachs (inverse rule-of-mixture iROM) models
that assume equal fo. Several salient features can be extracted from Fig. 3.11. The
Taylor homogenization of single grain models predicts highest strengthening at the
transition size, dominated by the strongest grain orientation (θ = 0◦), while the
Sachs homogenization predicts the lowest strengthening dictated by the softest ori-
entation (θ = 54.7◦). It is known that these simple estimates better represent poly-
crystalline behaviors that sample sufficient number of grains with sufficient num-
ber of grain orientations (Nemat-Nasser (2009); Winther (2008)). Therefore, the
present homogenized results derived from the limited single grain models should
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only be viewed as useful in providing rough bounds rather than an accurate quanti-
tative estimate. In Sachs model, individual grains within a polycrystal are assumed
to experience the same state of stress, whereas Taylor model assumes iso-strain
conditions. These are highly idealized assumptions and in real materials as well
as in FE simulations the conditions are intermediate between these extremes. On
this backdrop, it is interesting to note that the Taylor assumption shows a reason-
able corroboration with experiments for λ > 15 nm, whereas the Sachs assumption
tends to capture the softening regime better. One hypothesis could be that the real
polycrystalline nt-microstructures in the strengthening regime (λ > 15 nm) may re-
semble a strongly textured system biased by TBs. If such a texture results in a high
effective Taylor factor it would be mimicked by the Taylor-type averaging where
the overall strength is governed by the strongest orientation (for equal fo) together
with the presence of high internal stresses on the β slip systems. In the softening
regime (λ < 15 nm), the effective Taylor factor could still be high, but it may be
overcompensated by the dominance of the softening mechanism and the lack of suf-
ficient internal stresses on the β slip systems leading to a pseudo-Sachs type overall
behavior. It would be worthwhile to perform further detailed analyses to check if
this hypothesis is valid.
Even with only thirty six grains the polycrystalline FE simulations the strengthening-
softening trend compares reasonably well with the experimental result with the
transition occurring at λ ∼ 15 nm. Specifically, Case B comprising all thirty-six
grain with random orientations and distribution exhibits a relatively better corrob-
oration with the experiments near the transition regime compared to Case A that
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Figure 3.12 Twin thickness (λ) dependent macroscopic polycrystalline yield strength (σy).
The grain size effect has been excluded from the experimental results.
has only four grain orientations. As noted in the preceding paragraph the FE poly-
crystalline simulations enforce conditions that are intermediate between the Taylor
and Sachs models. Interestingly, Case a response is weaker than even the Sachs
estimate, which indicates poor sampling of the grain orientation space in Case b.
Compared to the polycrystal simulations, the experimental results show a quan-
titatively stronger behavior for 15 nm ≤ λ ≤ 100 nm and a softer behavior for
λ < 15 nm. We shed some light on the possible sources of the quantitative discrep-
ancies, next. In the strengthening regime (15 nm ≤ λ ≤ 100 nm) the comparison
is reasonable for the 100 and 40 nm cases, but the discrepancy is the largest for the
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15nm case. If we accept that the saturation IRSS value is reasonable given that
it has some atomistic corroboration (Zhu et al. (2007)), the discrepancy perhaps
cannot be primarily attributed to its under-estimation. Therefore, such a deviation
may have additional origins and we discuss a couple of possibilities. As noted in
the preceding paragraph, the discrepancy is smaller for the random grain orienta-
tion scenario (Case b) compared to the four-grain orientation space (Case a). This
suggests that perhaps a larger grain orientation space may be necessary to obtain
better corroboration and this necessitates simulating bigger polycrystalline matrix,
which would also help from the viewpoint of the texture argument made earlier.
Another possibility may be the dimensionality of the simulations, which is presently
2D−plane strain compared to a realistic 3D scenario (see for example the differ-
ences between 2D model of Dao et al. (2006) and 3D model of Je´rusalem et al.
(2008)). It would be interesting to consider the 3D problem in order to better rep-
resent the influence of out-of-plane slip systems. However, both these extensions
are not trivial as they require large computational facilities, which is currently our
limitation.
In the softening regime (λ < 15 nm), apart from the likely influence of 2D ge-
ometry, the discrepancy possibly arises from the assumption in the computational
modeling that the IRSS saturates to a fixed non-zero value below λcut. From a
mechanism-based argument, it may be more realistic to assume that below λcut
the IRSS ceases to exist, because pile-up may become difficult or impossible given
the extremely small twin thicknesses (Zhu et al. (2007)). We posit that if in our
simulations we set τ¯βb = 0 instead of τ¯
β
b = constant, the overall softening would
be more precipitous below λcut compared to the present case. Notwithstanding this
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quantitative difference, an important aspect brought to the fore is that the softening
mechanism may be dominant enough to prevail over the strengthening mechanism.
3.6.2 Micro-mechanical behavior
In this section, we discuss the nature of plasticity that evolves within a grain inside
a polycrystal and compare it with some of the characteristics discussed in section
3.5.3. For easy comparison, we restrict our attention to polycrystal in Fig. 3.10a
and consider two cases for a fixed twin thickness (λ = 15 nm): (i) grain A with
θ = 0◦ (strongest orientation) residing within the ensemble of softer grains (mainly
θ = 54.7◦), and (ii) grain B (θ = 54.7◦, softest grain) embedded in a sea of rela-
tively harder grains. Fig. 3.11 shows the plastic slip in the polycrystal within at
ε¯ = 0.02. Comparing Fig. 3.12 with Fig. 3.8c, it is interesting to note the similarity
between the plastic slip concentration along and across the twin directions that ex-
tends over soft grains surrounding grain A. A similar situation is also observed for
grain B that experiences a stronger region around it. In this scenario the plastic slip
is concentrated within that grain, but the degree of localization is lower compared
to its single-grain counterpart (Fig. 3.8c). This is primarily because the surrounding
grains do not exactly mimic the strong boundary constraints imposed in our single
grain model. Finally, note that in the polycrystalline setting too, the TBs experi-
ence curvature and for the same reasons explained in section 3.5.3, indicating the
ubiquitous nature of the phenomenon.
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Figure 3.13 The contour plot of cumulative plastic slip γ¯ corresponding to the polycrystal
in Fig. 3.10a with λ = 15 nm at ε¯ = 0.02. The enlarged views of grain B (Fig. 3.10a)
shows the TB curvature in a soft grain (θ = 54.7◦) embedded within a stronger
surrounding. The TB curvature is highlighted by solid yellow line and the dashed yellow
line shows its trace before deformation. In comparison, the enlarged view of a hard grain
(grain A, θ = 0◦) embedded in softer grains shows much less plastic slip that is
concentrated at the grain boundaries.
3.6.3 Computational Expense
Here we provide some information regarding used model, such as number of el-
ements, nodes, and job-running times. In single grain models, we consider four
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orientations, θ = 54.7◦, 24.7◦, 9.7◦, 0◦, and for each orientation we consider six TB
spacing, λ = 100, 40, 15, 10, 8, 4 nm, totally 24 models. As FE specifications of these
models are almost in the same order, we provide FE specifications of the models
with only λ = 15 nm in Table 3.3.












24.7◦ 76, 419 151, 774 3H : 30′ 2 0.05
0◦ 57, 058 57, 485 3H : 30′ 2 0.05
FE specifications of the polycrystals with 6 × 6 matrix of single grains are also
presented in Table 3.4.











40 454, 177 904, 667 24 4 0.05
15 611, 320 1, 213, 507 52 4 0.01
10 601, 914 1, 195, 871 48 2 0.05
3.7 Summary and Conclusions
In this work, we have developed a discrete-twin-crystal-plasticity approach that in-
corporates operative plasticity mechanisms in nt microstructures, with a focus on
modeling the strengthening-softening yield transition in nt-Cu. The softening mech-
anism from profuse dislocation nucleation near TBs is included as an additional
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plastic slip that emanates within TBAZ. We have demonstrated its utility in inves-
tigating macroscopic behaviors, while being able to resolve finer details pertaining
to the manner in which microstructural plasticity is modulated within individual
lamellas by its neighborhood. Based on the single grain and polycrystal simulations
of nt-Cu, we summarize the findings as follows:
- The single grain models qualitatively predict the experimentally observed
macroscopic trend of at yield that exhibits strengthening with decreasing λ a
la´ Hall-Petch behavior, but transitions to softening below a critical twin thick-
ness.
- The strengthening-softening response of nt-Cu stems from the competition
between the anisotropic strengthening within the twin lamellas due to IRSS
and the softening mediated by source-governed additional slip in the TBAZs
on individual slip systems. The latter is always present in the vicinity of TBs,
but dominates the macroscopic response below a critical twin thickness, a
combined effect of λz/λ and decreasing CRSS within TBAZ.
- The degree of yield strengthening and softening in a single grain is directly
related to its orientation with respect to the loading direction. That is, a
hard grain is macroscopically stronger and also softens less compared to a
soft grain that is comparatively less strong and exhibits larger reduction in the
yield strength.
- Even if the slip systems are of non-hardening type, the macroscopic responses
models may exhibit a hardening response after yield. This occurs due to the
combined effect of the anisotropy in CRSS between the α and β slip systems
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realized by internal stresses on the latter and the constraints applied by the
surrounding medium on the grain boundaries restricting the tensile axis rota-
tion. The presence of IRSS on slip systems further augments this structurally
mediated hardening.
- At small twin thicknesses, the TBs also experience curvature owing to the
single slip-like conditions occurring due to the constraints on the tensile axis
rotation. Such curvatures may induce enhanced overall hardening due to
lattice incompatibilities and also mediate TB migration.
- The polycrystal models also predict the experimental trend, albeit using a lim-
ited number of grains. The larger the grain orientation space the better is the
corroboration with bulk experiments. From a different viewpoint, the results
suggest that for nt structures with only few grains/limited orientations across
the specimen dimensions the strengthening and softening would depend on
the number of grains and may not be the same as the bulk response. This
aspect may be important in small-scale systems such as interconnects (Zhu
et al. (2007)) and other systems that may employ nano-scaled structures such
as nt wires, rods, or thin films.
- Although not explored here, it can be expected that the nt microstructures
are expected to exhibit increasing overall rate-sensitivity with decreasing twin
thickness owing to highly rate-sensitive TBAZ.
We close the discussion with remarks on the potential advantages and limita-
tions of the current approach. The development of nt-microstructures is a nascent
area and there are only few homogenized models proposed in literature (e.g. Dao
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et al. (2006); Je´rusalem et al. (2008)) in the context of strengthening mechanisms.
However, these approaches have not been applied to modeling the yield soften-
ing mechanisms. The DT-CP approach seems to be an appropriate starting point
to model such a behavior because it enables resolving many of the high resolution
crystallographic details prevalent in nt microstructures. The plastic slip hetero-
geneities near TBs that are resolved in the DT-CP approach cannot be captured by
the homogenized nt-models as they smear out the discreteness. This is important,
for example, in addressing the issues of ductility and modeling failure, as recent
experiments show that TB spacing may affect the fracture evolution nt-Cu (Shan
et al. (2008b); Zhou et al. (2010)). Although the homogenized models have been
endowed with simple ductility criteria (Dao et al. (2006); Je´rusalem et al. (2008)),
a DT-CP approach may be indispensible in predicting the microstructural depen-
dence of damage evolution Je´rusalem et al. (2008). It may be augmented with
sophisticated techniques such as cohesive zone or XFEM approaches to model crack
propagation problems. In homogenized models, lattice misorientations within in-
dividual grains have been related to TB curvatures in an average sense (Dao et al.
(2006)), but as shown in this work the DT-CP predict can resolve and explain the
origin of the curvatures for individual TBs as a function of the TB spacing, grain
orientation and boundary constraints. These details must be accounted for in the
homogenized models and DT-CP approach provides a way to probe local details.
The DT-CP approach may also be naturally amenable to modeling TB migration,
although such an extension is not trivial given the intricate physics of the problem.
It provides a basis to probe the microstructural behavior of nt-systems at length-
scales that are not currently accessible to MD simulations, but where discreteness
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matters (Wang et al. (2010a); Winther (2008)). Although the modeling approach is
outlined for the case of nt-Cu, in principle, it should be applicable to other fcc ma-
terials that are amenable to twinning and may exhibit similar transition (Stukowski
et al. (2010)).
Unfortunately, the DT-CP approach incurs significant computational cost com-
pared to the homogenized nt-models as it requires fine FE discretization so that the
TBAZs and twin lamellas are well resolved. This is further compounded for poly-
crystalline models (Table 3.3 and Table 3.4). This limitation of the DT-CP model
underscores the importance of extending homogenized approaches to account for
the softening mechanisms. The DT-CP approach can be a precursor to developing
such homogenized models at different levels. A first level of homogenization is
where the discreteness of lamellas may be retained, but the TBAZs may be smeared
out. This would enable modeling the heterogeneous plasticity within the lamel-
las, but require incorporating the salient features of TBAZs-induced softening into
the constitutive description of the parent region. One way to achieve this is to
write a single constitutive law that includes a position-dependent description of the
softening term (e.g. a functionally graded property). Another alternative would
be to model TBs as cohesive interfaces that possess a plastic response mimicking
the TBAZ. Such an approach would also be useful in studying fracture propagation
characteristics along TBs. An even coarser resolution could be obtained by smearing
the TBs along with their TBAZs (similar to those by Dao and co-workers (Dao et al.
(2006); Je´rusalem et al. (2008))). This would necessitate writing the slip constitu-
tive laws that effectively capture the essential physics of softening. One way is to
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adopt volume-fraction based averaging of the individual contributions to the over-
all plastic slip rate. However, the question of how to incorporate essential features
pertaining to slip heterogeneity that dictate failure is not so straightforward.
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Chapter 4
Modeling Twin Boundary Migration
In Crystal Plasticity Framework
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we presented DTCP model to capture the competition be-
tween the pile-up induced strengthening and the nucleation-governed softening in
nanotwinned microstructures. The latter was modeled as additional plasticity that
accrues from the slip parallel to the TBs in their vicinity (TBAZs). As discussed in
the final section of that chapter, this preferential slip manifests as TB migration an
important manifestation of this preferential slip is that it causes TBs to migrate.
This results in the evolution of the twinned microstructure whereby one twin vari-
ant tends to prevail over the other and is sometimes referred to as de-twinning. This
may influence the mechanical stability of nanotwinned microstructures and play an
important role in the failure mechanisms.
This chapter focuses on incorporating TB migration phenomenon in an explicit
manner using the DTCP model developed in Chapter 3. The objective is to present
a coarse-grained mechanism-based model that captures he TB migration process
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within the conventional finite element framework. To that end, first we review
some of the existing experimental and modeling-based literature pertaining to the
kinematics, kinetics and energetics of TB migration in FCC materials and summarize
some of the important observations. Several of these works relate to the dislocation
mechanisms responsible for evolution of deformation twins, but are also consistent
with the description for the evolution of annealing twins. Based on these observa-
tions, we then present a slip-based criterion that allows mimicking the motion of
TBs in an energetically consistent manner within the DTCP model. Finally, we close
the chapter by providing simple connections between this DTCP approach for TB
migration and a coarser-grained approach of modeling twin evolution as a volume
fraction evolution problem.
4.1.1 Experimental Observations of Twinning Evolution in FCC
Metals
Early experimental observations on the mechanisms associated in twinned polycrys-
talline Cu indicate that TBs can be a significant source of dislocations, especially in
the initial plastic flow regime (Flinn et al. (2001); Field et al. (2004)). Konopka
et al. (2000) showed TBs as efficient dislocation sources in Cu and austenitic steel.
Their TEM observations provide a basis for the correlation between the reduction
in the flow stresses with increasing TB density in both the cases.
In-situ TEM experiments of Wang et al. (2007) on nanotwinned (nt) Cu revealed
that twin partials (TP) emitted from a dislocation source move the pre-existing
TBs. Their micrographs (Fig. 4.1a, b, and c) clearly indicate that the GB-TB triple























Figure 4.1 HTEM image of a TJ and nucleated TPs (a-e) (Wang et al. (2007)).
L3). As seen here, ledge L1 is already nucleated and has traversed some distance
along the TB. Meanwhile, L2 and L3 emit from the TJs. Higher-resolution TEM
of L1 (Figures 4.1d) and L3 (Figures 4.1e) provide details of the steps on the TBs
along with the directionality of TB migration. We will refer to this observation in
elucidating the directionality of TB motion (see section 4.5).
In another set of experiments, Shan et al. (2008a) also performed in-situ TEM but
with a focus on the role of TB spacing λ on the deformation and fracture mechanism





Figure 4.2 (a) to (d) present a sequence of still images captured during an in-situ
deformation test in the TEM. Images ad show the twin plane spacing evolution with the
increasing loading steps. (e) illustrates thickness-changes of the twins as a function of
image frame number, (a) to (d) (Shan et al. (2008a)).
annihilation of twin lamellas (i.e. de-twinning) and this is highly probable to occur
for twin lamellas with λ <∼ 30 nm through systematic activation of Shockley TPs
moving parallel to TBs in their immediate vicinity. Figure 4.2a shows the evolution
of three growth twins (marked 1,2 and 3) with λ ranging from 5 nm to 15 nm in
the initial microstructure. As seen from Figs.4.2b-d, lamellas 1 and 3 thicken while
lamella 2 shrinks progressively with applied deformation, quantified in Fig.4.2e.
The in-situ nanoindentation experiments of Wang et al. (2010a) indicate de-
twinning of nanoscaled twin lamellas in Cu through a novel mechanism that is
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dictated by incoherent twin boundaries (ITBs) that typically span the twin thick-
ness (Fig.4.3) 1.
F‐0003‐1	
Figure 4.3 Three snapshots of in situ TEM micrographs of Σ3 {112} ITBs before
indentation (a), at 33s (b) and at 55s (c). (d) The migration distance as a function of time.
The time in (d) is relative to 28.5s at which the migration is clearly observed (Wang et al.
(2010a)).
Consistent with the previously discussed observations, these in-situ TEM micro-
graphs show that Σ3 {112} ITBs propagate as a disconnection or a step that is mul-
tiple {111} atomic planes thick. The ITB motion results from the collective glide of
multiple TPs that may possess identical or different Burgers vectors, consequently
satisfying the mechanism needed for de-twinning. For example, the initially straight
1See (Anderoglu et al. (2008); Wang et al. (2009)) regarding the atomic structure of ITBs.
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ITB-1 in Fig. 4.3a migrates as a step (Figs. 4.3b-c.). From Fig. 4.3d the average
velocity of the Σ3 {112} ITBs is ∼ 3.6 nm/s (The loading rate as a result of in-situ
nano-indentation on the specimen with a loading rate of about 0.3 nm/s.
Because of the collective nature of this mechanism de-twinning is rather rapid,
especially for twins that are few nanometers thick. Further, if the TPs involved in
this process are not all of the same Burgers vector it results in a net smaller macro-
scopic plastic strain, a limiting case being zero plastic strain. Although discussed
later, we note here that this work describes the TB migration that operates through
activation and motion of Shockley TPs with three different Burgers vectors result-
ing in the net plastic deformation that is much smaller than that accrued if TPs with
one type of Burgers vector. The latter mechanism is sometimes referred to as the
monotonic activation of partials (MAP) and the former is identified as the random
activation of partials (RAP).
The in-situ nanoindentation experiments of Li et al. (2011) indicate that while
a CTB is a strong obstacle to dislocation motion, it may also react with impinging
lattice dislocations and form TPs in its plane, thereby itself acting as an agent for its
migration their migration. Figure 4.4 shows the HRTEM snapshots from that work,
showing the interaction of a glide dislocation with a CTB. Figure 4.4a represents
the image taken at t = 175.5 s after the start of the experiment. The labels #1,
#2, and #3 in the figure indicate three dislocations close to the CTB. The pre-
existing steps at the CTB suggest the formation of TPs due to prior interaction of
glide dislocations with the TB. This is exemplified in Fig. 4.4b, taken 1 s later, that
shows the post-reaction scenario between dislocation #3 and CTB-2 acording to (Li
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et al. (2011)). Note that this reaction releases a partial dislocation into the adjacent
matrix while leaving a sessile disconnection on the CTB. This sessile disconnection
splits CTB-2 thereby creating an additional step (denoted as CTB-2′ in the figure).
In addition to the migration of CTB-2′, CTB-3 also migrates upwards by five atomic
planes (from -3 to +2), as a result of the glide of the three newly nucleated TPs
and the two TPs present initially (see Fig. Fig. 4.4b and b′). In summary, this
observation reveals how multiplication mechanism nucleates TPs at CTBs, resulting



















Figure 4.4 Interaction of lattice glide dislocations with a CTB (Li et al. (2011)).
Very recently, Jang et al. (2012) investigated the influence of specimen diame-
ter, TB spacing and TB orientation on the mechanical responses of Cu specimens
under nano-scaled tensile testing. They reported a brittle-to-ductile transition with
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decreasing twin thickness in specimens with TBs orthogonal to the loading axis. In
these cases the de-twinning mechanisms are not active, as expected (Figs. 4.5a and
b). On the other hand, susbstantial de-twinning was evident in specimens with TBs
oriented at an angle to the loading axis (Figs. 4.5c and d), together with a lower















Figure 4.5 Schematics describing the orientation of the [110] zone axis lying on the TB
plane for 0◦-TB (a) and 18◦-TB (c). TEM dark-field images (left and top right) and electron
diffraction pattern (bottom right) of a deformed 0◦-TB (b) and 18◦-TB (d) pillar, showing
neck formation and evidence of inter-TB dislocation activities (b) and detwinning (d).
(Jang et al. (2012))
In the preceding paragraphs, we compiled some of the key experimental obser-
vations from vast literature on twinning with special emphasis on its presence in
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nanocrystalline microstructures. Interested readers are referred to additional liter-
ature regarding experimental evidences corroborating the twinning tendencies pre-
dicted by early MD simulations, e.g. (Chen et al. (2003); Liao et al. (2004,0,0); Zhu
and Langdon (2005); Chen et al. (2003); Liao et al. (2004)). In the next section, we
briefly review some of MD simulation observations on twinning evolution in FCC
metals to reinforce our understanding of the kinematics and kinetics of twinning in
FCC metals.
4.2 Observations from Molecular Dynamics Simula-
tions
Consistent with experimental observations, simulations of polycrystalline nt-Cu by
Shabib and Miller (2009) illustrate the emission of 1
6
〈112¯〉 (111) type Shockley par-
tial dislocations along and across the TBs (Fig. 4.6). Upon nucleation, these partials
move through the grains gliding along and across the TBs. As shown in the figure,
TBs block non-coplanar Shockley partial dislocations. Importantly, they showed
that within individual grains the CRSS of the slip system parallel to the TB de-
creased with increasing TB density. Based on these observations, they postulated a
composite model in that the grains deforming primarily via slip parallel to TBs act
as a ductile phase while those that deform via dislocation activity across TBs act as
a strengthening phase.
Li and Ghoniem (2009) performed a set of MD simulations to identify kinematic
of TB migration as a function of the loading characteristics. The sequence of the
images adapted from that work (Fig. 4.7) elucidate how TBs migrate under an
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Figure 4.6 Partial dislocation nucleation and glide along and across the TBs (marked by
the black circles) in an individual grain within polycrystalline nt-Cu (Shabib and Miller
(2009)).
applied shear strain that is parallel to the twin interfaces. In the incipient stages of
plasticity, shuffled atoms first appear in the immediate vicinity of the surface. Their
motion is a precursor for the nucleation of two Shockley twin partial dislocations
from the opposing surfaces that glide in the opposite directions along the (111) TB.
Eventually, these two dislocation loops with opposite Burgers vectors get absorbed
at the two opposite surfaces. The collateral effect of this TP glide process is the




F‐0010‐2	Figure 4.7 Time sequence of atoms in defect positions in a three-layer twinned copper
crystal subjected to a high shear strain rate of 5× 108s−1 (Li and Ghoniem (2009)).
To investigate the role of TPs in TB migration, Hu et al. (2009) performed a
Burgers circuit analysis around the twinning dislocation core, which is originally
emitted from the surface. Their analysis shows that TP formation leads to gen-
eration of a step on the TB interface, consistent with the schematics discussed in
(Boiko et al. (1994); Zhu et al. (2012)). Based on this analysis, the vector of clo-
sure failure is 1
6
〈112¯〉 and the nucleated TP has an edge character. This aspect is
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discussed in some detail in section 4.5 where we discuss the kinetic basis of our
modeling approach to show how the local shear stress couples into the glide of TPs
thereby determining the directionality of the normal motion of TBs. An important
feature that is highlighted in these MD simulations is the stick-slip kinetics that en-
sues from the time-scales associated with the nucleation and glide of TPs along TBs
(Fig. 4.8a). As seen from this figure, the time-scale associated with the former, is
at least several orders of magnitude longer than the latter. The local stress required
for stable nucleation is much higher than the stress required for the motion 2.
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Figure 4.8 (a) The position of TB with respect to its initial position corresponding to
simple shear loading along local 〈112¯〉 in (Hu et al. (2009)). It also shows the coarsening
core concept of the continuum model. (b) The instantaneous and average velocity of
migration of the TB calculated from the result of (Hu et al. (2009)).
In typical MD simulations (e.g. (Hu et al. (2009))) upon nucleation, a TP travels
along the TB at a very high speed (∼ 1.3 km/s) comparable to the speed of sound at
273 K in copper (∼ 3.57 km/s) (Li and Ghoniem (2009)). Note also that the average
2This behavior was previously observed and reported in GB migration (Ivanov and Mishin
(2008)). Therefore, one should expect similar dynamics to be responsible in TB migration.
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velocity of the TB is estimated to be ∼ 11 m/s (Fig. 4.8b). As indicated later, this
velocity scales with macroscopically applied velocity (Hu et al. (2009); Ryu et al.
(2011b)).
In addition to observations from the MD simulations discussed above, one can
find many works that employ MD simulations regarding validation of experimental
observations. For example, Li et al. (2011) and Jang et al. (2012) used MD simula-
tions to validate de-twinning via motion of ITBs, as a function of TB orientation (c.f.
section 4.1.1). Kulkarni and Asaro (2009) investigated whether certain FCC metals
display a superior behavior of nanotwinned structures compared to others. Their
results indicate that twin-twin interactions may lead to a loss of strength below a
critical value of twin lamella thickness λcrit. They confirm that the ratio of the stable
stacking fault energy γsf to the unstable stacking fault energy γus (see (Asaro and
Suresh (2005))) and the shear modulus µ may affect this critical λ. These param-
eters suggest whether dislocations non-coplanar to TBs are capable of transmitting
through them or be absorbed by them.
The MD simulations by Stukowski et al. (2010) on polycrystalline nanotwinned
copper (nt-Cu) and nanotwinned palladium (nt-Pd) with near-identical grain struc-
tures and twin densities reveal contrasting trends compared to their twin-free coun-
terparts, despite both possessing FCC crystal structures. With lower TB migration
energy compared to nt-Cu, nt-Pd favors generation of TPs that are coplanar to TBs
irrespective of the Schmid factor; this leads to a reduced strength at yield compared
to twin-free nc-Pd. On the other hand for the same twin spacing, nt-Cu generally
favors generation of partials that are non-coplanar to TBs (i.e. consistent with the
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Schmid factor in individual grains) and this leads to a hardening response in com-
parison to a twin-free nc-Cu.
Based on the works just discussed, some of the important features pertaining to
twinning evolution in FCC metals may be enumerated as follows:
(a) With decreasing characteristic microstructural size, plasticity may preferen-
tially evolve via partial dislocations rather than full dislocations.
(b) These partials may emanate from different sources of heterogeneities such as
free surfaces of TBs and GBs and at the TJs formed by interface junctions.
(c) In twinned (or twinnable) microstructures, emission of twinning partials (TPs)
along a TB results in the formation of steps on that TB. Glide of these steps
parallel to the twin plane result in TB migration.
(d) TPs leading to TB migration result in accumulation of macroscopic plastic
strain whose magnitude depends on the Burgers vectors of the emanated TPs.
The limiting cases are that the macroscopic plastic strain due to twinning may
be equal to the twinning shear or be identically equal to zero.
(e) The direction of TB migration is a function of angle between the loading di-
rection and crystal orientation.
(f) The time-scale associated with the motion of emitted TPs is much shorter than
that of the TP nucleation.
These and many more observations from both, experiments and MD simulations,
clearly exhibit the importance of modeling TB migration at coarser length-scales
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and time-scales on the local and global behavior of twin-friendly materials. In the
following section, we briefly review some of the existing theoretical and numerical
modeling approaches to model twinning evolution at the continuum scale.
4.3 Predictive Continuum Models
Several continuum models for twinning evolution (nucleation and growth) have
been proposed in the literature. Some of these models are generic in the sense that
they may be applied to problems involving generic interfaces (e.g. GBs), while oth-
ers are specific to twins. Further, there are models that are mechanistic in nature
but do not allude to any specific mechanism of twin evolution, while others rely
on mechanism-based modeling of twinning evolution (e.g. (Pirouz (1987); Lagerlf
et al. (2002))). Consequently, some models may be directly amenable to implemen-
tation within a computational framework that allow explicit tracking of interface
migration, while others are analytical in the sense that they provide estimates of
the energetic and kinetic features that would facilitate the evolution process. The
importance of these models is that they propose to connect the energetics of TPs
operations to the kinetics of twinning. Below, we discuss some of the important
models in each of these types, with a focus on FCC metals wherever possible.
4.3.1 GB-Mediated Twinning
GBs may act as an active sites for dislocation nucleation due to existence of het-
erogeneities on them. It makes developing an analytical model for twinning rather
more straightforward especially in nano-scale. As an example, Zhu et al. (2004)
and Zhu et al. (2005) developed an analytical model to describe the nucleation and
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growth of deformation twins in nc FCC metals. In doing so, they derived a set of
analytical expressions for the energetics of the most probable sequences of disloca-
tion activities emanated from GBs. For example, they show that depending upon
the orientation of τsp (CRSS on the first emitted Shockley Partial), the two scenar-
ios which can create this SF are: (1) emission of a 30◦ partial, b1, from the GB, (2)
extending the stacking fault ribbon across the grain (Fig. 4.9a, b, and c). Finally,
from the derived grain-size-dependent energetics, they extract five competing sce-
narios (Fig. 4.9d). For instance, a deformation twin may nucleate and grow when
τtwin < τtrail. Therefore, one may combine both orientation and grain-size effects to
predict twinnability at different characteristic length-scales.
4.3.2 General-Planar-Fault-Energy (GPFE) Based Model
Tadmor and Hai (2003) introduced the concept of twinnability as a theoretical mea-
sure of the twinning tendency (nucleation) in FCC metals. They extended the
Peierls criterion developed by Rice (1992) to develop a predictive model for the
competition between the emission of the trailing and twinning partials at an atomi-
cally sharp crack-tip in an FCC single crystal. Their analysis implements the depen-
dencies of TP nucleation on unstable twinning energy γut to develop the tendency
of twinning. Within the simplified context of the nucleation from a crack tip, they
introduce twinning tendency, Ecrackt , as the ratio of the critical SIF along the trailing


















Figure 4.9 Schematic representation of: (a) a perfect screw dislocation dissociated into
two Shockley partials b1 and b2; (b) nucleation of a deformation twin via the emission of
a TP on a twin plane adjacent to the SF plane; (c) emission of a trailing partial that
removes the SF and forms a full dislocation. (d) shows the CRSSes, τp, τL, τtwin, τtrail, and
τshrink for nc Al, as a function of grain size dg and for α = 25◦ (Zhu et al. (2004,0)).
where γus and γut are the unstable stacking and unstable twinning energies, respec-
tively (see Fig. 4.10). λcrit is a quantity which depends on the material and geo-
metric parameters (Tadmor and Hai (2003)). When Ecrackt > 1 the critical SIF to
nucleate a trailing partial is higher than that required to nucleate a TP and therefore
the material is amenable to twinning. Note that in Eq. (4.3.1), the ratio within the
square-root sign is always less than one for almost all FCC materials and therefore,
the propensity to twinning is reliant upon the severity of the stress concentration
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term λcrit. Although Eq. (4.3.1) is derived for the scenario where the stress con-
centration is due to a crack, the concept is generally applicable for different types
of stress concentrators. Indeed, Tadmor and Bernstein (2004) generalized this idea


























where the α and β characterize the loading direction, θ is the inclination of the
slip plane with respect to the crack direction, φA and φB are respectively the slip
direction of the leading and trailing partials, and ν is the Poisson’s ratio (Tadmor
and Hai (2003)). The normalization factor Ω =
∫∫∫
dα dβ dθ dΩ.
From these works, some of the important observations that will aid our coarse-
grained DTCP model are summarized below
(a) The CRSS of the first leading partial must be reached, τld ≥ τ critld (∝ γus) (cf.
Eq. (5) in (Tadmor and Hai (2003)).)
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(b) The CRSS of the twinning partials must be reached, τtp ≥ τ crittp (∝ γut) (cf. Eq.
(22) in (Tadmor and Hai (2003)).) Note that since γut > γus ⇒ τ crittp > τ critld ,
meaning if this condition is true, the first condition is automatically satisfied
as well.
(c) The competition between trailing and twinning partials must be such that
τtr/τtp < Et
(≡ τ crittr /τ crittp ). This condition assures that by the time τtp ap-
proaches τ crittp , τtr does not reach τ
crit
tr .
The analysis of the values of twinnability for different FCC metals shows that
for copper (the material of interest in this thesis) Et ≈ 1.0 (Tadmor and Bernstein
(2004)). This value implicitly means that the possibility of emission of trailing and
twinning partial are directly function of the ratio of their corresponding Schmid
factors.
Unlike the work discussed in the preceding section which derives from the specific
mechanism emanating from the presence of GB, the works of Tadmor and Bernstein
(2004), Kibey et al. (2007a), and Ogata et al. (2005) provide a quantitative picture
on the energy pathways associated with homogeneous twinning. They reconcile the
roles of the associated energy barriers to stacking fault nucleation (γisf), twin nucle-
ation (aka unstable twin fault energy γut), unstable stacking fault energy (γus) and
2γtsf which is twice the twin stacking fault energy (aka the coherent twin boundary
energy) and are collectively referred to as the Generalized Planar Fault Energies
(GPFEs). In short, GPFE refers to the energies associated per unit area that deter-
mine to form n-layer faults (twins) by shearing n successive {111}-layers (in FCC)
along the Shockley partial direction and provide a comprehensive description of
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the twinning process. In an effort quantify the critical stress for twin nucleation
and growth in FCC metals, Ogata et al. (2005), Kibey et al. (2007a) and Kibey et al.
(2007b) performed ab-initio simulations using density functional theory (DFT) to
determine energy landscape for the twin boundary formation and migration in FCC
metals.
F‐0016‐1	
Figure 4.10 The (111) 〈112¯〉 twinning energy pathway of fcc Cu up to five-layer sliding
using the 15-layer model. (Ogata et al. (2005)).
Figure 4.10 illustrates the predicted GPFE curve for Cu, as an FCC example,
showing that twinning stress τcrit in FCC metals strongly depends on the pathway
barriers γus and γut. In FCC metals, the fault energies typically converge to the
steady-state twin boundary migration energy profile by the time the second (e.g.
Cu) or at most the third (e.g. Al) atomic layer assumes a twin orientation. The fewer
the layers needed to stabilize, the weaker is the long-ranged mechanical coupling
between the adjacent TBs. That is, this coupling is a measure of the influence one
TB has on the migration characteristics of another. In other words, the convergence
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relates to the minimum number of layers required to produce a stabilized twin
nucleus (twin nucleation event) and the twin growth that follows does not change
the fault energies any further.
Following these works, Kibey et al. (2007a) incorporated the barriers to twinning
via GPFE into a heterogeneous, dislocation based mechanistic model for twin nu-
cleation to determine a closed-form expression for twinning stress. They show that
when core width is very small compared to nucleus width, the original twinning


















Above equation shows that the twinning stress depends on GPFE and the num-
ber of layer N in the twin nucleus. Moreover, it reveals that an increase in γut
increases τcrit and an increase in γus inhibits cross slip and reduces τcrit making
twinning more favorable.
4.3.3 Configurational-Force Based Approaches
The concept of configurational force (as opposed to classical Newtonian forces) de-
rives from an elegant continuum formalism of the force-on-a-defect first developed
by Eshelby in the form of an energy-momentum tensor (Eshelby (1951); Eshelby
(1975)). The presence of configurational forces is ubiquitous and has been applied
to a variety of problems involving movement of defects including discrete dislo-
cations and interfaces in a variety of materials (Abeyaratne and Knowles (1990);
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Gurtin (1995); Gross et al. (2003)). In the simplest form of elastic deformations
in a bi-material system, the configurational force is based on the elastic energy
mismatch across the interface. The approach provides a kinetic law of the form
(Abeyaratne and Knowles (1990); Gurtin (1995))
f = n · JΨI− FeSKn
= Mvn M ≥ 0
(4.3.5)
where f is referred to as the driving force (force acting on a defect), Ψ is the free en-
ergy of the system when the system is composed of two different phases separated
by an interface whose unit normal is n, I is the identity tensor, Fe is the macroscopic
elastic deformation gradient, S is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress and J K represents
the jump in the quantity across the interface. A detailed derivation results in the de-
scription of a mobility parameter M that couples with the interface normal velocity
vn to produce the driving force. This approach is attractive in terms of the numeri-
cal implementation and has been employed in enriched numerical techniques such
as the Level-set method, eXtended FEM, Phase-field approach. The key idea behind
these methods is that an interface, sharp or diffuse, may undergo translation in the
direction normal to itself under the influence of a driving force.
Tsai and Rosakis (2001) adapted this framework to study the propagation of a
twinning step under applied stress, which ultimately leads to TB migration. Us-
ing an anti-plane shear as a model system, they idealized the TB step comprising
multiple screw twinning dislocations (Fig. 4.11a.) by a smooth, continuous profile
distributed over a height 2h (4.11b). The Peach-Koehler force (the configurational
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force) acting on these dislocations is proportional to the RSS on the glide plane. As






Figure 4.11 (a) Twinning screw dislocations (heavy dots) at points of intersection of a TB
(heavy line) with atomic planes equi-spaced at a. (b) Model setup considered by Tsai and
Rosakis (2001) depicting an assumed continuous profile (described by the shape function
x2 = s(x1, t)) for the discrete problem in (a).
Fischer et al. (2003) and Petryk et al. (2003) developed an energy approach to
predict the formation and growth of individual twins. The total energy E supplied
to the material of volume V comprised the elastic strain energy U , the interface
energy Us, the potential energy of the loading system P and the intrinsic dissipation
D associated with the twin volume Vt. The proposed condition for twinning is ∆E =
0, where ∆E is the increment in E from a given equilibrium state, calculated for
every possible configuration of a new twin with the kinematic boundary conditions
remaining fixed. This incremental energy is ∆E = (UA + UB + Uint + Us + D),
where UA is the energy associated with macroscopic stress drop due to twinning,
Uint is the interaction energy with the stress state before twinning, UB is the elastic
strain energy solely due to twinning. They also proposed a condition for quasi-static
growth of an existing twin of thickness h, which is dE/dh = 0, where dE is the
differential energy such that the interface energy disappears (because an interface
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already exists, unlike in nucleation where interfaces need to be created). Assuming
a twin shape as an oblate spheroid of radius Rt they derived the dependence of twin




(τres − τt) (4.3.6)
where τres is the macroscopic resolved shear stress after the formation of a twin
band, τt is a critical resolved shear stress that contributes to the dissipation D when
multiplied by the twinning shear γt and integrated over Vt and K expresses the
elastic energy, per unit perimeter length, of the stress field induced by twinning-
strain incompatibility around the perimeter of the twin plate of unit thickness.
We note in passing that this and the preceding model of Tsai and Rosakis (2001)
neglect the dissipation due to plastic deformation that may concurrently prevail in
the system. Levitas (2002) argued that the classic Eshelbian approach needed a
modification if there were other mechanisms of energy dissipation in addition to
the interface migration.
More recently, Wei (2011) presented two analytical models pertaining to de-
twinning in nanotwinned microstructures. One adopts a kinetic approach and the
other uses an energetic (Eshelby-type) approach. While the kinetic approach fol-
lows along the lines of Li et al. (2010), in the energy-based approach, he estimated
the free energy change ∆E associated with de-twinning in order to calculate the
threshold for the de-twinning process in a microstructure with the average grain
size that is much bigger than the average twin thickness λ. This is the sum of the
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elastic energy, Eel, the twin-twin interaction energy, Eint in the presence of a shear
stress τ , the dissipation energy Ediss due to nucleation and emission of partials due
to τ and the interfacial energy change Etb accompanying the transformation. He
concluded that when it is the TP nucleation kinetics that control the de-twinning
process (kinetic model), the overall strength ∼ ln(λ/d) and is highly strain-rate
and temperature sensitive. When modeled as a shear transformation driven by
the collective motion of TPs (energetic model), the overall strength ∼ (λ/d), is
rate-independent and weakly temperature sensitive. From these contrasting trends,
together with the experimental observation of moderate rate-sensitivity and weak
temperature dependence of nt-Cu, he argued that the real de-twinning process may
be cooperatively shared by both kinetic and energetic mechanisms.
Hu et al. (2010) presented a phase field model to describe twin formation and
evolution in a polycrystalline FCC metal under loading and unloading. With the as-
sumption that a twin consists of partial dislocations with the same Burgers vectors
there are 12 twin variants in a single FCC crystal related to 12 distinct partial disloca-
tions. Considering a partial dislocation loop, the discontinuous displacement across
the slip plane is described as u = ηαβ(r, t)bαβ, where bαβ is the partial dislocation
Burgers vector. In this equation, twelve order parameters ηαβ(r, t) (α = 1, 2, 3, 4;
β = 1, 2, 3) are used to describe the partial dislocations and their time evolution.
Note that the key idea behind these order parameters is to define the TB across
which the energy is different. One may say that phase-field models are almost iden-
tical to configurational-force-based approach except the interfaces are modeled not
as sharp boundaries. We may interpret the length over which the energy changes
as the process zone.
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4.4 Mechanism-Based Twin Boundary Migration in FCC
Metals
Based on the observations from the literature described in the preceding sections,
the possible mechanisms corresponding to the migration of the coherent TBs are:
1. Transmission of TPs of the identical Burgers vector on each adjacent (111) slip
plane in the direction parallel to an existing TB plane (Hu et al. (2009); Wang
et al. (2007); Kibey et al. (2007b); Li and Ghoniem (2009)). Given its oper-
ative mode, this mechanism is sometimes referred to as Monotonic Activation
of Partials or the MAP mechanism. Figure. 4.12a shows a schematic of this
mode of TB migration and indicates that the total strain accrued due to this
mechanism increases as TBs migrate, because of the additive Burgers vectors.
2. Transmission of TPs with different Burgers vectors on the twin planes adja-
cent and parallel to an existing TB. In comparison to the MAP mechanism,
this mode is referred to as Random Activation of Partials or the RAP mecha-
nism (Fig. 4.12b). The net strain accrued is much smaller than that in the
MAP mechanism and a limiting case is that of zero macroscopic strain (Wu
et al. (2008)). Such a mechanism has been shown to be a preferred mode
in polycrysalline nt metals where TPs are nucleated at the intersection of the
TB with an incoherent twin boundary (ITB) (Wang et al. (2010a); Liu et al.
(2011); Wu et al. (2008)).
3. Formation of TPs due to the interaction of the lattice dislocations traveling on
slip planes that are non-coplanar to the CTBs (Li et al. (2011); Wang et al.
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Figure 4.12 Schematic representations of (a) Monotonic Activation of Partials or the MAP
mechanism. (b) Random Activation of Partials or the RAP mechanism. (c) Top view of the
available slip systems (both full dislocations and Shockley partials) in the (111) slip plane
(or TB plane) within the process zone.
In an actual TB migration scenario, some or all of the above mechanisms may be
operative and would depend on the local geometric and energetic conditions. In
this work, we develop the kinematic laws within the DTCP model for both the MAP
and the RAP mechanism, but the primarily focus on the former in the numerical
simulations. However, before deriving the mechanism-based coarse-grained slip
laws that connect the kinematic quantities with the TP kinetics, in the next section
we briefly illustrate the nexus between the kinematic and the kinetic variables with
regard to the unit process responsible for TB migration.
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Figure 4.13 (a-f) Schematic illustration of the dislocation multiplication mechanism
through the interaction of a mixed dislocation D0B with the twin boundary (Li et al.
(2011)).
4.5 Directionality of Twin Boundary Migration
TB migration is a result of emission of a leading partial on two subsequent twin
planes (Christian and Mahajan (1995); Ogata et al. (2005); Kibey et al. (2007a);
Tadmor and Hai (2003)) 3. To observe how motion of a TP leads to TB migration
perpendicular to TB plane, consider an FCC crystal lattice, which is divided into two
parts by a TB as shown in Fig. 4.14a. In the figure the solid bold line denotes a TB,
while the light horizontal lines show successive {111} planes, and the projections of
slip systems {101} and {110} on the view plane represent crystal orientations. Away
from the TB perfect FCC stacking (ABCABC), prevails. However, in the immediate
vicinity of the TB, the local sequencing across it is different (e.g. CABAC with the
twin plane being the B layer).
3Refer to Appendix B for further discussions on dissociation of full slip system into partials.
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Let us consider a scenario where the TB shifts downward by one atomic plane
(Fig. 4.14a). In this section, we show that this can be the result of the motion of a
TP from left to right (L2R) or right to left (R2L), depending upon the direction of
the loading and sense of the dislocation line, ξ. One can interpret this line-sense as
a mathematical identification of the side of extra plane of the dislocation.
To draw the Burgers circuit, let us consider two parts of the crystal which are
far enough from the core of the TP dislocation as shown in Fig. 4.14. As the TP
moves toward right, it deposits migration of the TB one atomic plane downward.
The positions of the TB at left and right of Fig. 4.14 correspond to the after and
before migration of the TB, respectively.
Putting these two parts side by side (along the dark arrows in Fig. 4.14a) such
that the atoms are placed at one of the possible atomic sites (Fig. 4.14b), the
extra half plane of the TP dislocation resides above the TB. Note that by moving
the atoms, which are close to the TP core, toward left (along the pink arrows),
the dislocation moves toward right (along the yellow arrow). The direction of the
RSS on the side of the extra-half plane reside decides the direction of dislocation
glide. Without loss of generality, we first assume that the loading can drive the
dislocation towards right. For clarification purposes, we illustrate the configuration
of the system when the TP moves one step forward in Fig. 4.14c. In the present
scenario, this motion results in the downward migration of a part of the TB. As
the TP continues moving forward, it: (1) plastically deforms the crystal along TP
direction, and (2) causes a roation of the crystallographic orientation that manifests
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Figure 4.14 Schematic representation of: (a) the position of a TB before and after
migration, when the TB moves downward. (b) the Burgers circuit and Burgers vector in
the context of partial dislocations, (c) an intermediate stage of deformation when TP
moves one atomic step forward, depositing TB migration by one atomic plane, (d) the final
stage of deformation after the TP sweeps through the entire region, and (e) the sense of
TP dislocation line and the direction of the Peach-Koehler force.
To obtain the Burgers vector, we follow the same steps as in the case of full
dislocations. We first draw two circuits on both sides of the TB. There are two
possible atomic sites between each neighboring atoms, shown as the intersections
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of the dashed network. If one decides to draw the Burgers circuit similar to the way
for perfect dislocations, one may end up reaching one of the atomic sites without
any atom sitting on it. Therefore, we start from an atomic site on the TB and draw
the circuit around the dislocation core by counting n number of atoms parallel to
the TB. Then, we close the loop by closing the loop with an atom on the level of
the TB we started from (the finishing point F1 in Fig. 4.14b). After constructing the
second half of the loop, we follow the same routine for the other side of the TB. The
Burgers vector can then be obtained by connecting the two finishing points, namely
F1 and F2 in Fig. 4.14b. Unlike full dislocations, by moving an atom along the TP
dislocation, one cannot reach the position of the next neighboring atom. Instead,
we reach the next atomic site. In Fig. 4.14b, the yellow arrow placed behind the
dislocation core shows the direction of the motion of the TP. The blue arrow shows
the direction of the motion of the TB due to the motion of this TP. Figure 4.14d
shows the moment the TP has swept through the entire region, resulting in the new
configuration of the TB.
To investigate the role of the loading direction corresponding to TP motion and
correspondingly, the TB migration, we define a global frame as shown in Fig. 4.14e.
Note that this frame is different from the local frame of the crystal. We also define
the line sense of the TP dislocation, indicated by the unit vector eξ, such that the
eζ = eξ × ebp points toward the extra half-plane. Thus, in this frame, the direction
associated with the dislocation (Burgers) vector ebp, and the dislocation line eξ, are
[1¯00] and [001¯], respectively (Fig. 4.14e). Then we obtain the Peach-Koehler (PK)
force per unit length, which is the driving force for the dislocation motion is given




= (bp ·T)× eξ (4.5.1)
where bp = |bp|ebp is the partial Burgers vector with magnitude bp and T is the local
stress tensor. In general, this force may be decomposed into a glide component and
a climb (non-glide) component
FglPK
|bp| l =





[(ebp.T)× eξ] . [(eξ × ebp)]
|eξ × ebp| (4.5.3)
The following expressions illustrate this for the dislocation orientation in Fig.
4.14e, but under a general three-dimensional stress state.

















= (T12e1 − T11e2)
eξ × ebp = eζ = e2; eξ × (eξ × ebp) = ebp = −e1
(4.5.4)
It can be seen from the expressions above that for a special scenario where the
global loading is only the shear stress, e.g. T12 only the glide component is non-zero.
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This expression indicates that the dislocation in Fig. 4.14e would move toward right
for the sense of T12 in that figure, manifesting as a downward motion of the TB on
which it resides. This is consistent with the polarity of the twinning operation, as
the loading and the twinning direction (sitp = [112¯]) are the same. It is also useful
to mention that if the shear stress direction were to be reversed i.e. the dislocation
would move toward left, causing an upward motion of the TB (see Appendix C).
It is worthwhile noting that to define crystal orientation, one may arbitrarily
choose to draw a line connecting the atoms along [211] direction. The orange ar-
rows indicated in Fig. 4.14a illustrates crystal orientation based on this convention.
For better clarifications, Fig. 4.15 illustrates the same configurations with the spe-
cial focuses on the geometry of crystal orientation. By viewing from [1¯10] direction
(the pink arrow in Fig. 4.15a), one may realize that the lines along [112¯] directions
on either side of the TB make an angle of ∼ 141◦ with its twinned conjugate (Figs.
4.15b).
In the preceding paragraphs, we illustrated how the motion of an existing TP
couples into the migration of TB normal to it. However, unlike the illustrative
pictures shown in the preceding discussion, such a TP must nucleate as a dislocation
dipole (a dislocation loop in 3D) from a dislocation source. There may be myriad
sources that exist in the vicinity of a TB plane, which may activate under a favorable
stress state and serve as a carrier for the TB migration (Wang et al. (2010a)). For
example, a full dislocation moving non-coplanar to a TB may impinge and react
with it thereby becoming a source for a TP. Likewise, a TJ formed by the intersection





















Figure 4.15 Representation of the four FCC slip planes (a). The projections of the twin
partial direction [112¯] and conventional slip direction [110] are also highlighted for better
clarifications. (b) The schematic illustrating traditionally accepted definition of crystal
orientations. The angle between [112¯] directions within two sides of the TB is ∼ 141◦.
immediate vicinity of TB plane would generate a coplanar dislocation dipole that
expands outward with increasing stress while possibly encountering an obstacle
field of varying strength (e.g. other dislocations, GBs). The directionality of the
emitted dipole (in terms of its line sense and Burgers vector) would be consistent
with the resolved shear stress (RSS), which gives the Peach-Koehler force for its
motion, and this will ultimately decide the direction of TB migration. Here, we
briefly illustrate the TB migration phenomenon under the state of shear stress upon
emission of a partial dislocation dipole from a TJ. In essence, it serves to extend the
concepts discussed in the preceding section to allow building appropriate kinetic
laws for the equivalent slip activity that describes this mechanism.
Figure 4.16 shows various scenarios of the sense of TP emitted from a source
(indicated by the red circle) and the directionality of the TB migration resulting






























Figure 4.16 Schematic representation of a twin lamella when the motion of the TP results
in the motion of the TB downward (a-b), and upward (c-d).
neglect the effects of the interactions between a TB and dislocations moving non-
coplanar to it. The GB acts as a strong obstacle for one arm of the dipole so that
the TP nucleated at the left (right) TJ can only move toward the right (left). This
constraint imposes a restriction on the motion of the nucleated dislocations as per
the direction of the applied driving force (the Peach-Koehler force). This depends on
the local RSS and the side of the extra half-plane of the nucleated TP. For example,
in Fig. 4.16a, even if the nucleated TP is such that the extra half-plane is below
the TB, it stays and accumulates there under the loading T12, whereas the other TP
of the dipole can move towards right. In other words, at each TJ only one type of
the TP of the dipole can move and has impact on migration of the TB. On the other
hand, from the nucleated dislocation dipole, the one with extra half-plane is below
TB can only move along the TB. Similar processes happen by applying −T12 to the
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twin lamellae as shown in Fig. 4.16c and d. The former (i.e. under T12) migrates
the TB downward whereas the latter (i.e. under −T12) moves the TB upward.
4.6 The Basis of Modeling Monotonic Activation of
Partials
Following from the discussion on the kinematics and kinetics of TB migration through
TP emission and motion, we now present a model that accounts for this phe-
nomenon in continuum sense and implement it within a finite element (FE) frame-
work. With respect to the physics of the problem, the discussed twinning mecha-
nisms are dissipative, owing to the nucleation and motion of TPs. At the same time,
the direct impact of the motion of the TPs is appeared as the motion of an interface
(TB). In this section, we discuss about the basis of our continuum approach to track
TB migration, which is based on DSGM assumption (c.f. section 4.2).
4.6.1 Conceptual Framework for Continuum Representation of
Twin-induced Shear and Lattice Re-orientation
A coherent twin boundary is atomically sharp, dividing a crystal into two twin vari-
ants. One may adopt a phase-field approach with sharp interface assumption to
capture this feature (Abeyaratne and Knowles (1990); Tsai and Rosakis (2001)).
Another possibility is to adopt a diffuse interface approach, whereby a small, but
finite thickness is associated with the interface and its position is tracked through a
set of evolution equations (Hu et al. (2010)). In the present context, this is tanta-
mount to visualizing a twin front of height h at a coarser length-scale representing
a set of TPs spanning multiple atomic planes that joins two parallel discontinuous
TBs (Fig. 4.11). A coordinated motion of these TPs at the atomic scale may be
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equivalently mimicked by writing a set of kinetic laws describing the glide of the
front in terms of the dynamics of the dislocations (Tsai and Rosakis (2001)). In the
model presented here for FCC metals, we broadly adopt this concept by considering
a small, but finite-sized process zone in the vicinity of a TB, in which dissipation
from motion of multiple TPs is written in terms of a slip law coarse-grained over
spatial and temporal scales.
Figure 4.17a shows a model system with a TB (denoted by the straight line AB)
delineating two twin variants T1 (blue) and T2 (orange) at reference time t = t0.
Here, we consider A and B as potential TP sources. Consider a material point P in
the close vicinity of one of these sources, say A. In what follows, we develop the
coarse-grained kinematics for TB migration at this typical material point in terms of
its sub-scale atomistic processes. Fig. 4.17b shows an enlarged view of P represent-
ing a region of size y∗ over which the discreteness of dislocations can be smeared
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Figure 4.17 The schematic Representation of: (a) a continuum point at the vicinity of a
TB, (b) enlarged view of the continuum point in a discretized format, and (c-e) the
enlarged view of the position of the TB in initial, t = t0 (c), an intermediate time t = t1 (d
and d’), and the final stage of deformation, when TB has completely swept through the
entire region (e).
Assume that under applied deformation the TB moves downward as a result of
the nucleation and glide of TPs on planes parallel to it. At an intermediate time
t = t1, the TB migration results in a part of this region having reoriented into T1
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while the remaining part is still T2. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.17d where y∗f is the
region that undergoes twinning shear γts whereas the remaining part (y∗− y∗f ) does
not. As far as the homogenization is concerned, this exact current configuration
is not known at the resolution of y∗ (because the discreteness is smeared out).
Consequently, it may be approximated as an equivalent shear, γtp over y∗ (shown by
orange parallelogram in Fig. 4.17d). Finally, at some other time t = t2 when the TB
is entirely swept over the cell size, the accrued plastic shear in that region (i.e. at
the material point P ) should be equal to γts (Fig. 4.17e). This final stage indicates
the migration of the TB by the distance y∗, which is accompanied by the lattice
reorientation that is equivalent to the rearrangement of the atoms in that region so
that they are mirrored about the twin plane. Through this illustration, it is clear
that if one tracks the evolution of γtp in a cell then the criterion for reorientation of
the lattice into its twin variant is




γ˙tp dt and γ˙tp is the averaged plastic slip rate accrued due to the
nucleation and motion of TP in the region y∗.
In effect, what we do at this moment is to re-orient the twinned region, which is
within the process zone after criterion of Eq. (4.6.1) is satisfied (c.f. section 2.3). As
the special case of the current work, we are only interested in the transformation
through ntp = {111} and stp = {112¯} (c.f. Table 2.1).
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With this background, we focus on the development of the slip law for γtp evolu-
tion. It follows closely along the lines of the law developed in chapter 3. Consider
the slip system within TBAZ that is parallel to a TB. The plastic slip on this slip
system can be expressed using Orowan approach as γ = ρbx¯ (already discussed in
section 3.3.2), where ρ is the total dislocation density, b is the Burgers vector mag-
nitude of partial dislocation and x¯ is the average distance traveled by dislocations
(Hull and Bacon (2001)). The average slip rate is then
γ˙ = ρbv¯ + ρ˙bx¯ (4.6.2)
where the first term on the right side of the equation is the conventional slip rate
from the pre-existing dislocation density gliding at an average velocity v¯. The sec-
ond term is the contribution from the evolution term ρ˙, which in general may in-
clude nucleation and annihilation. In the present setup, we incorporate a 3D equiv-
alent of Eq. (4.6.2) by identifying the former with the role of pre-existing mobile
dislocation density in terms of the conventional slip systems (i.e. corresponding
to the full dislocations) while the latter (i.e. corresponding to the TP nucleation)
in terms of the specific Shockley partial dislocation systems that are parallel to the
given TB.
To that end, Fig.4.18a shows a schematic representation of a crystal divided by
a TB into TV1 and TV2. Viewing from the top (Fig. 4.18b) one can identify the
available full and their corresponding Shockley partial dislocation systems, which
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Figure 4.18 (a) Schematic representation of a block of a sample, showing the TB and the
process zone (highlighted by light-red color). (b) Top view of the available slip systems
(both full and Shockley partials) in the (111) slip plane (or TB plane) within the process
zone (see the text for the relevant discussions).
The numerical implementation of the conceptual approach in Fig. 4.17 and the
resulting lattice reorientation criterion (Eq. (4.6.1)) within a finite element frame-
work needs some discussion with respect to the associated length-scales. In an FE
model, the spatial resolution is dictated by the FE mesh size, lfe. In our case, γtp is
the average plastic slip (due to this mechanism) obtained from the Gauss points in
a typical finite element. Earlier in the discussion, we identified the twin-step height
h as the length-scale of interest (Fig. 4.19), which in-turn can be described in terms
of the characteristic atomic plane spacing b.
We posit that this twin-step height may be associated with a continuum length-
scale h∗ that emerges from the energetic considerations for dislocation nucleation
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Figure 4.19 Schematic representation of a twin front of height h at a coarser length-scale.
in the vicinity of a stress concentration. In a recent paper, Jang et al. (2012) iden-
tified a critical twin thickness for ductile-to-brittle transition of TB fracture. This
critical twin thickness emanates from the competition between the fracture energy,
TB energy and a critical shear stress for dislocation nucleation. Although that work
provides an explicit expression for the case of mode-I crack, one may write a generic
expression for the length-scale associated with TP nucleation using the same idea








where α is a geometric factor that arises from the geometric considerations of stress
decay around a stress concentration, µ′ is the effective shear modulus, γ′ is an
appropriate interface energy and τ0 is the critical shear stress for TP nucleation.
Note that with N∗ atomic planes within h∗ (N∗ = h∗/b), not all of them may be
activated as the nucleation process may be stochastic in nature (Hu et al. (2009)).
That is, h∗ may be considered an upper-bound of the length-scale around a mate-
rial point designating the region over which TB migration can prevail through the
nucleation and glide of one or more TPs, because a stress concentration exists at
that material point (e.g. A or B in Fig. 4.17a). In what follows, the plastic slip is
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averaged over a region y∗ and will be exact if and only if y∗ = h∗. From a numerical
viewpoint, y∗ would be our mesh resolution and may be fixed equal to h∗.
4.6.2 Plastic Slip Rate From Twin Partials
Returning to the problem shown in Fig. 4.17, we can obtain the total number of
atomic planes N∗ stacked up in y∗ that may potentially generate twin partials in the
vicinity of a TB. Now, consider an intermediate scenario where of these N∗ planes
there are N∗f planes on which TPs nucleate (Fig. 4.17d). Using Orowan approach





where btp is the magnitude of the TP Burgers vector, l is the TB length over which
the TPs are amenable to glide. This could be the distance between two diametrically
opposite sources of TPs (e.g. ITBs, GBs delineating the TBs in a grain, or the speci-
men size in the case of a single-grain). In Eq.(4.6.4), the total distance traveled by




tp is the distance traveled by an i
th TP. If we assume
that each TP travels the entire TB length l unidirectionally, then for N∗f planes, we
obtain the maximum shear displacement
dtp ≡ btp
l





















where, as mentioned earlier, b is the spacing between two atomic planes. In rate











Note that in this expression, N˙∗f is equivalent to ρ˙ in Eq. (4.6.2). The kinetics
of TB migration is embedded in the evolution of N∗f , which is quantified in the next
section.
4.6.3 Kinetics of N˙f
The term N˙∗f indicates the rate at which individual atomic planes assume a twinned
orientation. Let us consider the material time-scales that enter into Eq. (4.6.7) and
may compete with the loading time-scale tl:
• The time-scale associated with TP nucleation, tnuc, and
• The time-scale associated with the glide of a TP, tglide
Using Fig. 4.17 as a reference, if a TP were to nucleate in the immediate prox-
imity of A, then the time required for it to glide at an average velocity v¯ to the point
P located at a distance x from A would be tglide = x/v¯ . 4
4If viewed in terms of a twin-front, these would be equivalent to the nucleation time for the
step of height h and the time it would take that step to propagate a distance x from the source of
nucleation, respectively.
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It is useful to obtain estimates of these two time-scales in a system where the char-
acteristic microstructural size, say d (e.g. grain size or the average source spacing)
is in the submicron-micron regime. An upper-bound of tglide is the time-scale asso-
ciated with the shear-wave speed cs in a given material (Tsai and Rosakis (2001)),
i.e. v¯ = cs. If we assume that the actual v¯ ∼ 10−3 − 10−4cs (at room temperature
v¯ ∼ 1 m/s (Johnston and Gilman (1959); Cahn and Haasen (1996))), then for
d ∼ 100−1000 nm, tglide ∼ 10−7−10−6 s (assuming that it does not get permanently
pinned at any intermediate obstacle).
As far as tnuc is concerned, there seems to be no quantitative data available from
experiments, but one can obtain an estimate from the nucleation models adopted
in discrete dislocation dynamics. Benzerga (2008) derived the following expression





where B is the drag coefficient, τ is the local shear stress, η is constant that depends
on dislocation line character, S is the source length, F (ξ) is a function reflecting
complicated stress-dependency of nucleation time through ξ = τ/τnuc with τnuc as
the nucleation stress. Although they have not explicitly reported any value for tnuc,
based on this approach Segurado et al. (2007) assumed that assume that tnuc ∼
0.01µs for the applied strain rate of ε˙∞ = 1000s−1. Previously, Van der Giessen
and Needleman (1999) assumed tnuc = 2.6 × 106B/µ ≈ 10−5/ε˙, where µ is the
shear modulus and ε˙ is the applied strain rate. Likewise, the result of Zhu et al.
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(2008) confirms that the nucleation rate should directly be proportional to applied
strain rate, ˙¯ε∞, i.e. tnuc is inversely proportional to ˙¯ε∞ 5. Roughly speaking, one
may estimate that in the typical quasi-static experimental loading rates (ε˙ ∼ 10−5−
10−1s−1) tnuc ∼ 101 − 10−3 s.
From this, we note that tnuc  tglide. In effect, it may be reasonable to assume
(especially in fine-grained microstructures) that once a TP is nucleated from dis-
location source, it flies and reaches the other end of the TB that may be consid-
ered near-instantaneous compared to the macroscopic loading time-scale. In other
words, in typical single crystalline or polycrystalline microstructures with charac-
teristic dimensions in the range of few tens of nm- to tens of microns, the formation
of a twin-front will be dictated by the TP nucleation events. Once formed, this twin
front is expected to travel at high speed unless it encounters a field of obstacles. In
the temporal coarse-graining, one may assume the glide to be near-instantaneous
over the loading time-scale. Consequently, the term N˙∗f in Eq. (4.6.7) may be re-
interpreted as being equivalent to the TP nucleation rate from dislocation sources.
This observation not only allows us to focus our attention on writing the constitu-
tive law for the TP mechanism in terms of nucleation, it also provides a way for
simplification in terms of its numerical approximation, as discussed in Chapter 5.
Dislocation nucleation from a source has been the focus of several MD simulation
studies (Ryu et al. (2011a); Aubry et al. (2011); Ryu et al. (2011b)). However, a
major challenge in using MD observations is the disparity between the simulation
5By combining Eqs. (1) and (2) of (Zhu et al. (2008)) one may obtain N˙ = E ˙¯ε∞Ω/KBT , where
E is apparent Young’s modulus and Ω is activation volume.
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and typical experimental time-scales. Typically, MD simulations are performed at
high strain rates in the range of ∼ 107s−1 and 1010s−1 , which are much higher than
the typical experimental rates (barring some specialized plate-impact and shock
experiments)
N˙∗f = Nsv0 exp
(




or alternatively, in terms of the Helmholtz free energy Fc
N˙∗f = Nsv0 exp
(




where Ns is the number of equivalent nucleation sites, v0 is the attempt frequency
and is associated with (but is several orders of magnitude smaller than) the Debye
frequency, kB is Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature. The choice between Gc
and Fc depends on whether the system is a constant stress ensemble or a constant
strain ensemble 6. In the present work, we use the expression based on the constant
stress ensemble (Eq. (4.6.9))
















6Important differences between these two expressions are discussed in detail in (Ryu et al.
(2011b))
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where U0 is activation energy constant of dislocation nucleation (and may be identi-
fied with the appropriate energy in the GPFE conglomerate) and Ω is the activation















Note that this equation is akin to the familiar Arrhenius expression for inelastic
strain rate (Argon (2007)). While Eq. (4.6.12) would be the most appropriate form
for describing the slip kinetics due to source-driven nucleation events, we adopt









Although, there is no direct connection between Eq. (4.6.12) and Eq. (4.6.13) and
the latter may be phenomenological (Asaro (1983)) 7, we adopt it for two reasons.
First, it is computationally rather easy and attractive to include the power-law form
within a crystal plasticity framework based on the PAN model (Peirce et al. (1982)).
But more importantly, it provides a way to incorporate the kinetic-energetic cooper-
ative effect in TB migration discussed by Wei (2011) (see discussion under section
4.3.3). The foregoing exposition describing the nucleation-driven slip rate is akin to
7A rigorous connection between the Arrhenius and power-law forms can be found in (Hartley
(2003))
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the kinetic model in that paper, but it ignores the energetic aspects that hinge upon
the collective motion of TPs (because we set up our equations based on the notion
that tnuc  tglide). Recall the result from that work that the effective rate sensitivity
of a nano-twinned material is intermediate to those predicted by these two models
and therefore, the overall mechanics of TB migration is cooperatively governed by
the kinetic and energetic features. By choosing the power-law form, we can at least
partially account for this possible discrepancy by writing τ0 in Eq. (4.6.13) based on
Eq. (4.6.12), but choosing the rate sensitivity mtp as a parameter that is somewhat
smaller than that obtained from the activation volume calculation.


















In this expression the rate sensitivity is embedded in the dependence of τtp on
γ˙tp, which may in-turn depend on the macroscopic strain rate ε˙ (Wei (2011)). Mod-
ifying it to define τo in Eq. (4.6.13) as the critical shear stress at some constant


















It can be shown that the (Ns/N∗) ratio In Eq. (4.6.15) is consistent with the ratio
(d/λz) in Eq. 3.3.5 of Chapter 3. Similar to the argument in section 3.3.1, consider
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a crystal with dimensions dg × hg × lg with AB as the twin interface and a source
line BC lying parallel to lg (Fig. 4.20). An upper-bound estimate of the number
of potential dislocation sources along BC is Ns = lg/b. Further, in a process zone
of thickness h∗, we have N∗ = h∗/b. Therefore, the ratio Ns/N∗ = lg/h∗, which is
identical to d/λz with d←→ lg and h∗ ←→ λz. Figure 4.21 shows the trend for τ0 as
a function of Ns/N∗ with v0 ∼ 3.11× 1011s−1, γ˙0−tp = 10−3s−1, Ω ∼ 7.92× 10−29m3,
U0 ∼ 1.0eV and T = 287◦K.
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Figure 4.20 Schematic of a twinned crystal showing a source line (BC) that possesses Ns
dislocation sources.
4.6.4 The Plastic Velocity Gradient
Guided by Eq.(4.6.2), we write the plastic part of the velocity gradient at each
material point within the process zone as
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where (Lp)1 is the contribution from the slip accrued due to motion of existing
dislocation density on the full slip systems (both, coplanar and non-coplanar to the
given twin plane) and (Lp)2 is the additional contribution from the nucleation of TPs
on an explicitly modeled twin system (e.g. (111)[112¯] in Fig. 4.18). Consequently, γ˙i
is the slip rate on the ith full slip system defined by the slip direction si and slip plane
normal ni, while γ˙tp is the additional slip rate due to the nucleation and motion of
TPs on a twin system defined by the slip direction stp and slip plane normal ntp. In
writing this equation, we have assumed that the MAP mechanism is operative as γ˙tp
fully contributes to the overall plasticity.
A question arises whether one should exclude the full slip systems from (LP )1
that correspond to the partial slip system on which the TP mechanism (i.e. (Lp)2)
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is operative. For example, in Fig. 4.18 these would be (111)[1¯01] and (111)[01¯1]
corresponding to the TP system (111)[112¯]. If this is so, then the summation in
(LP )1 should be over 10 slip systems rather than 12. However, we view these as
two separate processes that may co-exist in the TBAZ and therefore, retain the
summation in the first contribution over all the 12 slip systems.














where the second term accrues the plastic strain generated by TB migration of all
the active twin systems 8. Then one can re-write Eq. (4.6.17) using the twin sys-
tems. However, within the scope of this work, we only focus on one twin system
with stp = [112¯] and the slip plane ntp = (111), which leads to the simplified form of
kinetic law, as discussed in Eq. (4.6.16) for the TBAZ.
4.6.5 Twin Volume Fraction Evolution
The foregoing description concerning TB migration renders itself useful to further
coarse-graining whereby it can be modeled as an equivalent twin-fraction evolu-
tion. Such information would be readily applicable in scenarios where discrete twin
8A further generalization would be where all the plasticity contributions are directly written in
terms of partial dislocation density rather than splitting them into full and partial systems as is done
in this work. We defer this to future work.
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lamellas are not modeled but their evolution needs to be accounted for9. Referring











Given that the volume of the TBAZ is dg × lg × y∗f , if the volume of the twinned
region within the TBAZ is dg × lg × y∗, we define the volume fraction of the freshly





















f˙ = γtsf˙ (4.6.20)
where f˙ is rate of change of twinned fraction. Now, defining vn as the velocity of










9A seminal version of this approach was introduced by Kalidindi (1998), but the expression for
twin fraction evolution was purely phenomenological.
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Equation (4.6.22) is consistent with MD simulations (Li et al. (2009); Li and
Ghoniem (2009)) results indicating that the magnitude and direction of the result-
ing velocity of TB migration depends on the shear-loading orientation. This may
be further specialized for the scenario where a crystal is loaded by applied shear
velocity V 0 parallel to the TB. Re-arranging Eq.(4.6.22) and expressing γ˙tp in terms







Equation (4.6.23) categorically quantifies the TB migration speed to the applied
velocity via twinning shear. It indicates that by changing the applied velocity the
TB migration speed proportionally changes.
Note that Eqs.(4.6.18)-(4.6.22) are derived for the TBAZ. We may modify them
to define the twin fraction calculated in terms of the volume of an individual crystal.












This is similar to the expression for f˙ , only scaled by the factor 1/hg. Given the













The structure of Eq.(4.6.26) has some semblance with the twin volume fraction
evolution law proposed by Kalidindi (1998) with a difference that it has embedded
length-scales in the form of h∗, hg and within τ0.
4.6.6 On Modeling RAP Mechanism
We briefly discuss a way to account for the RAP mechanism within the current
framework. Note that by virtue of a combinatorial operation of the partials with




3 on successive {111} atomic planes, the RAP mech-
anism results in a much smaller macroscopic plasticity than the MAP mechanism.
Given that the magnitude of each partial is identical, the precise amount of the ac-
crued macroscopic plastic strain will depend on the number of partials generated
in a particular direction that are in excess of the other two partials. For instance, if
a TB migrated by four layers through a combination of two partials of bp1 and one
partial each of bp2 and b
p
3, the net magnitude of plastic strain would be equal to |bp1|.
However, such a sequencing may not be deterministic in nature and incorporating
it within the CP framework would entail an element of stochastic principles, e.g.
kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm. We do not divulge into this aspect here
A limiting case of the RAP mechanism is one that generates zero macroscopic
plastic strain (Wu et al. (2008); Liu et al. (2011)) via sequential generation and
glide of all the three partials on successive atomic planes, not necessarily in any































Figure 4.22 (a) Thompson tetrahedron for an FCC crystal, and (b) Unfolded Thompson
tetrahedron indicating all the full dislocation slip systems and the partial dislocation
systems.
0. Nevertheless, this mechanism too dissipates energy through TB migration via
motion of partials. Given the deterministic form of this special RAP mechanism, we
can potentially include it within the existing Lp, discussed next.














where the superscript j in the second term on the right side of the expression cor-
responds to the slip along directions s1tp ≡ bp1 = {1¯1¯2} , s2tp ≡ bp2 = {1¯21¯}, and
s3tp ≡ bp3 = {21¯1¯}, respectively (Fig. 4.22).
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Therefore, if in a case all the partials contribute equally into the deformation, the
net generated plastic slip due to them becomes zero.
Although the kinetics and kinematics pertaining to RAP mechanism are beyond
the scope of the current work, we may be able to incorporate it into our current
implementation of MAP mechanism with some modifications. From kinematic per-
spective, all we need to do is to account for the plastic slips due to other comple-
mentary Shockley partials, i.e. [1¯21¯] and [21¯1¯], by using Eq. (4.6.27). In limit where
the net plastic slip due to partials is zero, it requires that
γtp−2 = γtp−3 = −1
2
γtp−1 (4.6.28)
where γtp−1 corresponds to [112¯] TP, γtp−2 and γtp−3 correspond to other two Shock-
ley partials as discussed above. It is clear that pure Schmid factor effect cannot
satisfy this condition. However, Wang et al. (2010a) have shown that when the TBs
become close enough to each other (almost below 10 nm) this condition may be
satisfied due to the interaction of the TBs with each other. As a special example of
migrating Σ3 {112¯} ITBs, they have shown that the Peach-Koehler glide force on the
partial dislocation bP1 , b
P
2 , and b
P
3 may be written as





















where the first term represents the contribution of the applied shear stress, T12, the
second and third terms represent the contributions of dislocation interactions, and
the fourth term is the interface tension of the stacking fault formed when the partial
dislocation bP1 glides away from the ITB. The final term represents any Peierls force














to the half of the partial bP1 (this is similar to the condition of Eq. (4.6.28) when
partial dislocations bP1 , b
P
2 , and b
P
3 equally operate). Owing to the interaction of
the screw components of the partial dislocations bP2 and b
P
3 , the net force on the
ITB (containing three types of dislocations), whether compact or dissociated, is
equal to zero regardless of the magnitude of the applied shear stresses, and the
glide force on the emitted partial dislocation bP1 is equal and opposite to the sum
of the glide forces on the other two partial dislocations. Therefore, it is clear that
other parameters, in addition to Schmid factor, are involved in the operation of RAP
mechanism. Although our current implementation may be able to incorporate RAP
mechanism technically, an energetically favored incorporation of RAP mechanism
should be able to capture these additionally interaction effects, which is beyond the
scope of this work.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed an approach which may be useful to model TB migra-
tion within CP framework. First we incorporated the twinning-induced plasticity
into the kinetics of the problem. Then we change crystal orientation as a result of
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twinning based on discussed criterion. A subtle, though important difference be-
tween this model and Chapter 3 counterpart is that in this model not only do we
incorporate twinning-induced slip into the operative mechanisms of plasticity, but
we also account for the microstructure evolution as a function of plastic slip due
to this operational twining-induced slip. Additionally, the resolved shear stress for
twin growth is calculated on the partial slip system, unlike in the model in Chap-
ter 3 where the RSS within the TBAZ for preferential slip was on the conventional
(111) < 110 > system. At the end, let us summarize this chapter with these findings:
(a) Decreasing characteristic microstructural size may cause the emission of par-
tial dislocations dominates the plastic deformation rather than full disloca-
tions.
(b) Nucleation and motion of these partials, which may emanate from different
sources, result in vertical motion of TBs.
(c) Thank to the motion of emitted TPs, TB migration is a dissipative process. Our
proposed physically-motivated approach may be able to capture this dissipa-
tion appropriately.
(d) In the two extreme cases of of a twinning/detwinning process, the measurable
plastic strain may be equal to the twinning shear (maximum contribution) for
fully MAP operative mechanism or be equal to zero (minimum contribution)
in a fully RAP operative mechanism.
(e) The direction of motion of emitted TPs follows the same governing rules as
those of full dislocations. However, the directionality if TB migration is a
function of angle between the loading direction and crystal orientation.
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(f) The suggested framework may be able to account for RAP mechanism pro-
vided the stress thresholds for nucleation and motion of contributing partials
are modified as a function of microstructure configurations.
(g) The numerical results of our discrete twin approach may be used as inputs
to coarse-grained models. Especially, in a more complex implementation, one
may use this framework as a sub-model of a homogenized model.
(h) The theoretical derivations of kinematic equations for the single-grain, single-
TB setup reveal that one may use it to validate the numerical results at differ-
ent time-scales, ranging from MD-scales (with ˙¯ε∞ ∼ 107..109s−1) to continuum
ones (with ˙¯ε∞ ∼ 10−5..100s−1).
Having discussed about basic concepts of our continuum approach, we discuss
about some modeling setup and corresponding results in the following chapter and
see how TB velocity is affected by loading and BCs.
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Chapter 5
Computational Models and Results
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present the simulations of TB migration under applied kinematic
boundary conditions. As in Chapter 3, a twin lamella of thickness λ is divided into
a TBAZ, which is the region of size h∗ adjoining a TB, and a parent region (λ− h∗)
beyond the TBAZ extending into the lamella. The TBAZ follows the standard consti-
tutive equations Eqs. (3.3.10a) in addition to Eq.(4.6.15). On the other hand, the
parent region does not include the contribution from Eq.(4.6.15). Table 5.1 con-
solidates key constitutive equations and parameters for the TBAZ and the parent
region.
With the implementation of these equations within ABAQUS/ STANDARD R© via
UMAT, a general 3D computational framework is available to model the evolution of
twin lamellas arising from TB migration. However, before presenting the FE models
and their results, we briefly mention aspects associated with the computational
modeling and simulation. First, given the nature of the model h∗ is an important
region of focus from a numerical viewpoint. During each numerical time-step ∆t
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the finite elements (FE’s) within h∗ that satisfy the twinning condition (Eq. (4.6.1))
are reoriented via Eq. (2.3.7). It is clear that such tracking of the TB migration
heavily relies on the nature of the FE mesh. Ideally, it would useful to resolve h∗
with multiple FE’s, but such a proposition would lead to expensive computations.
Further, it may sometimes lead to wiggly or checkerboard TB profiles arising from
numerical effects. Therefore, it is imperative that a reasonably fine FE mesh be
adopted. To keep simulations tractable, we assume that the FE mesh size lfe is
approximately equal to h∗, which is ∼ 5 nm (see discussion in Chapters 3 and 4).
However, this does not guarantee suppression of the wiggly TB profiles. To avoid
these, we restrict to structured meshes1 with quadrilateral elements. Second, we
adopt ∆t ∼ 0.01 − 0.05 s so that tglide  ∆t ≤ tnuc, but also ensures numerical
accuracy. For the geometric sizes of the twinned microstructures considered here,
the choice of this range for ∆t allows us to reorient the entire row of elements
within the TBAZ. Effectively, the TB migration process is modeled via motion of the
TBAZ through the reorientation the FEs within that region2. The salient features
of the numerical model and the computational simulations may be summarized as
follows:
(a) Construct geometric model of a twinned microstructure.
(b) Discretize it into a fine FE mesh with lfe ≈ h∗.
(c) The row of FEs closest to a TB is the TBAZ. The location of this TBAZ with
respect to the TB is automatically decided based on the Peach-Koehler model
(see section 4.4). This in-turn decides the directionality of the TB motion.
1This is not a limitation of the model itself as with sophisticated mesh adaptivity techniques even
unstructured meshes should be usable.
2This also avoids checkerboard profiles.
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– γtp = γts
(d) One FE within this TBAZ is taken to be the master element. This is the
element that is assumed to possess certain TP source density and is therefore
used as a handle to track the twinning condition (Eq.(4.6.1)). This is also
the element in which the resolved shear stresses along the TB direction at
the Gauss points is averaged and adopted as τtp in Eq.(4.6.15). Under applied
deformation, when Eq.(4.6.1) is satisfied in the master element the entire row
that makes the TBAZ is reoriented into the appropriate twin variant.
(e) The location of the master element depends upon the nature of the problem.
In a microstructure where an explicit stress concentration, for example at a
GB-TB TJ in a polycrystal, the master element is typically the element that is
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the closest to the TJ as it suffers highest stress in the TB vicinity and is also
a known source for TP nucleation (Eq. (4.6.15). Where such explicit sources
are not present or their location may not be ascertained a priori, we pre-seed
an element within the TBAZ as a master element.
(f) When the TBAZ is reoriented, the TB has effectively migration by an amount
h∗ and the FEs adjacent to the new TB position assume the role of the TBAZ
for the next simulation step.
Finally, although 3D polycrystalline microstructures with multiple twins can be
modeled, expectantly such simulations will be computationally very expensive due
to the amount of book-keeping necessary to track twin-fronts. Therefore, we restrict
our attention to 2D simulations. In the next section, we consider a model problem
comprising a single grain with one TB subjected to simple shear condition. In the
subsequent sections, we consider more complicated conditions involving multiple
twins and grains.
5.2 Simple Shear of a Twinned Bicrystal
Figure 5.1 shows the geometric model of a twinned bicrystal of size 500 nm×500 nm
with out-of-plane unit thickness. The TB, represented by the slip-direction s = [112¯]
aligned with the global x1 direction and slip-normal and n = (111) aligned with
the global x2 direction, divides the crystal into two equal parts. The inclined blue
and red lines schematically indicate the crystallographic orientations on either side
of the TB. The bottom edge of the crystal is held fixed against translation in both
the directions while the top edge is subjected to a uniform velocity V 0 = 0.5 nm/s
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in the x1 direction, producing an applied shear strain rate Γ˙ = 1 × 10−3 s−1. The
displacement vectors u at the left (l) and right (r) edges of the crystal are coupled
through constraint equations ul = ur resulting in periodic b.c. (PBC) in the x1
direction.As mentioned in the preceding section, the bicrystal is discretized into a
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Figure 5.1 Geometric model for simple shear of a twinned bicrystal. The left and right
edges are kinematically coupled to give periodic b.c.’s, the bottom edge is constrained
against translation in both x1 and x2 directions and the top edge is translated horizontally
at a constant velocity V0. The absolute position of a TB is measured with respect a local
coordinate system, attached in the initial position of the TB. The square highlighted areas
indicate the candidate FEs (not to scale) to trigger TB migration.
Note that the application of PBCs in this model results in a microstructure that
is infinite in the x1 direction. Consequently, there is no explicit stress concentration
(e.g. a TJ in a polycrystal) that is present naturally and we must seed a region that
will trigger the process for TB migration (as mentioned in the salient features in
section 5.1). Therefore, we assume that two finite elements on either side of the
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TB located at the junction of the TB and the left edge are regions where a certain
density of TP sources (Ns/N∗) pre-exist. This may be construed as a scenario where
there is a periodic distribution of TP sources along a TB (Fig.5.2a), approximately
mimicking the conditions that may exist in real microstructures whereby TP sources
may be created by dislocations from the bulk impinging on to the TB (Fig. 5.2b,
adapted from (Li et al. (2011))) and that the model in Fig. 5.1 resembles one
periodic unit. The reason for using two FEs on either side of the TB as potential
triggers is to allow the model to decide the direction of TB migration depending
upon the arrangement of the twins and applied loading.
The material properties that appear in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.1) in this simulation
are chosen to be those of Cu (Table 5.1). For illustrative purposes, we suppress
the evolution of slip system hardening (both self and latent) (g˙i) by setting hik in
Eq. (5.1) to zero. Further, we also set τ¯ ib = 0 as qualitative inferences related to
TB migration are not influenced by this constant parameter. We note in passing
that the values obtained for τ0 are for γ˙0−tp that is arbitrarily chosen and the rate-
sensitivity constant mtp adopted here (consistent with the value used in Chapter 2)
is much smaller than that obtained from the standard definition mtp = kBT/τΩ for













Figure 5.2 Motivation for the model in Fig. 5.1. The schematic in (a) shows a schematic
rendering of the experimental observation of (Li et al. (2011)) shown in (b). The + signs
in (a) indicate the locations of sources created by impingement of dislocations from the
bulk on to the TB (fig. b).
5.2.1 TB Migration Response
Recall that τ0 is a function of the source density. Based on our simple linear estimate
(c.f. discussion following Eq.(4.6.12)) for our present problem with lg = 500 nm
and mesh size lfe = h∗ = 5 nm, we have Ns/N∗ = 100. Our first result pertains
to this ratio that gives τ0 = 120 MPa, which is much smaller than g0. Figure 5.3a
shows the initial twinned configuration wherein the color coding indicates the 〈110〉
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direction in the two twin variants.
With increasing time, as the macroscopic deformation increases the correspond-
ing increase in the stress results in an overall elastic deformation of the bicrystal
until τtp = τ0 (Fig. 5.3e). At this stage, the master element begins to accrue γtp and
when Eq.(4.6.1) is satisfied in this element the entire row of elements within the
TBAZ is reoriented at the same time (as per the rotation tensor described in section
4.6.1) leading to the migration of the TB by an amount equal to h∗. In Figure 5.3b at
t = 20 s the TB has migrated downward by 10 nm (current TB position indicated by
the yellow dashed line) relative to its initial position (blue dashed line). The down-
ward motion of the TB is consistent with the directional activation of TPs based
on the discussion in section 4.5 of Chapter 4. The TB migration process continues
with time (fig. 5.3c-d) and the twin variant below the TB gets consumed thereby
increasing the volume fraction of the other twin variant. Note that from a com-
putational perspective as the TB moves, new FEs are introduced within the master
region (marked as A1 to A4) and this needs some book-keeping. During this pro-
cess, the corresponding shear stress-shear strain response remains nearly flat (fig.
5.3e) as no hardening is accounted for in the simulations. The minor serrations
observed in the flow regime are artifacts of the numerical noise induced due to the
sudden reorientation of the FEs within the TBAZ. These can be entirely suppressed
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Figure 5.3 (a) Initial configuration of the twinned bicrystal. The colors distinguish the two
twin variants, separated by the TB. Images (b-d) show deformed profiles along with TB
migration under applied shear strain rate Γ˙ = 1× 10−3 s−1. Figure (e) shows the
corresponding average shear stress (S12) versus time curve (Ns/N∗ = 100).
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As the shear strain due to twinning is added to the overall plastic deformation
(an equivalent of the MAP mechanism), the freshly reoriented region deforms by
an amount exactly equal to γts as shown by the deformed finite element mesh (fig.
5.3a-d) that acts as a fiducial grid. The deformation in the rest of the pre-twinned
regions is much smaller and purely elastic. The resulting macroscopic strain calcu-
lated over the entire crystal height is 2%, consistent with the applied strain over the
same time at Γ˙ = 1 × 10−3 s−1. In other words, beyond yield the applied strain is
entirely accommodated by the twinning shear induced by TB migration. This is ex-
pected given that τ0  g0 which suppresses any plasticity in the bulk regions away
from the TB on all twelve slip systems3.
It is worth noting that in fig. 5.3e the yield occurs at S12 ≈ 160 MPa although τ0
was set to be 120 MPa. There is an apparent increase in the yield stress although
no strengthening model has been incorporated here. This seems surprising at first,
because we have Γ˙ = γ˙0−tp = 1 × 10−3 s−1, so we should expect the yield to occur
at τtp = S12 = 120 MPa. To explain this result, we note that as the TBAZ yields, the












= 0.1 s−1 (5.2.1)





⇒ τtp ≈ 163 MPa (5.2.2)
3For animations of this simulation, please visit http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxvbwQcvV7o
(select HD resolution for better quality).
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That is, in the present scenario the applied shear strain rate over the entire crystal
has to be fully accommodated by the slip-rate within the TBAZ. Naturally, to main-
tain the kinematic compatibility the slip rate within the TBAZ γ˙tp has to be much
larger than the characteristic slip rate γ˙0−tp and this coupled with the rate-sensitivity
parameter mtp produces an enhancement of the stress. In the absence of any ma-
terial length-scale proposition, this effect may be construed merely as a numerical
artifact. However, based on the notion of existence of a TBAZ, this observation leads
to the following hypothesis: a rate-dependent strengthening may prevail even when
the macroscopic deformation rate (Γ˙) is the equal to the characteristic deformation
rate (γ˙0−tp) provided the entire plasticity is concentrated within a narrow region.
This strengthening effect will add to the conventional rate-effect that exists when
Γ˙ > γ˙0−tp. Of course, the precise magnitude of strength enhancement is a strong
function of the hg/h∗ ratio and mtp. For a given hg and mtp the enhancement will
be larger for smaller h∗. On the other hand, as hg/h∗ → 1 or mtp → 0 this effect di-
minishes. Further, this enhancement may also be affected if the plastic deformation
appears in the bulk crystal rather than just within the TBAZ. This latter effect will
be shown in the following section where we discuss the effect of the source density.
5.2.2 Effect of Source Density (Ns/N∗)
For the model problem in the preceding section, Ns/N∗ was estimated to be 100,
but it could be smaller or larger. than the estimated value of 100 based on a single
line source of size hg = 500 nm. A smaller number density would suggest that not
all the atomic sites along the source length are potentially active, while a larger
number density may indicate that there exist more than one of such source lengths.
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It is worthwhile to study the effect of Ns/N∗ on the TB migration response. To that
end, the same model setup in fig. 5.1 is retained, but the τ0 is varied by varying the
Ns/N
∗ keeping the remaining parameters, including g0, fixed (Table 5.2). As will
be shown shortly, interesting coupling between bulk and TBAZ plasticity arises at
smaller (Ns/N∗) ratios, i.e. as τ0 −→ g0.






Figures 5.4a-c show deformed configuration at t = 150s for the three cases in
Table 5.2 at Γ˙ = 1× 10−3 s−1 and fig. 5.4d shows their corresponding overall shear
stress-time (S12 − t) responses. Following salient observations may be made from
these deformed profiles:
i. For a given Γ˙ and overall strain, the migration distance y of the TB depends
on the Ns/N∗ ratio.
ii. Below a certain Ns/N∗, plasticity occurs in the parent regions of both the
twin variants in addition to the TB migration (fig.5.4c). Concomitantly, the
distance of TB migration is smaller compared to the cases where the plasticity
solely arises from TB migration (5.4a-b).
iii. The overall stress at yield decreases with increase in the Ns/N∗ ratio indicat-
ing a softening behavior.
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iv. In all the cases the stress at yield is higher compared to their corresponding
critical resolved shear stress τ0 indicating strengthening, which occurs due to




























































Figure 5.4 Deformed profiles indicating TB migration and plasticity in twinned bicrystal at
t = 150 s corresponding to Ns/N∗ of (a) 150, (b) 100, and (c) 50. Figure (d) shows the
average shear stress-time (S12 − t) responses for the three cases.
Figures 5.5a and b respectively quantify the temporal evolution of y and the
magnitude of the normal velocity calculated as vn = dy/dt for the different values
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of Ns/N∗. As can be seen, the TB migration is identical for Ns/N∗ = 100 and 150,
although the macroscopic shear stress at yield is lower for the latter compared to
the former (fig.5.4d). To investigate why the initial portion of the normal velocity
is different from the asymptotic value (see fig. 5.5b), we focus on initial stage of
TB position curve as highlighted by the orange box shown in fig. 5.5c. One may
recognize that the slopes of the lines connecting the origin to A and C (the position
of TB after the first migration step) are different from the slope of the subsequent
lines, i.e. the slope of the dashed lines connecting A to B and C to D (fig. 5.5c).
By extending the dashed lines to intersect the x-axis (time) one may measure that
the caused delay due to having initially lower velocity is comparable to the time of
elastic loading (fig. 5.5d).
In all the cases, given the linear change in the TB position with time the corre-
sponding values of vn are nearly constant, except at the early stages (t ≤ 30 s) where
it is somewhat lower. The maximum normal velocity of TB migration (vn)max =
1/
√
2 nm/s. However, for Ns/N∗ = 50, the TB migrates at a much slower velocity,
indicating that below a certain source density there must be another mechanism
that assists in accommodating the plasticity generated due to applied strain. In-
deed, as indicated earlier, for Ns/N∗ ≥ 100 the parent regions show no plastic
deformation and the entire plasticity is generated through the shear strain accumu-
lated from γ˙tp. On the other hand, forNs/N∗ = 50, the plastic deformation occurs in
the parent regions too, as evident from fig. 5.4d. This can be quantified by defining
a relative activity parameter r¯
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Figure 5.5 Evolution of (a) TB position, and (b) normal velocity vn with time for different
Ns/N
∗ ratios. (c) Enlarged portion of the region in (a) highlighted by the orange
rectangle. (d) The initial portion of the S12 − t curve to present the elastic portion of the








where the numerator is the shear strain due to TPs and the denominator is the
total shear strain averaged over the entire crystal volume V . Figure 5.6 shows the
variation of r¯ with time for different Ns/N∗. For Ns/N∗ = 150 and 100 the plasticity
is entirely driven by γtp as indicated by r¯ = 1 throughout the simulation time.
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On the other hand, for Ns/N∗ = 50 r¯ quickly drops below 1 and asymptotes to
r¯ss = 0.55. This asymptotic nature of r¯ indicates that γ˙tp reaches a steady-state with
respect to the overall plasticity. For this case the TB migration contribution to the
total plasticity is only about one-half and the rest of the plasticity carried by parent
regions.






























Figure 5.6 Temporal evolution of the relative slip activity, r¯ in twinned bicrystal for
different Ns/N∗ ratios.
Figure 5.7 presents the contour plot of ˙¯γ corresponding to the time-stamps
shown in Fig. 5.6 for Ns/N∗ = 50. At t = 2 s (corresponding to point A in fig.5.6)
when S12 ∼ 203 MPa, the slip in the TBAZ due to TP activation has just commenced,
but not fully developed so that TB migration does not occur. With increase in time
(fig.5.6b-d), TB migration occurs together with large γ¯ in that region that is dom-
inated by γtp = γts. Alongside, plastic strain evolves in the parent regions, albeit
much smaller than the freshly reoriented region. Although, the plastic strain at each
material point in the parent regions is small, its average over the entire crystal vol-
ume V is substantial compared to the average plastic strain due to TP. Consequently,
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Figure 5.7 Temporal evolution of the total plastic slip, ˙¯γ, in twinned bicrystal for
Ns/N
∗ = 50, corresponding to the times pinpointed in Fig. 5.6.
In fig. 5.5b, the TB migration velocity for the Ns/N∗ = 50 is ∼ 0.42 nm/s. This
can be independently confirmed as follows. Note that (vn)max = 0.707 nm/s. Using
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r¯ss = 0.55, the vn for this case is
(vn)Ns
N∗=50
= r¯ss × (vn)max = 0.55× 0.707 = 0.39 nm/s (5.2.4)
That is, the TB migration velocity is proportional to the ratio of the plastic shear
strain generated by the TPs and the total plastic shear strain in the crystal. Seen
differently, the TB migration slows down simply because there are other equally
favorable plasticity modes available to accommodate deformation.
5.2.3 Coarse-graining TB migration
In (section 4.6.5, Chapter 4), we described TB migration equivalently in terms of
the evolution of twin volume fraction (v.f.) that resulted in the average twin v.f.
evolution ˙¯f over the crystal size being linearly related to the evolution of twin v.f.
within the TBAZ (Eq. (4.6.24)). Based on that derivation, fig. 5.8a shows that in
the twinned bicrystal subjected to shear loading f¯ evolves linearly with time. The
initial v.f. of both the twin variants is equal, i.e. f¯ = 50% as reflected in the figure.
The linear dependence of ˙¯f on time arises from its dependence on the TB normal
velocity vn (Eq.(4.6.24)), which varies linearly with time (fig.5.5b). Consequently,
˙¯f is constant (fig.5.8b). We mention in passing that ˙¯f measures the rate of growth
of the twin variant that ultimately prevails. If it were to represent the evolution of
twin variant that disappears, the same approach would still be valid, except that ˙¯f
would be negative.
An important feature in these results is that for a given crystal size and TBAZ
thickness ˙¯f is a function of the source density in that it is higher for higher source
density. Further, it saturates beyond a certain Ns/N∗ akin to vn, precisely because of
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Figure 5.8 Temporal evolution of (a) twin volume fraction and (b) rate of growth of twin
fraction in twinned bicrystal for different Ns/N∗.
its dependence on the migration velocity. The maximum rate of change ˙¯fmax being
∼ 1.4× 10−3 s−1. This value can be corroborated as follows





∼ 1.41× 10−3 s−1 (5.2.5)
5.2.4 Evolution of Plastic Slip
Figures 5.9a and b show the distribution of total plastic slip, defined at each Gauss
point as γ¯(t) = γtp(t) +
12∑
i=1
γi(t), along the thickness of the crystal for two (Ns/N∗)
cases. The two cases exhibit interesting differences in the manner the slip in the
freshly twinned regions vis-a´-vis the parent regions. When τ0  g0 (Ns/N∗ = 100),
the maximum γ¯ in the twinned region is constant at 0.707 as the thickness of the
twinned region increases with time. On the other hand, as the global stress results
in activation of the slip in the bulk (Ns/N∗ = 50) two important differences are
evident (fig.5.9b). First, the slip in the newly twinned regions does not remain
constant at 0.707 but increases with time. This indicates that within this region not
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only does slip occur in the (111)[112¯] system at a given t, but also on the (111)[110]
systems that satisfy the CRSS. This may be further clarified by figs. 5.9c and d,
enlarging the portions of the curves below the orange and blue boxes in fig. 5.9b.
Note that as an example, the value of γ˙ for the green curve is shifted upward by an
amount of ∼ 0.07 4. Indeed, the excess slip at a given time t is exactly equal to the
slip accrued on the (111)[110] slip systems in the parent regions at that t.
5.2.5 Effects of Crystal Orientations
A common assumption among all the models we have simulated is that the TP
direction, [112¯], is parallel to the simple shear loading direction. In this section, we
rotate the TP direction in the TB plane as shown in Fig. 5.10.
The objective is to study the effects of loading direction on the velocity of TB
migration. Since the effective velocity, i.e. projection of the shear loading on [112¯]
direction, is reduced as a function of misorientation angle, φ, we consider the simu-
lation for the model with maximum assumed number of available dislocation sites,
Ns/N
∗ = 150. Figure 5.11 shows the results of the simulations for four selected
values of misorientations, φ = 0, 5 ◦, 10 ◦, 20 ◦, and 30 ◦. Note that, at φ = 30◦,
due to the Schmid effects, other partials may start operating and changing the TB
velocity direction for φ > 30◦, which is beyond the focus of the current discussion
(see the results of Hu et al. (2009) for φ = 45◦). The results show that for φ larger
than 20 ◦, the TB does not move, though γtp is not zero. This means that γtp is not
high enough to be able to move the TB by one step. This is mainly a function of the
difference between τ0 and g0. For higher values of φ, the resolved value of projected
4The very gradual decrease in γ¯ within the TBAZ may be addressed to the numerical artifact
at the moment the region has undergone new orientation. This can be diminish by reducing the
associated time-stepping at that moment.
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Figure 5.9 (a) and (b) Evolution of total plastic slip, ˙¯γ, of the single-grain, single-TB
models at three stages of deformation, on t = 50 s, 100 s, and 150 s. The plot for the model
with τ0 = 103 MPa is identical to (a). (c) and (d) Enlarged portions of the curves with
Ns/N
∗ = 50 highlighted by the orange and blue boxes in (b).
S12 onto TP direction, τtp, is lower due to Schmid effect. This directly results in
higher S12 in order to be able to accommodate the deformation by twining-induced
plasticity. On the other hand, increasing S12 gradually leads to the contribution of
other slip systems into the deformation, reducing r¯, and therefore causing less vn.
Figure 5.12a presents the asymptotic value of the vn’s as a function of φ. For
comparison, we extract and present the similar results from MD simulations of Hu
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Figure 5.10 Schematic of a twinned crystal with the TP direction oriented by angle φ in
the TB plane.
5.3 Microstructures with Multiple Twins
Having discussed the results for a twinned crystal with a single TB in detail, we
now present the results for cases where multiple TBs exist. In doing so, we retain
the same constitutive parameters from the preceding section, but only introduce
multiple TBs. First, we present the simulation results for a microstructure with two
TBs placed symmetrically about the crystal center. Then, we consider microstruc-
tures with three TBs where two sub-cases are considered: (i). Symmetrically placed
TBs, and (ii) Asymmetrically placed TBs. As in the previous case, we consider the
role of Ns/N∗. While several observations for the single TB case are also true here,
additional interesting insight is gained arise from the multiple TB simulations.
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Figure 5.11 Position (a), average velocity (b), stress profile (c), and relative activity
parameter (d) as a function of loading direction φ.
5.3.1 A Crystal with Two Symmetrically Placed TBs
Figure 5.13a shows the starting configuration of the model. The red twin variant
(TV1) is 100 nm thick and is sandwiched between the two blue matrix regions (TV2)
that are each 200 nm thick. Figures 5.13b-d show the progressive deformation ow-
ing to TB migration under applied shear rate of Γ˙ = 1 × 10−3 s−1 for Ns/N∗ = 100
5. Consistent with the Peach-Koehler model,TV1 grows at the expense of both the
5For animations of this simulation, please visit http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUkEG8uZqP8
(select HD resolution for better quality).
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Figure 5.12 Asymptotic values of vn’s as a function of loading direction φ of our results (a)
and Hu et al. (2009)’s counterpart.
TV2 regions.
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Figure 5.13 Crystal with two symmetrically placed TBs with Ns/N∗ = 100. (a) shows the
initial configuration, (b-d) show the snapshots of evolution of the central twin due to TB
migration under Γ˙ = 1× 10−3 s−1.
Figure 5.14 shows the effect of Ns/N∗ on the average TB migration velocity vn
of the individual TBs. There are several interesting aspects that emerge from these
plots. First, for a given Ns/N∗ both the TBs migrate at the same velocity, but this
velocity is lower than its corresponding corresponding single-TB case. For example,
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Figure 5.14 Effect of Ns/N∗ on the TB migration velocity vn.
the single-TB case with the same Ns/N∗ (fig. 5.5). The green curves in the three
plots may be considered as the effective velocity v¯n, which is simply the summation
of the individual TB velocities. This may be understood from the fact that the
applied strain has to be accommodated equally by migration of two symmetrically
TBs, much like the spring-in-series scenario subjected to a constant strain. In other
words, the maximum normal migration velocity vˆn achieved by an individual TB in
the multiple TB case is always lower than the maximum normal migration velocity
in the single-TB case (vn)max. As such, the latter may be considered as the limiting
speed for TB migration at an applied Γ˙.
A second highlight of fig. 5.14 is that the bulk plasticity is diminished in the
presence of multiple TBs. This can be inferred from the reduction in the vn/vˆn ratio
in the 2-TB case than in the single-TB scenario. For instance, from fig. 5.14, for
Ns/N
∗ = 50 this ratio is ∼ 0.95(= 0.33/0.35) compared to ∼ 0.58(= 0.4/0.707) in
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the single-TB case (fig.5.5). The underlying reason is that with more number of
TBs (and therefore, higher aggregate source density) there are additional channels
to accommodate the applied strain thereby reducing the necessity to generate bulk
plasticity. The only way to suppress bulk plasticity is by inducing a lower RSS on
the {111}〈110〉 slip systems, which is only possible if the overall stress S12 following
yield decreases. As shown in fig. 5.15, for Ns/N∗ = 50 the shear stress S12 is indeed
lower in the 2-TB case compared to its counterpart in the single-TB case. Although
the difference between the two cases is small, it is sufficient to decrease the RSS on
the ”bulk” slip systems below their CRSS (τ i < g0) so that they do not accrue plastic
slip.
F‐0012‐1‐1	

















Figure 5.15 The profile of macroscopic stress S12 for the case of single-TB and 2-TBs.
As in the single-TB model, the vˆn for the 2-TB case can be confirmed from the rel-
ative activity parameter r¯ defined in Eq. (5.2.3). Figure 5.16 shows r¯ for the three
source densities. Table 5.3 shows a good comparison between the individual TB ve-
locities directly measured from the simulations (fig. 5.14) and those calculated as a
product of r¯ss and the maximum TB velocity in the single-TB case (vn)max. Note that
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r¯ss for Ns/N∗ = 50 is only slightly lower than for Ns/N∗ = 100 and 150, indicating
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Figure 5.16 Temporal evolution of the relative slip activity r¯ in a crystal with two
symmetrically placed TBs as a function of Ns/N∗.
Table 5.3 Comparison between the individual TB velocities vn obtained from as the time










150 ∼ 0.35 ∼ 0.35 0.707 × 0.5 = 0.35 0.707 × 0.5 = 0.35
100 ∼ 0.35 ∼ 0.35 0.707 × 0.5 = 0.35 0.707 × 0.5 = 0.35
50 ∼ 0.325 ∼ 0.325 0.707 × 0.46 = 0.325 0.707 × 0.46 = 0.325
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5.3.2 A Crystal with Three TBs
We consider two sub-cases here with respect to how the three TBs are positioned
with respect to the horizontal axis passing through the center of the crystal: (a)
Symmetric and (b) Asymmetric TB location. For consistent comparison, the consti-
tutive parameters are the same as in the preceding sections.
Symmetrically placed TBs
Figure 5.17 shows the initial and deformed configurations6. for Ns/N∗ = 100 sub-
jected to Γ˙ = 1 × 10−3 s−1. All the twin variants being equal thickness, we simply
refer to them as TV1 (red) and TV2 (blue).
6The animation of the deformation is available on the web at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= yGAHmVeZ-c (select HD resolution for better quality).
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Figure 5.17 Evolution of the twinned structure in a crystal with three symmetrically
placed TBs (Ns/N∗ = 100) (a) t = 0 s, (b)t = 50 s, (c) t = 100 s, and (d) t = 150 s.
Figures 5.18a and b show the average TB migration velocity vn for Ns/N∗ =
100 and 50, respectively, while fig. 5.18c and d show their corresponding relative
activity plots. Consistent with our observations in the 2-TB case, we see that
i. For a given Ns/N∗, the maximum normal TB migration velocity vˆn is equal for
all the three TBs.
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Figure 5.18 Temporal evolution of (a-b) average normal TB migration velocity vn and
(c-d) relative activity r¯ as a function of Ns/N∗ in a crystal with three symmetrically-placed
TBs.
ii. In comparison to the single-TB and 2-TB cases, the difference in vˆn arising
from the source density is further diminished owing to lack of bulk plasticity
in the lower Ns/N∗ case (c.f. fig. 5.18c and d). This confirms that the bulk
plasticity is suppressed due to additional slip channels being available from
increasing number of TBs.
iii. In the absence of bulk plasticity, both the cases produce v¯n = (vn)max =
0.707 nm/s.
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iv. The values of vn are consistent with those obtained as a product of (vn)max
and r¯ss. This is not shown here for brevity, but can be easily confirmed from
fig. 5.18c and d.
Asymmetrically placed TBs
Figure 5.19a shows the model comprising three TBs that are located asymmetri-
cally with respect to the horizontal axis passing through the center of the crystal.
TB1,TB2 and TB3 are respectively located at 270 nm, 300 nm, and 450 nm, from the
bottom edge. From a materials science context, one may refer to the red variants in
the figure as twins (30nm and 50nm thick) and the blue variants as the matrix. Fig-
ures 5.19b-d show the deformed configurations of this crystal (with Ns/N∗ = 100)
at t = 50, 100 and 150 s, respectively 7. The boundary conditions and constitutive
parameters are the same as in the preceding cases.
7The animation of the deformation is available on the web at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wsZi5jGZbM (select HD resolution for better quality).
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Figure 5.19 Evolution of the twinned structure in a crystal with three asymmetrically
placed TBs (Ns/N∗ = 100) (a) t = 0 s, (b)t = 50 s, (c) t = 100 s, and (d) t = 150 s.
Figure 5.20 presents the comparison of vn of each TB between the symmetric and
asymmetric 3-TB models. Interestingly, at least for the twin thicknesses and twin
lamella arrangements considered here, the TB migration velocities do not seem to
be affected by the initial spatial positions of the TBs. This may be expected as the
stress states at the location of each TJ (or equivalently master elements) are more
or less the same. To observe it more clearly, fig. 5.21 presents the asymptotic value
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of TB velocity, vˆn as a function of number of available TBs and for each N s/N∗. It is
worthwhile noting that vˆn’s may approach their minima, zero, by increasing more
number of TBs. In other words, one may asymptotically extrapolate the profile
of vˆn for each N s/N∗ to zero for a similar single-grain problem, but n-TBs (i.e.
n > 3). However, in a realistic scenario, a TJ influences the local stress states, may
be causing different vn’s for each TB.
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Figure 5.20 Comparison between the individual vn of the symmetric and asymmetric 3-TB
models.
5.3.3 Overall Stress Response as a Function of Number of TBs
Figure 5.22 compares the average shear stress-time curves of all the cases consid-
ered until now. As seen, there are two contributors to the softening of the yield
stress. For a fixed number of TBs, the yield stress decreases with increase in the
source density. Further, for a fixed source density the yield stress decreases with
increase in the source density. The first effect is because of the dependence of τ0
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Figure 5.21 The profile of asymptotic value of the velocity of each TB as a function of
number of TBs for each number of available sources, N s/N∗.
on Ns/N∗ whereas the second effect is because an increase in the number of TBs
creates additional channels to accommodate plasticity thereby mitigating the role
of bulk plasticity. Note that the decrease in the stress due to increase in the number
of TBs is not akin to simply introducing proportionally higher source density. For
instance, the yield stress for the single-TB case with Ns/N∗ = 100 is the same as
the yield stress for the 2-TB case with Ns/N∗ = 50, and so on. The source density
produces a stronger reduction in the yield stress (logarithmic to be precise) while
the decrease produced by increasing the number of TBs is weaker.
5.4 Toward a Polycrystalline Setting
Finally, we consider a scenario whereby a stress concentration actually exists in the
form of a triple junction (TJ). Figure 5.23 shows a model with three grains with the



































Figure 5.22 The profile of macroscopic stress S12 as a function of number of available
sources, N s/N∗.
two halves. Two neighboring grains on either side of this central grain are defined
in terms of the orientation θ, which is the angle made by a {111} plane with the
global X−direction. The intersection of the GBs between the three grains and the
TB creates two TJs that act as stress concentration. For simplicity, the neighboring
grains are devoid of TBs.
The objectives of this simulation are:
i. To demonstrate the efficacy of the present TB migration approach for a sce-
nario comprising an explicit dislocation source in the form of a stress concen-
tration
ii. To study the effect of neighboring grain interactions on the TB migration as a
function of inter-granular lattice mis-orientation that may evolve with defor-
mation.
We apply the following boundary conditions to the model in fig.5.23:
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Figure 5.23 Geometric model for simple shear of a twinned bicrystal, surrounded by two
neighboring grains with misorientation θ. The left and right edges of the dark-blue grain
are kinematically coupled to give periodic b.c.’s, the bottom edge is constrained against
translation in both x1 and x2 directions and the top edge is translated horizontally at a
constant velocity V0. The absolute position of a TB is measured with respect a local
coordinate system, attached in the initial position of the TB.
• Left and Right edges: Periodic displacement b.c.’s;
• Bottom edge: Prescribed (zero) horizontal and vertical displacements;
• Top edge: Prescribed velocity V 0 = 0.5 nm/s.
The constitutive parameters are kept the same as in all the previous simulations
and simulations are performed for different values of θ while keeping Ns/N∗ con-
stant equal to 100. In the this set of simulations we consider grains with misorien-
tations θ = 7◦, 11◦, 13◦, and 15◦ and all the elastic and plasticity related parameters
are the same as in the previous models.
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To begin with discussing the results, we consider the model with θ = 15◦. Figure
5.24a shows the initial twinned configuration of the model with the misorientation
angle θ = 15◦ wherein the color coding indicates the 〈110〉 direction in the two twin
variants. For more clarity, we also present the enlarged portion near the TJ in each
figure. Figure 5.24b correspond to one time step after the TB has shifted one step
(by the height of h∗) downward. At this moment, we roughly measure the angle
between the lines from TBAZ elements and neighboring elements on top (non-
TBAZ ones). As depicted in fig. 5.24, this angle, which is 141◦, is compatible with
experimental observations presented in fig. 5.24b. The subsequent figures present


























Figure 5.24 (a) Initial configuration of the three-grain model with θ = 15◦. The twinned
bicrystal resides in the middle. The colors distinguish the two twin variants, separated by
the TB. Images (b) and (c) show deformed profiles along with TB migration under applied
shear strain rate Γ˙ = 1× 10−3 s−1 at one step after TB has moved one step and at
t = 400 s, respectively. The experimental observation in (b’) resembles the deformed
configuration enlarged in (b) and is obtained from (Wu et al. (2008))
Now let us look at profile of position of the TB (fig. 5.25a) and its average
velocity, vn (fig. 5.25b). One may notice two aspects in the profile of vn by looking
at fig. 5.25; first, the initial velocity, and secondly its evolution. Although the initial
value of vn is higher for smaller θ, its evolution in time may show earlier increase
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for higher θ. The first part may mainly be addressed to the effects of θ in stress
concentration at the TJ. But the latter may be referred to the evolution of overall
stress, S12, influencing the local stress, τtp, at the TJ.











































Figure 5.25 The profile of TB position and velocity of TB as a function of θ.
To investigate it further, we present the evolution of macroscopic stress S12 in
time as a function of θ in fig. 5.26. The trend may seem surprising first as we do not
have explicit source of hardening (hij = 0) in the model, but still one may notice
increase in stress, happening earlier by increasing θ. We discuss this important
aspect separately in Appendix D and show that this apparent hardening behavior
is mainly because of lattice rotation (specially in the side grains without any TB),
known as textural hardening effect. In that appendix we show that how lattice
rotation increases the strength of the slip systems due to Schmid effect, increasing
the overall stress states. In effect, this increase affect τtp which drives TB migration
process. The decrease in the overall response (after increase) may be addressed to
the highly localized deformation within the side grains, emanating from the TJ (see
the enlarged portion of fig. 5.24d).
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Figure 5.26 The evolution of S12 in time as a function of θ.
The localization of plastic slip may be clearer in figs. 5.27a-c, showing the evolu-











































Figure 5.27 (a-c) The evolution of total plastic slip for the three-grain model with θ = 15◦
and Ns/N∗ = 100.
5.5 Comparison with Experimental Observations
Few experimental observations have measured the average velocity of TBs, as pre-
sented in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3. From Fig. 4.3, by measuring average TB velocity one
can see that vn ranges between 0.15 nm/s to 5 nm/s with the applied loading veloc-
ity of 0.3 nm/s. Note that in our one-TB simulations, the maximum velocity reaches
∼ 0.707 nm/s with the applied loading velocity of 0.5 nm/s. Although the loading
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conditions of that experiment do not exactly match with those in our simulations,
we are predicting a comparable range of TB velocity. Moreover, our three-grain
simulations shed light on how the activity of a source may be affected as a function
of grain orientations. For example, trend observed in that experiment may be due
to variations in the driving force to nucleate TPs. Note also that in that experiment,
some of the sources are created as an outcome of the interactions of crossing dis-
locations with the TBs, which is addressed to one of the possible extension of the
current work.
In another experimental observations, Seo et al. (2011) performed tension tests
some Au nano-wires, with different lengths, ranging from 5− 20µm. They reported
the axial strain of ∼ 41% from the SEM images which matched well with the ge-
ometric elongation, γts =
√
2. Additionally, the final shape of the deformed nano-
wires (Fig. 2c in that paper) and the angle of the inclined edges match well to what
we have predicted in this work.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have developed a discrete-twin-crystal-plasticity approach that
incorporates migration of TBs as a result of the special plasticity mechanisms within
TBAZs, operating parallel to the TB planes (local [112¯] crystallographic direction).
We incorporated this additional mechanism into a CP framework and ran several
simple-shear loading simulations on single-grain and three-grain models. Based on
the single-grain simulations’ results, we summarize the findings as follows:
- Due to special configurations of the single-grain models, they may reveal
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salient features of TB migration processes. More importantly, their results
can be verified by the theoretical model’s counterpart.
- The local stress within the master element, which drives the twinning-induced
plasticity, adjusts itself such that to be able to accommodate applied defor-
mation. One may see this adjustment by tracking the variation of the macro-
scopic stress, S12, in the cases where enough number of TP nucleation sites
are available (higher Ns/N∗).
- A highlight of TB-velocity results is that when the bulk plasticity is negligible
(τ0  g0), velocity of the TBs approach the maximum possible value.
- Any contribution from bulk plasticity into the overall deformation reduces TB
velocities. Therefore, the ”relative slip activity” parameter r¯ are introduced to
measure this contribution.
- Estimated velocities of a TB estimated from either TB position or r¯ show good
match with each other.
- The bulk plasticity is diminished in the presence of multiple TBs. This effect
can be addressed to more number of individual nucleation sites in terms of
number of TJs.
- In the case of multiple TBs, for a given Ns/N∗, the maximum normal TB mi-
gration velocity vˆn is equal for all the TBs. Interestingly, this result does not
change even if we consider asymmetric arrangement of the TB positions. In
other words, for the twin thicknesses and twin lamella arrangements consid-
ered in this work, the TB migration velocities do not seem to be affected as a
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function of initial spatial positions of the TBs. This may be addressed to the
equal stress states present at the TJs due to periodic BCs at the side edges.
- By incorporating more TBs, the difference in vˆn arising from the source density
is further diminished owing to lack of bulk plasticity in the lower Ns/N∗. This
may be addressed to additional slip channels being available due to increasing
number of TBs.
- The maximum normal TB migration velocity vˆn is a function of number of TBs
within the microstructure (vˆn = (vn)max/NTB), where NTB is the number of
TBs. The maximum value is reached in the absence of bulk plasticity, where
r¯ → 1.
Based on the three-grain simulations’ results, we may summarize the findings as
follows:
- The stress states at the TJ varies as a function of crystal misorientations θ. This
effect is manifested in the profile of velocity of the TB, especially the initial
stage of deformation.
- The local stress states at the TJ which drives twinning-induced plasticity fol-
lows the macroscopic stress response. As a result, velocity of the TB varies as
a function of macroscopic stress states.
- Although we have not incorporated any source of typical hardening, increas-
ing slip resistance g0, the overall behavior showed stress increase in the re-
sponse. This may be addressed to the effects of lattice rotation, traditionally
known as textural hardening. Interestingly, velocity of the TB also follows this
trend in increasing macroscopic stress states.
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We close the discussion with remarks on the potential advantages and limita-
tions of the current approach. The current numerical algorithm is adapted to work
with structured meshes. First, because its implementation is less complex and less
computationally expensive. Secondly, in this work we try to avoid numerical com-
plexities mainly due possible curvature changes of the the TB plane. Additionally, a
non-structured mesh may cause some secondary numerical artifacts in tracking TBs.
For example, a straight TB may not look like straight as it has to follow the shape
of the irregular mesh. One remedy to this is to use very fine meshes at substantially
increased cost of the calculations. Another possible remedy to this problem is to
adapt it to a mesh-configuration-independent algorithm such as XFEM. We discuss
more about the recommendations for future work of this study in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Recommendations for
Future Work
6.1 Summary of the Present Work
In this work we have developed a discrete-twinning-mechanics framework that may
incorporate the operative plasticity mechanisms due to the existence and evolution
of TBs within FCC microstructures. In doing so, we targeted two different, though
connected, aspects of twinned metals.
First, motivated by the intriguing behavior of nt metals, we focused on modeling
the strengthening-softening yield transition in nt-Cu. To do so, we incorporated
the two length-scale dependent strengthening and softening mechanisms into our
framework. We included the strengthening via homogenized λ-dependent inter-
nal stresses operating on the slip systems across the TBs. We accounted for one
of the softening mechanisms by incorporating the profuse dislocation nucleation
near TBs into our CP framework. The newly enhanced constitutive equations are
able to account for the additional plastic slip that emanates within TBAZ into the
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total plastic slips generated by conventional operative slip systems. We demon-
strated the utility of our approach not only in studying macroscopic behaviors, but
also in picking up some useful local aspects of the deformation. We also presented
the capabilities of our approach in modeling not only single-grain examples with
different orientations, but also polycrystalline problem setups. For polycrystalline
simulations, we created two sets of models: an aggregate of (a) randomly oriented
single-grains and (b) randomly arranged single-grain models with the same appear-
ance number (i.e. the same volume fraction). We showed that by combining these
two effects, both single-grain and polycrystalline models could capture the overall
experimentally observed trends as a function of TB-spacing, in both strengthening
(15 nm < λ < 100 nm) and softening regimes (4 nm < λ < 15 nm) (c.f. section
3.7 for brief discussions about this). In summary, we showed that the DT-CP ap-
proach seems to be an appropriate starting point to model such a behavior because
it enables resolving many of the high resolution crystallographic details prevalent
in nt microstructures. Finally, we concluded the discussion by mentioning some
of the limitations of the current approach and discussed about some of possible
future directions. As a very special example, such an approach would also be use-
ful in studying fracture propagation characteristics along TBs, as discussed by Jang
et al. (2012). However, the framework should be augmented with sophisticated
techniques such as cohesive zone or XFEM approaches to model crack propagation
problems. This needs substantial efforts in both theoretical and numerical aspects.
It also requires a highly customizable FE code, being able to be adapted for compli-
cated algorithms.
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In the second part of the this work, we proposed and developed a discrete-twin-
crystal-plasticity approach that accounts for migration of TBs as a result of the spe-
cial plasticity mechanisms within TBAZs. We incorporated this additional mecha-
nism into a our CP framework and ran several simple-shear loading simulations on
single-grain and three-grain models. Applying simple shear on the bicrystal model
diminishes the realistic effects of a TJ to serve as a site for TP nucleation; How-
ever, those models have shown to be very useful to study TB migration problem,
as their results can be compared with theoretical model counterparts. Using single-
grain model results, we further discussed about the effects of number of available
TP nucleation sites, Ns/N∗, on the TB velocity and macroscopic response. We also
investigated the effects of incorporating two and three TBs on the velocity of indi-
vidual TBs. Within the scope of the problem, we showed that the velocities of the
TBs are bounded by two limits of zero and a maximum value. The value of the
maximum velocity itself decreases by increasing the number of TBs. This maximum
may be obtained when bulk plasticity is negligible as compared to twinning-induced
plasticity. Using three-grain model, we investigated variation of a TB velocity as a
function of the crystallographic misorientation between the neighboring grains and
the grain, hosting the TB. In lack of classical sources of slip hardening (g˙ = 0) lattice
rotation has shown possible impacts on the velocity of TB migration.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Works
We close the discussion with remarks on some recommendations for the future
works of the current approach.
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(a) Physics-Based Extensions:
- The first recommendation is to extend the scope of the work to incorpo-
rate RAP mechanism in the TB migration process. As discussed in the
preceding chapters, RAP mechanism is also an important aspect of TB
migration in FCC metals. One recommendation to model RAP is to allow
other two Shockley partials to operate. This way, not only do they dissi-
pate energy through plastic slip, but their net Burger’s vector is also zero.
Therefore, one may need just to account for the appropriate energetics
within the implemented framework.
- Another assumption we made in the current model is that the twining-
induced plasticity is governed by the master region (tglidetnuc). An in-
teresting extension of the work should be able to account for the cases
where a TP travels not up to the other end of the TB, staying somewhere
on the TB. Therefore, a more sophisticated theoretical framework may
account for the density of TPs, ρtp, which may evolve in time. To do so,
one may write an equation to account for evolution of TPs within TBAZ.
This may be done using an approach similar to Reynold’s transport the-
orem, adapted for evolution of TPs density. However, in that case, a
TB may not remain straight as we assumed in this work and one must
account for the complexity of that as well.
- In this work, we have only used copper as a twin-friendly FCC metal.
However, it is interesting to consider applying this framework to other
FCC metals, having different twinnability.
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(b) Numerical Enrichments:
- The first numerical enhancement to this work is to extend it to 3-dimensional
problem. To do so, a TB must be modeled and tracked as a 3D-plane.
- Another numerical extension is to adapt this framework to non-structured
meshes. This way one may incorporate multiple TBs with arbitrary ori-
entations. Additionally, this is a preliminary step to account for twin
nucleation and growth within our framework. However, in that case a
TB cannot be straight anymore, adding to the numerical complexity of
the problem.
(c) New Computational Problems:
- This model may be useful to study the ductility of nt microstructures.
This goal may be achieved if one account for different aspects of the
modeling discussed above properly. This needs incorporating inclined
TBs, different sources of hardening (which has not accounted for this
work), and being able to model a polycrystalline setting.
- An interesting application of the current work may be in studying the
crack propagation in the presence of TBs with different TB spacing, (Jang
et al. (2012)). It may be attractive to see how the stability of the mi-
crostructure may be affected as a function of TB orientations and TB
spacing. To that end, one may extend this work in order to incorporate
multiple TBs with arbitrary orientations. Additionally, one may extend
this work to model TB plane in 3D settings.
- Moreover, we have not studied the effects of different rate sensitivities
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in the problem. The rate sensitivity itself may evolve as a function of
operative plasticity mechanisms. It is interesting to see how the overall
response and TB velocity may be affected by using different rates.
- Another interesting aspect is to incorporate internal stresses into the
framework. Note that as shown in Chapter ??, these internal stresses
may evolve as a function of TB spacing, λ. Therefore, one may expect to




Single Crystal Plasticity and its UMAT
implementation for DTCP
For completeness, we briefly describe the kinematics and kinetics of the Single Crys-
tal Plasticity that follows from Asaro (1983). As mentioned in Chapter ??, based on
the multiplicative decomposition of deformation gradient (Lee (1969)) the spatial
velocity gradient L is given by
L = L∗ + F∗Lp(F∗)−1 (A.0.1)





γ˙α (sα ⊗ nα)
(A.0.2)
In Eq. (A.0.2), γ˙α is the slip rate on αth slip system characterized by slip direction sα
and slip-plane normal nα. The detailed expressions for the constitutive law describ-
ing γ˙α in Eq. (A.0.2) are given in Chapter ??. In what follows, we briefly describe
the computational implementation of the constitutive equations in Chapter 3.
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The computational implementation of the crystal plasticity formulation follows
the work of (Needleman et al. (1985)) that is modified to include the constitutive
expressions outlined in section ??. We provide an outline for the time integration
of the plastic slip on ith slip system in the TBAZ region. The subscript z is omitted
for clarity. The final expressions are formally written at the end. The incremental
plastic slip ∆γi on ith slip system at time increment ∆t is
∆γi = γi(t+ ∆t)− γi(t) (A.0.3)
Noting that γ˙i ≈ ∆γi/∆t and employing a linear interpolation within ∆t, we obtain
∆γi = ∆t
[
(1− ζ) γ˙it + ζγ˙it+∆t
]
(A.0.4)
where ζ = 0.5. The current slip rate on ith slip system is a function of current τ iext










where ∆τ iext and ∆g
i are the corresponding increments at ∆t. From Eqs. ((A.0.3)



































where Cpqrs are the elastic moduli components, µipq and ω
i
pq are respectively the
symmetric and skew-symmetric parts of the Schmid tensor, and σpq and ∆εpq are
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Appendix B
Dissociation of Full Dislocations into
Shockley Partials
It is worthwhile mentioning that in an FCC crystal undergoing dislocation slip, it is
often energetically more favorable to split a full dislocation into two partial dislo-
cations, i.e. b1 → bp1 +bp2 (Hirth and Lothe (1992); Hull and Bacon (2001)). One
may explain this mechanism better by opening the four (111) slip planes, namely
Thompson tetrahedron, as illustrated in Fig. B.1. For example, from Fig. B.1b, one
may see that




































Figure B.1 (a) Schematic of the four slip planes in FCC crystal, (b) Thompson tetrahedron




In the context of the thesis, we explained a mechanism by which the TB moves one
step downward. For clarification, here we present the reverse scenario where the TB
moves upward by motion of the dislocation towards right (de-twinning with respect
to twin variant 1). This is similar to the steps taken in the previous section, except
here we swap the position of the left and right part of the lattice to get reverse the











Figure C.1 Schematic representation of: (a) the position of a TB before and after
migration, when the TB moves upward. (b) the Burgers circuit and Burgers vector in the
context of partial dislocations, (c) an intermediate stage of deformation when TP moves
one atomic step forward, depositing TB migration by one atomic plane, (d) the final stage
of deformation after the TP sweeps through the entire region, and (e) the sense of TP
dislocation line and the direction of the Peach-Koehler force.
By bringing these two parts to the closest possible atomic site, the lattice gets
the configuration shown in Fig. C.1a. One can see that motion of the TP towards
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right leads to the shifting the position of the TB one step up (small pink arrows in
Fig. C.1b), until the entire TB shifts upward after the TP sweep through the entire
region.
To obtain the Burgers vector, we follow the same steps as in section ??. We can
also investigate the loading condition which results in the motion of the TB upward
by calculating the Peach-Koehler force. We apply the load −T12 (as shown in Fig.
??e in the global frame) to the lattice as follows:
FPK






















which is the motion of the dislocation towards right, leading to de-twinning.
This is also expected as the reverse loading is in direction of the twin system (local
[112¯]) of twin variant 2 and it is compatible with the polarity of twinning.
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Appendix D
Lattice Rotations and Its Possible
Effects on TB Velocity
Motivated triple-GB’s simulation results, in this section we first study the behavior
of some basic examples which help understand the effects of different parameters
on the velocity of TBs more clearly. The main goal of this section is to address
the impacts of different parameters on the velocity of TB migration. The identified
parameters to be studied are:
(a) Elastic Anisotropy of the material,
(b) Plastic Anisotropy due to Schmidt factor and lattice rotations, and
(c) Impacts of applied BCs (periodic) This BC is considered as a hard type one
applied on the left and right edges of the model.
Although textural hardening is qualitatively discussed in literatures, in this sec-
tion we more focus on some quantitative analysis of textural hardening. It can
reveal some of the aspects related to the trends observed in TB migration. To start
with, we set up three case-studies, namely appendix-models, with the same crystal
orientation and loading (simple shear) as that of the parent problem as follows:
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(a) Model A-I: A square-shape (500 nm × 500 nm), single-grain, and isotropic
model with full periodic BC at its left and right edges.
(b) Model A-II: A square-shape (500 nm× 500 nm), single-grain, and anisotropic
model with full periodic BC at its left and right edges.
(c) Model A-III: A square-shape (500 nm×500 nm), single-grain, and anisotropic
model with fully relaxed BCs at its left and right edges.
The main goal here is to isolate the impacts of anisotropy of the material (as one
of the sources of nonlinearities) and periodic BC (which is considered as a hard BC)
by comparing the results of these models.































Figure D.1 Macroscopic responses, S12 (left axis, solid lines) and S˙12 (right axis, dashed
lines) of the Appendix models (see the text for more info).
The first results to study are macroscopic shear response, S12 and its rate of
hardening/softening, S˙12, which are shown in Fig. D.1. One may divide the overall
response into three parts, highlighted and labeled as A, B, and C in this figure.
Part A represents the region of perfectly plastic behavior. This behavior is a natural
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outcome behind the assumption of using non-hardening-type slip systems, i.e. g˙ =
0. In the second part, B, S12 starts increasing at t ∼ 90 s. Since there is no source
of typical hardening across all of these simulations, an important question to ask
is: what is the source of this apparent hardening observed in region B? The answer
to this question can help identify one of the important affecting parameters of TB
migration velocities. To address this observation, we first look at the profile of
plastic slips corresponding to each slip systems in a selected representative element
(continuum point) within the models.
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Figure D.2 Plastic slip evolution in a selected representative element in Appendix Models I
(a), II (b), and III (c).
As represented in Fig. D.2, all models show single-slip-like behavior, causing
bending moment applied on the continuum point, resulting in textural hardening.
In such a single-slip-dominated response, one should look for the features of the
most active slip systems. Therefore, we consider slip system No. 11 whose normal
at this configuration is very close to [100] global direction.
Note that we apply simple shear loading, meaning that this slip system may
be the most operative one even from the beginning of the deformation, due to its
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Figure D.3 Variation of Schmidt factors of a selected representative element in Appendix
Models I (a), II (b), and III (c)
Schmid factor. To clarify it further, in Fig. D.3 we present the Schmid factors of
this slip system across all three Appendix Models. One should note that in case of
plane-strain problem, the Schmidt factors corresponding to σ13 (Schmid-5) and σ23
(Schmid-6) are not important and can be excluded from this study. Note that the
Schmid factor corresponding to σ23 (Schmid-3) is also zero. Thus, the most active
slip system is highly affected by Schmid-4, which is conjugate to σ12. This means
that the resolved shear stress and consequently the plastic slip on this slip system
are highly affected by variation of this factor. Fig. D.4 shows the time derivative of
Schmid-4 in all three Appendix Models.
The trends show that they first increase to a maximum point then start to de-
crease. The maximum happens around the time t ∼ 90(s), where the time deriva-
tive is zero. Before the extremum this time, the Schmid factor increases, causing
softening in the overall behaviour. This softening is improved by lattice rotation
whose net combined effect follows more or less a perfect plastic slip (Portion A in
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Figure D.4 Time derivative of Schmid-4 in all three Appendix Models.
Fig. D.1). After that time the Schmid factor start to decrease, leading to increase
in the overall response. This increase is assisted by both lattice rotation and other
slip systems, as their Schmidt factors switch sign at around the same time (Fig.D.3).
To show the contribution of each Schmidt stress (the multiplication of each Schmid
factor and its stress conjugate) into the RSS of this slip system more clearly, we also
provide its graphs in Fig. D.5.
As we discussed above, the contribution from the shear σ12 is maximum in RSS of
this slip system. Therefore the trend of the stress state in region A may be addressed
to the variation of Schmid-4. Now let us see what causes the slope of S12 and/or
σ12 to change again suddenly (region C). To address this trend, one should pay
attention to the gradual contribution from two other slip systems into the plastic
slip after a certain time as shown in Fig. D.2.
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Figure D.5 The plots of RSS of slip system No. 11 in all three Appendix Models.
By compiling and comparing all results, three conclusions are of particular im-
portance in this study:
(1) The overall and local responses of these Appendix Models follow similar pat-
terns. This pattern is highly influenced by the contribution from single-slip-
like behavior.
(2) For this problem, the impacts of plastic anisotropy (through Schmidt factors)
are significantly higher than elastic anisotropy. The plastic anisotropy itself
is affected by lattice rotation, causing apparent hardening in the overall re-
sponse.
(3) One of the important effects of applying periodic BC is to cancel the bending
moment on the system. This known bending is mainly due to the single-slip-




In this section we study the sensitivity of TB velocity to the mesh size. From kine-
matic perspective, the basis of the model (sections 4.6.2 and 4.6.5) suggest that the
average velocity of a TB cannot be affected by the size of mesh size, le, and also y∗.
To verify this, we set up a couple of additional simulations with higher and lower
mesh densities as compared to the mesh sizes we use in the main text of the work.
The results show that the velocity of the TB is not affected by the mesh size, even
in the model with grid size of 10nm × 10nm, where the y∗ = 10 nm (Fig. E.1).
However, the change in the stress in the coarser model is expected due to change
in TBAZ thickness.
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Figure E.1 Comparison of TB positions (a), velocities (b) and stress response (c) of the
models with fine and coarse mesh densities.
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